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One-Pager - Fukushima Dalichi

ET Overview and Priorities
. ET turnover: WebEOC turnover list, one-pager, list of major documents, tasker list, ET Log Book.
Plant and fuel pool conditions are generally unchanged.
Headquarters Operations Center transition activities continue. Documented the process for tasking actions to
Line Organizations. See Ops Center Transition Plan Document (WebEOC).
. USAID will transition support for NRC Japan Site Team to NRC (OCFO/OIP) on May 1. USAID will continue to
support until May 1.
NRC reviewed and provided to Japan Site Team Lead the analysis of the adequacy of the TEPCO Roadmap
on April 25. This document was also sent to the Consortium for comment by 4/27.
-

RST Overview and Priorities
Continued monitoring of Units. Conditions at the units were static.
Completed NRC review of the TEPCO Roadmap, which was provided to the site team. NRC review will be
provided to Japanese Government early Tuesday morning (Japan time). Consortium to provide comments on
accuracy only by COB Wednesday, April 27.
. No further work will be done on the RST assessment or the "Interim Comprehensive Assessment" (Global
Assessment/Interim Safety Assessment).
-

PMT Overview and Priorities
PMT, via the line organization, continues to work on the final "Composite" document (4969) aligning it with
Japan's evacuation instruction, commensurate with a "Travel Advisory." Goal: Receive Line Organization
comment by COB Tuesday April 26, and release document to the Federal Family by the end of the week.
Japan Team is actively tracking radiation readings, and investigating agricultural and marine impacts.
The Japanese government will begin euthanizing debilitated and dying livestock within the No-go zone (20 km
around site) on or after April 25. The government must have owners' consent to euthanize. Euthanized
animals will be disinfected with slaked lime and wrapped in vinyl sheeting. Prefectural government staff and
veterinarians are in charge of this activity with a daily maximum exposure limit of 50 mSv. At this time, they
will not work in a few towns with relatively higher radiation levels.
On April 25, Ned Wright (NSIR) obtained information from a U.S. news report that the Navy is tracking floating
debris fields of about 60 to 70 miles in length. Vince Holahan (PACOM) provided information that the
University of Hawaii is tracking this under contract with NOAA, and that the U.S. Coast Guard will probably be
tasked to monitor the debris field as it migrates eastward. Other assets are monitoring the situation as well.
Also on April 25 we received information that NOAA was placing the plume modeling on hold for two weeks.
NOAA said that the government of Japan has requested input from IAEA representatives. There is a two week
or more delay due to the representatives' arrival.
LT Overview and Priorities
Next Industry Consortium call scheduled for Tuesday, April 26, 2011 at 2000 (EDT) - U.S. Embassy Japan will
send the Request Matrix out for updating.
According to the Japan Site Team there are no U.S. Citizens who live within the 12- and 50- mile radius of the
Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant They verified this information with the Embassy.
U.S.- Japan Economic Strategy Institute in Tokyo requested help in obtaining acceptable shipping containers
for radioactive materials. Helen Peterson in the Foreign Commercial Services Unit U.S. Embassy Japan has
this for action.
-
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USNRC Emergency Operations Center Status Update
April 29, 2011
Earthquake / Tsunami Status Update
Compiled by Liaison Coordinator
This report includes NRC's current understanding of the ongoing situation in Japan.
Historical and background information can be found in past reports.

NRC's Top Priorities
1) Continued assessment of plant and radiological conditions and protective action
recommendations.
2) Providing technical assistance to the US Ambassador in Japan and the Japanese
Government.
3) Coordination with other US Departments and Agencies, the Institute of Nuclear Power
Operations (INPO), Bechtel, General Electric Hitachi (GEH), Tokyo Electric Power Company
(TEPCO), and the Japanese military.

Status
At 0946 EST, March 11, 2011, the NRC entered Monitoring Mode, and the agency continues to
monitor the unfolding events in Japan. In that the situation is not yet stable, NRC continues its
24 hour support in headquarters and a fully-engaged site team in Japan. During the week of
April 1 1 th, NRC increased the size and adjusted the skill set of its site team to better support the
work activities in Japan. On April 11, NRC transitioned a great portion of its response support
efforts to its line organizations. A core team of managers and experts will continue to staff the
Headquarters Operations Center on a 24 hour basis.
Press releases related to the situation in Japan can be found online at:
http ://www. nrc.qov/reading-rm/doc-collections/news/201 1/.
Japan has scheduled a national stand-down on Friday April 29 , and Tuesday through
Thursday, May 3 rd, 4 th, and 5 th 2011 inclusive.
NISA and TEPCO have started holding joint press conferences to improve communications with
the public. The first press conference occurred April 26 and lasted 3 hours. More joint press
conferences are scheduled for the week.
The current protective action recommendation for US citizens residing within 50 miles (80 km) of
the Fukushima Daiichi site is to evacuate. The NRC continues to evaluate this
recommendation. According to media sources, Japan decided Thursday April 21, 2011 to
prohibit residents from staying within a 20-kilometer radius of Fukushima NPP. People will only
be allowed to enter the zone for up to two hours to collect belongings under government
supervision. No member of the public would be allowed within 3 km of the site. The
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government added some towns outside the 20-km radius to the list of areas covered by its "noentry" directive (Kyodo New, 22 April.)(0600 4/22 SITREP)
As reported by Kyodo News early Thursday 21 April, TEPCO announced highly radioactive
water that leaked into the Pacific Ocean from the Daiichi nuclear plant in early April contained
an estimated 5,000 terabecquerels of radioactive substances - 20,000 times the annual
allowable limit for the plant - with TEPCO reporting total leakage amounting to 520 tons.
TEPCO estimates the leakage to have lasted for six days through April 6.
The US DOE and the US Environmental Protection Agency are the Federal communicators for
questions regarding possible domestic impacts from the events in Japan and on domestic
monitoring.
The Commission established a senior-level agency task force to conduct a systematic review of
NRC processes and regulations with specific near-term and long-term objectives.

Status of NRC Licensee and Agreement State Facilities
Air sample and standing water sample results from US nuclear plant licensees have been
entered into a password protected database established by the Nuclear Energy Institute (NEI).
NRC and Federal partners have access to the plant data.

Industry Consortium / Contractor Activities
The industry consortium is composed of government and industry representatives working to
respond to Government of Japan (GoJ) requests for material and assistance. Consortium calls
are typically held daily on technical issues at 11:00 EDT and are held at 2000 EDT on days
agreed to by the consortium for topics including supply needs by GoJ.

Current Understanding of Japanese Facilities
(This information is compiled from the NRC in-country team, TEPCO press releases, Japanese
Nuclear and Industrial Safety Agency (NISA) press releases, Japan Atomic Industrial Forum
(JAIF) compiled data and assessments, IAEA information releases, Federation of Electric Power
Companies of Japan, World Association of Nuclear Operators, DOE and others.)
Fukushimna Daiichi
IAEA confirms a no-fly zone out to 30 km around the Fukushima Daiichi plant. The Japanese
government announced that it is revising the emergency plans for Fukushima Daiichi to
establish potential evacuation zones in case of another emergency. The Chief Cabinet
Secretary indicated this is being done because plant conditions are not yet stable.
On April 12, 2011, NISA raised the rating for the events at the Fukushima Daiichi site on the
International Nuclear and Radiological Event Scale (INES) from 5, "Accident with Wider
Consequences," to 7, "Major Accident," citing calculations by both NISA and the Nuclear Safety
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Commission of Japan (NSC) of radioactive materials released from the Fukushima Daiichi
reactors. This new provisional rating considers the accidents that occurred at Units 1, 2, and 3
as a single event on INES. NISA notes that while an INES rating of 7 is the same as that of the
Chernobyl accident, their current estimated amount of radioactive materials released is
approximately 10% of the amount from the Chernobyl accident. (Source: N ISA and IAEA 4/12)
Groundwater sampling near Units 1 & 2 showed increased radiation levels 6-38 times greater
than previous measurements, based on isotope analysis. Groundwater flow leads to the ocean
(Source: Site Team 4/15). TEPCO completed pumping out low-level liquid radwaste from the
common-area radwaste building and applied sealant. TEPCO is transferring highly radioactive
water from the Unit 2 turbine building basement to the radwaste facility; expecting 26 days to
complete. (Source: Site Team 4/19).
TEPCO expects to have a tanker barge available by mid-May that will be able to hold 27,000
Tons of liquid radwaste, giving them a total of 60,400 Tons of liquid radwaste storage capacity.
TEPCO estimates that a total of 50,000 Tons of highly contaminated liquid radwaste will have
been generated onsite by the end of May. (Source: Site Team 4/16).
On April 17, TEPCO released a document titled "Roadmap towards Restorationfrom the
Accident at Fukushima DaiichiNuclear Power Station." This document sets out a two-phase
action plan to bring "the reactors and spent fuel pools to a stable cooling condition and [mitigate]
the release of radioactive materials .This
plan envisions actions over the next six to nine
months. (Source: TEPCO 4/17). Staff is currently reviewing the document and seeking
Consortium input.
TEPCO is considering adding boric acid to the core cooling water.
TEPCO has concerns regarding flooding up the drywell and prefers the existing approach of
feed and bleed for core cooling, with some leakage into the drywell. TEPCO's concerns involve
the inability to measure the exact water level and disposal of the contaminated water that may
leak out of the reactor building.
TEPCO is considering: 1) entombment of the Unit 2 reactor building to stop leakage that is
believed to be emanating from the suppression pool, 2) trying to ascertain whether the water in
the Unit 2 turbine building basement may be coming from another unit, 3) requesting US
assistance and expertise with processing high level radwaste, and 4) inerting Unit 3 drywell,
however, it may be difficult due to high rad levels and debris in the Unit 3 reactor building.
TEPCO is experiencing challenges in accessing portions of the facility due to highly radioactive
sludge and is exploring methods to address the problem. (Source: TEPCO)
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STATUS as of 1200 EDT, April 27, 2011 (0100 Japan, April 28)
U/nit I - (NRC Priority,: 1)
Core Status: Estimated 55% damage (Source: TEPCO), fuel partially or fully exposed (Source:
JAIF, NISA, TEPCO). RPV level ½ TAF (NISA 4/8). The volume of sea water injected to
cool the core, when fresh water was not available, has left enough salt to fill the lower
plenum to the core plate (Source: GEH, US Industry). Vessel temperatures 98.50C at
bottom drain, 107.30C at FW nozzle (Source: TEPCO 4/28). RPV pressure (Ch A: 66
psig, Ch B: 171 psig) (Source: DOE 4/27).
Core Cooling: Fresh water injection via temporary electrical pump to FW line at 44.0 gpm
(Source: Site Team 4/28). Recirculation pump seals have likely failed (Source: GEH).
Stuck open SRV (Source: Site Team, confirmed by TEPCO 4/7). Began injecting
nitrogen (N2) to drywell at 0130 Japan time on April 7 (Source: IAEA, 4/7).
Primary Containment: Damage suspected, slow leakage, DW pressure decreased to 10 psig,
torus pressure at 10 psig and slowly increasing from N2 injection (Source: IAEA 4/18).
Leakage rate estimated at 3m3/hr
Secondary Containment: Severely damaged (hydrogen explosion)
Spent Fuel Pool: Temperature is at 200C (Source: IAEA 4/27, uncertain, overhead
thermography). Periodic freshwater spray using concrete pump truck (Source: DOE
4/3). SFP has 292 assemblies with last transfer of 64 assemblies from reactor to SFP in
March 2010 (Source: GEH 4/2).
Rad Levels: DW: 6830 R/hr (Source: NISA 4/8), Reported instrument failure (Source: INPO
4/8), Torus: 1080 R/hr (Source: TEPCO 4/12), Outside site at plant gate(s): 4 mR/hr at
west gate (very slight trend downward) (Source: JAIF).
Power: On external power (Source: NISA); equipment testing in progress (Source: JAIF, NISA,
TEPCO).
Actions: TEPCO increased flow to the RPV from 5.9 m3/hr to 10.0 m3/hr for a period of 6 hours
(complete at app. 0300 4/27/2011) to raise the primary containment water level from an
estimated 2 feet below RPV lower head to above lower RPV lower head. TEPCO
reported that the RPV lower head temperatures decreased to less than 100 0C
(4/28/2011). Robotics was unsuccessful at locating primary containment leakage paths.
TEPCO will continue the robotics leak detection activities with the higher water level in
the primary containment. (Source: Site Team 4/27)
Unit 2 - (NRC Priority: 2)
Core Status: Estimated 35% damage (Source: TEPCO), fuel partially or fully exposed (Source:
JAIF, NISA, TEPCO). RPV Level A -59.0" Level B -79.0" below TAF (DOE 4/27) Bottom
head temperature no data, feed water nozzle temperature 120.40C (Source: IAEA 4/27).
RPV pressure: Ch A: 2.3 psig, Ch D: 4.0 psig (Source: DOE 4/27). Stabilized at
atmospheric pressure since 3/18/11 (Source: IAEA 4/9).
Core Cooling: Fresh water injecting at 30.8 gpm (Source: IAEA 4/27).
Primary Containment: Damage suspected (Source: JAIF, NISA, TEPCO). DW Pressure:
0 psig (Source: IAEA 4/15).
Secondary Containment: Damaged (Source: JAIF, NISA, TEPCO), blowout panels removed
from side of reactor building to reduce hydrogen buildup (Source: visual).
Spent Fuel Pool: Full fresh water injection continuing (Source: IAEA 4/5), fuel pool temperature
700C (Source: DOE 4/27). 135 Tons of fresh water added 4/25 (Source: IAEA 4/27).
Actions: Refilled SFP to overflow (Source: Site Team4/27)
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Rad Levels: DW: 2810 R/hr (Source: TEPCO 4/12); Torus 68.1 R/hr (Source: TEPCO 4/12);
Outside site at plant gate(s): 4 mR/hr at west gate (very slight trend downward) (Source:
JAIF).
Power: On offsite power (Source: NISA 4/3)
Unit 3 - (NRC Priorrit':3)

Core Status: Estimated 30% damage (Source: TEPCO), Bottom head temperature 110.7 0 C,
FW nozzle temperature: 72.00 C (Source: IAEA 4/27). RPV pressure Ch A: 0 psig, Ch B:
0 psig (Source: IAEA 4/18). RPV level A -73", level B-86" below TAF (Source: IAEA
4/27). Stabilized at atmospheric pressure since 3/22/11 (Source: IAEA 4/9).
Core Cooling: Freshwater injection via fire line at 30.8 gpm via temporary electrical pump
(Source: IAEA 4/25). Recirculation pump seals have likely failed (Source: GEH).
Primary Containment: Damage suspected. Drywell Pressure: 0 psig and Torus Pressure 9
psig (Source: IAEA 4/18). Nitrogen injection delayed due to problems accessing
equipment (Source: NHK).
Secondary Containment: Damaged (Source: JAIF, NISA, TEPCO)
Spent Fuel Pool: Low water level. Temperature 47.0°C estimated (Source: IAEA 4/27), Fresh
water sprayed via concrete pump on 4/8 (Source: TEPCO 4/9). -30 Tons added on 4/18
(site team 4/20). -47.5 Tons added on 4/26 (IAEA 4/27)
Rad Levels: DW: 1740 R/hr, Torus: 67.1 R/hr (Source: TEPCO 4/12); Outside site at plant
gate(s): 4.0 mR/hr at west gate (very slight trend downward) (Source: JAIF); 100 R/hr
debris outside Rx building (covered).
Power: On offsite power (Source: NISA 4/3)
Unit 4 - (ATRC Priority:4)

Core Status: Offloaded 105 days at time of accident (Source: JAIF, NISA, TEPCO).
Core Cooling: Not necessary (Source: JAIF, NISA, TEPCO).
Primary Containment: Not applicable (Source: JAIF, NISA, TEPCO).
Secondary Containment: Severely damaged from hydrogen explosion (Source: JAIF, NISA,
TEPCO).
Spent Fuel Pool: Temperature 831C (Source: TEPCO 4/26). Freshwater added via concrete
pump 4/9, additional spraying as needed (Source: TEPCO 4/9). 195 Tons fresh water
added 4/12 (Source: IAEA 4/14). Fresh water spraying restarted by concrete pump truck
on 4/15 (Source: IAEA 4/16). 140 Tons fresh water added on 4/23, 130 Tones added
4/26 (IAEA 4/27) TEPCO acknowledges there is a leak in the SFP (Source: TEPCO,
unconfirmed). Water level -2.5m above top of fuel (Source: TEPCO, uncertain). The
extent of fuel damage, if any, is uncertain. Analyzed isotope levels from the pool may
not be indicative of the actual state of fuel in the pool and may be more indicative of the
isotopes from the water sprayed into the pool. Further sampling has been suggested by
the NRC Site Team, but due to the complexity of obtaining samples from the pool,
TEPCO has not planned further sampling.
Actions: Installed SFP T/C level indication stalk (Source: Site Team4/27)
TEPCO has added 140-210 tons of water through April 26, 2011, resultant level 10 to 40
centimeters lower than expected. Surmise water leaking from spent fuel pool (Source
TEPCO, 4/27)
Plans to install concrete pillars to support the fuel pool by around July to increase its
earthquake resistance (Source: TEPCO 4/27)
Power: On offsite AC power (Source: DOE 4/3)
Unit 5 - (NRC Priority:5)
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Unit 5 remains in stable cold shutdown, with offsite power.
Unit 6 - (NRC Priorit1!:6)

Unit 6 remains in stable cold shutdown, with offsite power.
NRC priorities are based on analyses by the Reactor Safety Team. Unit 1 is priority 1 based on
the belief that primary containment functionality, though degraded, can still be preserved if the
responders take actions to inject to the RPV and primary containment. Unit 2 is priority 2
because of the apparent damage to primary containment and the other barriers to release. This
damage requires continued attention to cool the core and provide water to the primary
containment to minimize potential for release. Unit 3 is priority 3 because primary containment
may be nominally functional but continued attention is required to pursue core cooling and
injection.

Other Plants

Protective Measures Team (PMT) Update
The PMT continues to assess available dose rate information from DOE AMS data, the US
Navy, TEPCO, and MEXT.
The PMT is the NRC Headquarters Operations Center point of contact for a "composite"
document that takes conditions such as plant stability, radiological conditions, and local
infrastructure into consideration in order to re-evaluate the current 50-mile evacuation
recommendations. The PMT will vet this document through Federal partners. The lead within
NRC is the Office of Nuclear Security and Incident Response (NSIR) with NRR Support.
As requested by the Japan Site Team, PMT is coordinating the review of Japan's emergency
preparedness, planning and programs to identify differences between the U.S. and Japan
approaches to protective measures.

International Response
*

*
*

*

On April 15, 2011 the US Embassy in Japan has lifted the voluntary authorized departure for
dependents of US government staff who voluntarily relocated from the Tokyo area. A travel
alert has been issued on the subject and can be found online at:
http://iapan.usembassy..ov/e/acs/tacs-alert2110415.html.
The IAEA has announced that it will hold a high-level conference on preliminary lessons
learned from Fukushima on June 20-24, 2011. Information is available at www.iaea.org.
NRC has weekly teleconferences with the United Kingdom's Health and Safety Executive,
the Canadian Nuclear Safety Commission, and the French Nuclear Safety Authority. IAEA
and Finland also participate intermittently.
An Institute of Nuclear Power Operations (INPO) staff member in Tokyo is coordinating with
US Government staff at the US Embassy concerning equipment requests.
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Reference
Units
1 rem (rem) = 1,000 millirem (mrem)
1 Sievert (Sv) = 1,000 milliSieverts (mSv) = 1,000,000 microsieverts (pSv)
1 rem = 0.01 Sv = 10 mSv
1 Sv = 100 rem
TF = (9/5 X Tc + 32)
1Kilometer (kin) = 0.62 mile (mi)
Reactor Abbreviations
atm - Atmosphere (unit of pressure)
DW - Drywell
FW - Feed Water
gpm - gallons per minute
RHR - Residual Heat Removal

SFP SRV TAF RPV -
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Spent Fuel Pool
Safety Relief Valve
Top of Active Fuel
Reactor Pressure Vessel

1200 EDT

USNRC Emergency Operations Center Status Update
April 29, 2011
Earthquake / Tsunami Status Update
Compiled by Liaison Coordinator
This report includes NRC's current understanding of the ongoing situation in Japan.
Historical and background information can be found in past reports.
NOTE: The next NRC update will be distributed @ 1200 EDT on Monday, May 2, 2011
NRC's Top Priorities
1) Providing technical assistance to the US Ambassador in Japan and the Japanese
Government.
2) Continued assessment of plant and radiological conditions and protective action
recommendations.
3) Coordination with other US Departments and Agencies, the Institute of Nuclear Power
Operations (INPO), Bechtel, General Electric Hitachi (GEH), Tokyo Electric Power Company
(TEPCO), and the Japanese military.

Status
At 0946 EST, March 11, 2011, the NRC entered Monitoring Mode, and the agency continues to
monitor the unfolding events in Japan. In that the situation is not yet stable, NRC continues its
24 hour support in headquarters and a fully-engaged site team in Japan. During the week of
April 1 1 th, NRC increased the size and adjusted the skill set of its site team to better support the
work activities in Japan. On April 11, NRC transitioned a great portion of its response support
efforts to its line organizations. A core team of managers and experts will continue to staff the
Headquarters Operations Center on a 24 hour basis.
Press releases related to the situation in Japan can be found online at:
http://www.nrc.gov/readinq-rm/doc-collections/news/201 1/.
Japan has scheduled a national stand-down on Friday April 2 9th, and Tuesday through
Thursday, May 3rd 4 th, and 5 th 2011 inclusive.
NISA and TEPCO have started holding joint press conferences to improve communications with
the public. The first press conference occurred April 26 and lasted 3 hours. More joint press
conferences are scheduled for the week.
The current protective action recommendation for US citizens residing within 50 miles (80 km) of
the Fukushima Daiichi site is to evacuate. The NRC continues to evaluate this
recommendation. According to media sources, Japan decided Thursday April 21, 2011 to
prohibit residents from staying within a 20-kilometer radius of Fukushima NPP. People will only
be allowed to enter the zone for up to two hours to collect belongings under government
supervision. No member of the public would be allowed within 3 km of the site. The

government added some towns outside the 20-km radius to the list of areas covered by its "noentry" directive (Kyodo New, 22 April.)(0600 4/22 SITREP)
As reported by Kyodo News early Thursday 21 April, TEPCO announced highly radioactive
water that leaked into the Pacific Ocean from the Daiichi nuclear plant in early April contained
an estimated 5,000 terabecquerels of radioactive substances - 20,000 times the annual
allowable limit for the plant - with TEPCO reporting total leakage amounting to 520 tons.
TEPCO estimates the leakage to have lasted for six days through April 6.
The US DOE and the US Environmental Protection Agency are the Federal communicators for
questions regarding possible domestic impacts from the events in Japan and on domestic
monitoring.
The Commission established a senior-level agency task force to conduct a systematic review of
NRC processes and regulations with specific near-term and long-term objectives.

Status of NRC Licensee and Agreement State Facilities
Air sample and standing water sample results from US nuclear plant licensees have been
entered into a password protected database established by the Nuclear Energy Institute (NEI).
NRC and Federal partners have access to the plant data.

Industry Consortium / Contractor Activities
The industry consortium is composed of government and industry representatives working to
respond to Government of Japan (GoJ) requests for material and assistance. Consortium calls
are typically held daily on technical issues at 11:00 EDT and are held at 2000 EDT on days
agreed to by the consortium for topics including supply needs by GoJ.

Current Understanding of Japanese Facilities
(This information is compiled from the NRC in-country team, TEPCO press releases, Japanese
Nuclear and Industrial Safety Agency (NISA) press releases, Japan Atomic Industrial Forum
(JAIF) compiled data and assessments, IAEA information releases, Federation of Electric Power
Companies of Japan, World Association of Nuclear Operators, DOE and others.)
Fukushima Daiichi

IAEA confirms a no-fly zone out to 30 km around the Fukushima Daiichi plant. The Japanese
government announced that it is revising the emergency plans for Fukushima Daiichi to
establish potential evacuation zones in case of another emergency. The Chief Cabinet
Secretary indicated this is being done because plant conditions are not yet stable.
On April 12, 2011, NISA raised the rating for the events at the Fukushima Daiichi site on the
International Nuclear and Radiological Event Scale (INES) from 5, "Accident with Wider
Consequences," to 7, "Major Accident," citing calculations by both NISA and the Nuclear Safety
Commission of Japan (NSC) of radioactive materials released from the Fukushima Daiichi

reactors. This new provisional rating considers the accidents that occurred at Units 1, 2, and 3
as a single event on INES. NISA notes that while an INES rating of 7 is the same as that of the
Chernobyl accident, their current estimated amount of radioactive materials released is
approximately 10% of the amount from the Chernobyl accident. (Source: NISA and IAEA 4/12)
Groundwater sampling near Units 1 & 2 showed increased radiation levels 6-38 times greater
than previous measurements, based on isotope analysis. Groundwater flow leads to the ocean
(Source: Site Team 4/15). TEPCO completed pumping out low-level liquid radwaste from the
common-area radwaste building and applied sealant. TEPCO is transferring highly radioactive
water from the Unit 2 turbine building basement to the radwaste facility; expecting 26 days to
complete. (Source: Site Team 4/19).
TEPCO expects to have a tanker barge available by mid-May that will be able to hold 27,000
Tons of liquid radwaste, giving them a total of 60,400 Tons of liquid radwaste storage capacity.
TEPCO estimates that a total of 50,000 Tons of highly contaminated liquid radwaste will have
been generated onsite by the end of May. (Source: Site Team 4/16).
On April 17, TEPCO released a document titled "Roadmap towards Restoration from the
Accident at Fukushima DaiichiNuclear Power Station." This document sets out a two-phase
action plan to bring "the reactors and spent fuel pools to a stable cooling condition and [mitigate]
the release of radioactive materials .This
plan envisions actions over the next six to nine
months. (Source: TEPCO 4/17). Staff is currently reviewing the document and seeking
Consortium input.
TEPCO is considering adding boric acid to the core cooling water.
TEPCO has concerns regarding flooding up the drywell and prefers the existing approach of
feed and bleed for core cooling, with some leakage into the drywell. TEPCO's concerns involve
the inability to measure the exact water level and disposal of the contaminated water that may
leak out of the reactor building.
TEPCO is considering: 1) entombment of the Unit 2 reactor building to stop leakage that is
believed to be emanating from the suppression pool, 2) trying to ascertain whether the water in
the Unit 2 turbine building basement may be coming from another unit, 3) requesting US
assistance and expertise with processing high level radwaste, and 4) inerting Unit 3 drywell,
however, it may be difficult due to high rad levels and debris in the Unit 3 reactor building.
TEPCO is experiencing challenges in accessing portions of the facility due to highly radioactive
sludge and is exploring methods to address the problem. (Source: TEPCO)

STATUS as of 1200 EDT, April 29, 2011 (0100 Japan, April 30, 2011)
Unit I - (ARC Priority:1)

Core Status: Estimated 55% damage (Source: TEPCO), fuel partially or fully exposed (Source:
JAIF, NISA, TEPCO). RPV level ½ TAF (NISA 4/8). The volume of sea water injected to
cool the core, when fresh water was not available, has left enough salt to fill the lower
plenum to the core plate (Source: GEH, US Industry). Vessel temperatures 98.50 C at
bottom drain, 107.3 0 C at FW nozzle (Source: TEPCO 4/28). RPV pressure (Ch A: 66
psig, Ch B: 171 psig) (Source: DOE 4/27).
Core Cooling: Fresh water injection via temporary electrical pump to FW line at 44.0 gpm
(Source: Site Team 4/28). Recirculation pump seals have likely failed (Source: GEH).
Stuck open SRV (Source: Site Team, confirmed by TEPCO 4/7). Began injecting
nitrogen (N2) to drywell at 0130 Japan time on April 7 (Source: IAEA, 4/7).
Primary Containment: Damage suspected, slow leakage, DW pressure decreased to 10 psig,
torus pressure at 10 psig and slowly increasing from N2 injection (Source: IAEA 4/18).
Leakage rate estimated at 3m3/hr
Secondary Containment: Severely damaged (hydrogen explosion)
Spent Fuel Pool: Temperature is at 201C (Source: IAEA 4/27, uncertain, overhead
thermography). Periodic freshwater spray using concrete pump truck (Source: DOE
4/3). SFP has 292 assemblies with last transfer of 64 assemblies from reactor to SFP in
March 2010 (Source: GEH 4/2).
Rad Levels: DW: 6830 R/hr (Source: NISA 4/8), Reported instrument failure (Source: INPO
4/8), Torus: 1080 R/hr (Source: TEPCO 4/12), Outside site at plant gate(s): 4 mR/hr at
west gate (very slight trend downward) (Source: JAIF).
Power: On external power (Source: NISA); equipment testing in progress (Source: JAIF, NISA,
TEPCO).
Actions: TEPCO increased flow to the RPV from 5.9 m3/hr to 10.0 m3/hr for a period of 6 hours
(complete at app. 0300 4/27/2011) to raise the primary containment water level from an
estimated 2 feet below RPV lower head to above lower RPV lower head. TEPCO
reported that the RPV lower head temperatures decreased to less than 100 °C
(4/28/2011). Robotics was unsuccessful at locating primary containment leakage paths.
TEPCO will continue the robotics leak detection activities with the higher water level in
the primary containment. (Source: Site Team 4/27)
LUit 2 - (NRC Priority:2)
Core Status: Estimated 35% damage (Source: TEPCO), fuel partially or fully exposed (Source:
JAIF, NISA, TEPCO). RPV Level A -59.0" Level B -79.0" below TAF (DOE 4/27) Bottom
head temperature no data, feed water nozzle temperature 120.41C (Source: IAEA 4/27).
RPV pressure: Ch A: 2.3 psig, Ch D: 4.0 psig (Source: DOE 4/27). Stabilized at
atmospheric pressure since 3/18/11 (Source: IAEA 4/9).
Core Cooling: Fresh water injecting at 30.8 gpm (Source: IAEA 4/27).
Primary Containment: Damage suspected (Source: JAIF, NISA, TEPCO). DW Pressure:
0 psig (Source: IAEA 4/15).
Secondary Containment: Damaged (Source: JAIF, NISA, TEPCO), blowout panels removed
from side of reactor building to reduce hydrogen buildup (Source: visual).
Spent Fuel Pool: Fresh water is being supplied by the fuel pool Cooling system piping, but not
through the associated FPC pumps or heat exchangers (Source: Japan Site Team,
4/29), fuel pool temperature 700C (Source: DOE 4/27). 135 Tons of fresh water added
4/25 (Source: IAEA 4/27).
Actions: Refilled SFP to overflow (Source: Site Team4/27)

Rad Levels: DW: 2810 R/hr (Source: TEPCO 4/12); Torus 68.1 R/hr (Source: TEPCO 4/12);
Outside site at plant gate(s): 4 mR/hr at west gate (very slight trend downward) (Source:
JAIF).
Power: On offsite power (Source: NISA 4/3)
Unit 3 - (NRC Priority: 3)
Core Status: Estimated 30% damage (Source: TEPCO), Bottom head temperature 110.70 C,
FW nozzle temperature: 72.0*C (Source: IAEA 4/27). RPV pressure Ch A: 0 psig, Ch B:
0 psig (Source: IAEA 4/18). RPV level A -73", level B-86" below TAF (Source: IAEA
4/27). Stabilized at atmospheric pressure since 3/22/11 (Source: IAEA 4/9). ,
Core Cooling: Freshwater injection via fire line at 30.8 gpm via temporary electrical pump
(Source: IAEA 4/25). Recirculation pump seals have likely failed (Source: GEH).
Primary Containment: Damage suspected. Drywell Pressure: 0 psig and Torus Pressure 9
psig (Source: IAEA 4/18). Nitrogen injection delayed due to problems accessing
equipment (Source: NHK).
Secondary Containment: Damaged (Source: JAIF, NISA, TEPCO)
Spent Fuel Pool: Low water level. Temperature 47.00C estimated (Source: IAEA 4/27), Fresh
water is being supplied by the fuel pool cooling system piping, but not through the
associated FPC pumps or heat exchangers (Source: Japan Site Team, 4/29). -30 Tons
added on 4/18 (site team 4/20). -47.5 Tons added on 4/26 (IAEA 4/27)
Rad Levels: DW: 1740 R/hr, Torus: 67.1 R/hr (Source: TEPCO 4/12); Outside site at plant
gate(s): 4.0 mR/hr at west gate (very slight trend downward) (Source: JAIF); 100 R/hr
debris outside Rx building (covered).
Power: On offsite power (Source: NISA 4/3)
Unit 4 -- 6VRC Priority: 4)
Core Status: Offloaded 105 days at time of accident (Source: JAIF, NISA, TEPCO).
Core Cooling: Not necessary (Source: JAIF, NISA, TEPCO).
Primary Containment: Not applicable (Source: JAIF, NISA, TEPCO).
Secondary Containment: Severely damaged from hydrogen explosion (Source: JAIF, NISA,
TEPCO).
Spent Fuel Pool: Temperature 830C (Source: TEPCO 4/26). Freshwater added via concrete
pump 4/9, additional spraying as needed (Source: TEPCO 4/9). 195 Tons fresh water
added 4/12 (Source: IAEA 4/14). Fresh water spraying restarted by concrete pump truck
on 4/15 (Source: IAEA 4/16). 140 Tons fresh water added on 4/23, 130 Tones added
4/26 (IAEA 4/27) TEPCO acknowledges there is a leak in the SFP (Source: TEPCO,
unconfirmed). Water level -2.5m above top of fuel (Source: TEPCO, uncertain). The
extent of fuel damage, if any, is uncertain. Analyzed isotope levels from the pool may
not be indicative of the actual state of fuel in the pool and may be more indicative of the
isotopes from the water sprayed into the pool. Further sampling has been suggested by
the NRC Site Team, but due to the complexity of obtaining samples from the pool,
TEPCO has not planned further sampling.
Actions: Installed SFP TIC level indication stalk (Source: Site Team4/27)
TEPCO has added 140-210 tons of water through April 26, 2011, resultant level 10 to 40
centimeters lower than expected. Surmise water leaking from spent fuel pool (Source
TEPCO, 4/27)
Plans to install concrete pillars to support the fuel pool by around July to increase its
earthquake resistance (Source: TEPCO 4/27)
Power: On offsite AC power (Source: DOE 4/3)
Unit 5 -- (NRC Priority: 5)

Unit 5 remains in stable cold shutdown, with offsite power.
UInit 6 - (VRC Priority:6)
Unit 6 remains in stable cold shutdown, with offsite power.
NRC priorities are based on analyses by the Reactor Safety Team. Unit 1 is priority 1 based on
the belief that primary containment functionality, though degraded, can still be preserved if the
responders take actions to inject to the RPV and primary containment. Unit 2 is priority 2
because of the apparent damage to primary containment and the other barriers to release. This
damage requires continued attention to cool the core and provide water to the primary
containment to minimize potential for release. Unit 3 is priority 3 because primary containment
may be nominally functional but continued attention is required to pursue core cooling and
injection.

Other Plants
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Compiled by Liaison Coordinator
This report includes NRC's current understanding of the ongoing situation in Japan.
Historical and background information can be found in past reports.
NOTE: The next NRC update will be distributed @ 1200 EDT on Tuesday, May 3, 2011

NRC's Top Priorities
1) Providing technical assistance to the US Ambassador in Japan and the Japanese
Government.
2) Continued assessment of plant and radiological conditions and protective action
recommendations.
3) Coordination with other US Departments and Agencies, the Institute of Nuclear Power
Operations (INPO), Bechtel, General Electric Hitachi (GEH), Tokyo Electric Power Company
(TEPCO), and the Japanese military.

Status
At 0946 EST, March 11, 2011, the NRC entered Monitoring Mode, and the agency continues to
monitor the unfolding events in Japan. In that the situation is not yet stable, NRC continues its
24 hour support in headquarters and a fully-engaged site team in Japan. During the week of
April 1 1 1h, NRC increased the size and adjusted the skill set of its site team to better support the
work activities in Japan. On April 11, NRC transitioned a great portion of its response support
efforts to its line organizations. A core team of managers and experts will continue to staff the
Headquarters Operations Center on a 24 hour basis.
Press releases related to the situation in Japan can be found online at:
http://www.nrc.qov/readinq-rm/doc-collections/news/20 11/.
Japan has scheduled a national stand-down on Tuesday through Thursday, May 3 rd,
2011 inclusive.

41h,

and

5 1h

NISA and TEPCO have started holding joint press conferences to improve communications with
the public. The first press conference occurred April 26 and lasted 3 hours.
The current protective action recommendation for US citizens residing within 50 miles (80 km) of
the Fukushima Daiichi site is to evacuate. The NRC continues to evaluate this
recommendation. According to media sources, Japan decided Thursday April 21, 2011 to
prohibit residents from staying within a 20-kilometer radius of Fukushima NPP. People will only
be allowed to enter the zone for up to two hours to collect belongings under government
supervision. No member of the public would be allowed within 3 km of the site. The
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government added some towns outside the 20-km radius to the list of areas covered by its "noentry" directive (Kyodo New, 22 April.)(0600 4/22 SITREP)
As reported by Kyodo News early Thursday 21 April, TEPCO announced highly radioactive
water that leaked into the Pacific Ocean from the Daiichi nuclear plant in early April contained
an estimated 5,000 terabecquerels of radioactive substances - 20,000 times the annual
allowable limit for the plant - with TEPCO reporting total leakage amounting to 520 tons.
TEPCO estimates the leakage to have lasted for six days through April 6.
The US DOE and the US Environmental Protection Agency are the Federal communicators for
questions regarding possible domestic impacts from the events in Japan and on domestic
monitoring.
The Commission established a senior-level agency task force to conduct a systematic review of
NRC processes and regulations with specific near-term and long-term objectives.

Status of NRC Licensee and Agreement State Facilities
Air sample and standing water sample results from US nuclear plant licensees have been
entered into a password protected database established by the Nuclear Energy Institute (NEI).
NRC and Federal partners have access to the plant data.

Industry Consortium /Contractor Activities
The industry consortium is composed of government and industry representatives working to
respond to Government of Japan (GoJ) requests for material and assistance. Consortium calls
are typically held daily on technical issues at 11:00 EDT and are held at 2000 EDT on days
agreed to by the consortium for topics including supply needs by GoJ.

Current Understanding of Japanese Facilities
(This information is compiled from the NRC in-country team, TEPCO press releases, Japanese
Nuclear and Industrial Safety Agency (NISA) press releases, Japan Atomic Industrial Forum
(JAIF) compiled data and assessments, IAEA information releases, Federation of Electric Power
Companies of Japan, World Association of Nuclear Operators, DOE and others.)
Fukushima Daiichi

IAEA confirms a no-fly zone out to 30 km around the Fukushima Daiichi plant. The Japanese
government announced that it is revising the emergency plans for Fukushima Daiichi to
establish potential evacuation zones in case of another emergency. The Chief Cabinet
Secretary indicated this is being done because plant conditions are not yet stable.
On April 12, 2011, NISA raised the rating for the events at the Fukushima Daiichi site on the
International Nuclear and Radiological Event Scale (INES) from 5, "Accident with Wider
Consequences," to 7, "Major Accident," citing calculations by both NISA and the Nuclear Safety
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Commission of Japan (NSC) of radioactive materials released from the Fukushima Daiichi
reactors. This new provisional rating considers the accidents that occurred at Units 1, 2, and 3
as a single event on INES. NISA notes that while an INES rating of 7 is the same as that of the
Chernobyl accident, their current estimated amount of radioactive materials released is
approximately 10% of the amount from the Chernobyl accident. (Source: NISA and IAEA 4/12)
Groundwater sampling near Units 1 & 2 showed increased radiation levels 6-38 times greater
than previous measurements, based on isotope analysis. Groundwater flow leads to the ocean
(Source: Site Team 4/15). TEPCO completed pumping out low-level liquid radwaste from the
common-area radwaste building and applied sealant. TEPCO is transferring highly radioactive
water from the Unit 2 turbine building basement to the radwaste facility; expecting completion in
mid-May. (Source: Site Team 4/19).
TEPCO expects to have a tanker barge available by mid-May that will be able to hold 27,000
Tons of liquid radwaste, giving them a total of 60,400 Tons of liquid radwaste storage capacity.
TEPCO estimates that a total of 50,000 Tons of highly contaminated liquid radwaste will have
been generated onsite by the end of May. (Source: Site Team 4/16).
On April 17, TEPCO released a document titled "Roadmaptowards Restoration from the
Accident at Fukushima DaiichiNuclearPower Station." This document sets out a two-phase
action plan to bring "the reactors and spent fuel pools to a stable cooling condition and [mitigate]
the release of radioactive materials .... This plan envisions actions over the next six to nine
months. (Source: TEPCO 4/17). Staff coordinated Consortium comments and provided them to
the NRC Japan Team on 4/29.
TEPCO is considering adding boric acid to the core cooling water.
TEPCO has concerns regarding flooding up the drywell and prefers the existing approach of
feed and bleed for core cooling, with some leakage into the drywell. TEPCO's concerns involve
the inability to measure the exact water level and disposal of the contaminated water that may
leak out of the reactor building.
TEPCO is considering: 1) entombment of the Unit 2 reactor building to stop leakage that is
believed to be emanating from the suppression pool, 2) trying to ascertain whether the water in
the Unit 2 turbine building basement may be coming from another unit, 3) requesting US
assistance and expertise with processing high level radwaste, and 4) inerting Unit 3 drywell,
however, it may be difficult due to high rad levels and debris in the Unit 3 reactor building.
TEPCO is experiencing challenges in accessing portions of the facility due to highly radioactive
sludge and is exploring methods to address the problem. (Source: TEPCO)
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STATUS as of 1200 EDT, May 02, 2011 (0100 Japan, May 03, 2011)

Unit ! - (NRC Priority:1)
Core Status: Estimated 55% damage (Source: TEPCO), fuel partially or fully exposed (Source:
JAIF, NISA, TEPCO). RPV level /2 TAF (NISA 4/8). The volume of sea water injected to
cool the core, when fresh water was not available, has left enough salt to fill the lower
plenum to the core plate (Source: GEH, US Industry). Vessel temperatures 98.50 C at
bottom drain, 1420C at FW nozzle (Source: TEPCO 5/01). RPV pressure (Ch A: 66 psig,
Ch B: 171 psig) (Source: DOE 4/27).
Core Cooling: Fresh water injection via temporary electrical pump to FW line at 26.4 gpm
(Source: JAIF 5/01). Recirculation pump seals have likely failed (Source: GEH). Stuck
open SRV (Source: Site Team, confirmed by TEPCO 4/7). Began injecting nitrogen (N2)
to drywell at 0130 Japan time on April 7 (Source: IAEA, 4/7).
Primary Containment: Damage suspected, slow leakage, DW pressure decreased to 10 psig,
torus pressure at 10 psig and slowly increasing from N2 injection (Source: IAEA 4/18).
Leakage rate estimated at 3m3/hr
Secondary Containment: Severely damaged (hydrogen explosion)
Spent Fuel Pool: Temperature is at 230C (Source: JAIF 5/01, uncertain, overhead
thermography). Periodic freshwater spray using concrete pump truck (Source: DOE
4/3). SFP has 292 assemblies with last transfer of 64 assemblies from reactor to SFP in
March 2010 (Source: GEH 4/2).
Rad Levels: DW: 6830 R/hr (Source: NISA 4/8), Reported instrument failure (Source: INPO
4/8), Torus: 1080 R/hr (Source: TEPCO 4/12), Outside site at plant gate(s): 4 mR/hr at
west gate (very slight trend downward) (Source: JAIF).
Power: On external power (Source: NISA); equipment testing in progress (Source: JAIF, NISA,
TEPCO).
Actions: TEPCO increased flow to the RPV from 5.9 m3/hr to 10.0 m3/hr for a period of 6 hours
(complete at app. 0300 4/27/2011) to raise the primary containment water level from an
estimated 2 feet below RPV lower head to above lower RPV lower head. TEPCO
reported that the RPV lower head temperatures decreased to less than 100 °C
(4/28/2011). Robotics was unsuccessful at locating primary containment leakage paths.
TEPCO will continue the robotics leak detection activities with the higher water level in
the primary containment. (Source: Site Team 4/27)
Unit 2 - (\RC Priority:2)
Core Status: Estimated 35% damage (Source: TEPCO), fuel partially or fully exposed (Source:
JAIF, NISA, TEPCO). RPV Level A -59.0" Level B -79.0" below TAF (DOE 4/27) Bottom
head temperature no data, feed water nozzle temperature 118.50C (Source: JAIF 5/01).
RPV pressure: Ch A: 2.3 psig, Ch D: 4.0 psig (Source: DOE 4/27). Stabilized at
atmospheric pressure since 3/18/11 (Source: IAEA 4/9).
Core Cooling: Fresh water injecting at 30.8 gpm (Source: NISA 5/01).
Primary Containment: Damage suspected (Source: JAIF, NISA, TEPCO). DW Pressure:
0 psig (Source: IAEA 4/15).
Secondary Containment: Damaged (Source: JAIF, NISA, TEPCO), blowout panels removed
from side of reactor building to reduce hydrogen buildup (Source: visual).
Spent Fuel Pool: Fresh water is being supplied by the fuel pool cooling system piping, but not
through the associated FPC pumps or heat exchangers (Source: Japan Site Team,
4/29), fuel pool temperature 490C (Source: JAIF 5/01). 135 Tons of fresh water added
4/25 (Source: IAEA 4/27).
Actions: Refilled SFP to overflow (Source: Site Team4/27)
.,I,-,IAL
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Rad Levels: DW: 2810 R/hr (Source: TEPCO 4/12); Torus 68.1 R/hr (Source: TEPCO 4/12);
Outside site at plant gate(s): 4 mR/hr at west gate (very slight trend downward) (Source:
JAIF).
Power: On offsite power (Source: NISA 4/3)
Unit 3 - (NRC Priority:3)
Core Status: Estimated 30% damage (Source: TEPCO), Bottom head temperature 110.70C,
FW nozzle temperature: 82.30C (Source: JAIF 5/01). RPV pressure Ch A: 0 psig, Ch B:
0 psig (Source: IAEA 4/18). RPV level A -73", level B-86" below TAF (Source: IAEA
4/27). Stabilized at atmospheric pressure since 3/22/11 (Source: IAEA 4/9).
Core Cooling: Freshwater injection via fire line at 30.8 gpm via temporary electrical pump
(Source: IAEA 4/25). Recirculation pump seals have likely failed (Source: GEH).
Primary Containment: Damage suspected. Drywell Pressure: 0 psig and Torus Pressure 9
psig (Source: IAEA 4/18). Nitrogen injection delayed due to problems accessing
equipment (Source: NHK).
Secondary Containment: Damaged (Source: JAIF, NISA, TEPCO)
Spent Fuel Pool: Low water level. Temperature 47.00C estimated (no change in estimate)
(Source: JAIF 5/01). Fresh water is being supplied by the fuel pool cooling system
piping, but not through the associated FPC pumps or heat exchangers (Source: Japan
Site Team, 4/29). -30 Tons added on 4/18 (site team 4/20). -47.5 Tons added on 4/26
(IAEA 4/27)
Rad Levels: DW: 1740 RPhr, Torus: 67.1 R/hr (Source: TEPCO 4/12); Outside site at plant
gate(s): 4.0 mR/hr at west gate (very slight trend downward) (Source: JAIF); 100 R/hr
debris outside Rx building (covered).
Power: On offsite power (Source: NISA 4/3)
Unit 4 - (NRC Priorit,:4)
Core Status: Offloaded 105 days at time of accident (Source: JAIF, NISA, TEPCO).
Core Cooling: Not necessary (Source: JAIF, NISA, TEPCO).
Primary Containment: Not applicable (Source: JAIF, NISA, TEPCO).
Secondary Containment: Severely damaged from hydrogen explosion (Source: JAIF, NISA,
TEPCO).
Spent Fuel Pool: Temperature 830C (Source: TEPCO 4/26). Freshwater added via concrete
pump 4/9, additional spraying as needed (Source: TEPCO 4/9). 195 Tons fresh water
added 4/12 (Source: IAEA 4/14). Fresh water spraying restarted by concrete pump truck
on 4/15 (Source: IAEA 4/16). 140 Tons fresh water added on 4/23, 130 Tones added
4/26 (IAEA 4/27) TEPCO acknowledges there is a leak in the SFP (Source: TEPCO,
unconfirmed). Water level -2.5m above top of fuel (Source: TEPCO, uncertain). The
extent of fuel damage, if any, is uncertain. Analyzed isotope levels from the pool may
not be indicative of the actual state of fuel in the pool and may be more indicative of the
isotopes from the water sprayed into the pool. Further sampling has been suggested by
the NRC Site Team, but due to the complexity of obtaining samples from the pool,
TEPCO has not planned further sampling.
Actions: Installed SFP T/C level indication stalk (Source: Site Team4/27)
TEPCO has added 140-210 tons of water through April 26, 2011, resultant level 10 to 40
centimeters lower than expected. Surmise water leaking from spent fuel pool (Source
TEPCO, 4/27)
Plans to install concrete pillars to support the fuel pool by around July to increase its
earthquake resistance (Source: TEPCO 4/27)
Power: On offsite AC power (Source: DOE 4/3)
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Unit 5 - (NRC Priority:5)

Unit 5 remains in stable cold shutdown, with offsite power.
Unit 6 - (NRC Priority:6)

Unit 6 remains in stable cold shutdown, with offsite power.
NRC priorities are based on analyses by the Reactor Safety Team. Unit 1 is priority 1 based on
the belief that primary containment functionality, though degraded, can still be preserved if the
responders take actions to inject to the RPV and primary containment. Unit 2 is priority 2
because of the apparent damage to primary containment and the other barriers to release. This
damage requires continued attention to cool the core and provide water to the primary
containment to minimize potential for release. Unit 3 is priority 3 because primary containment
may be nominally functional but continued attention is required to pursue core cooling and
injection.
Other Plants

Protective Measures Team (PMT) Update
The PMT continues to assess available dose rate information from DOE AMS data, the US
Navy, TEPCO, and MEXT.
The PMT is the NRC Headquarters Operations Center point of contact for a "composite"
document that takes conditions such as plant stability, radiological conditions, and local
infrastructure into consideration in order to re-evaluate the current 50-mile evacuation
recommendations. The PMT is awaiting comments from Federal partners, expected today, May
2, 2011.
International Response
*

On April 15, 2011 the US Embassy in Japan has lifted the voluntary authorized departure for
dependents of US government staff who voluntarily relocated from the Tokyo area. A travel
alert has been issued on the subject and can be found online at:
http://iapan.usembassy.gov/e/acs/tacs-alert2Ol10415.html.
" The IAEA has announced that it will hold a high-level conference on preliminary lessons
learned from Fukushima on June 20-24, 2011. Information is available at www.iaea.org.
" NRC has weekly teleconferences with the United Kingdom's Health and Safety Executive,
the Canadian Nuclear Safety Commission, and the French Nuclear Safety Authority. IAEA
and Finland also participate intermittently.
• An Institute of Nuclear Power Operations (INPO) staff member in Tokyo is coordinating with
US Government staff at the US Embassy concerning equipment requests.
Reference
Units
1 rem (rem) = 1,000 millirem (mrem)
1 Sievert (Sv) = 1,000 milliSieverts (mSv) = 1,000,000 microsieverts (piSv)
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1 rem = 0.01 Sv = 10 mSv
1 Sv = 100 rem
TF = (9/5 x Tc + 32)
1Kilometer (km) = 0.62 mile (mi)
Reactor Abbreviations
atm - Atmosphere (unit of pressure)
DW - Drywell
FW - Feed Water
gpm - gallons per minute
RHR - Residual Heat Removal

SFP SRV TAF RPV -

Spent Fuel Pool
Safety Relief Valve
Top of Active Fuel
Reactor Pressure Vessel
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Compiled by Liaison Coordinator

This C1)ort inclt.dcNR.C', current understanding of the oogoing situation in Japan,.

Histotic•l zr'd bacligrounc information can be found in past -opurls.
NOTE: The next NRC update will be distributed @ 1200 EDT on Tuesday, May 4, 2011

h'RC's T0op)Priorities
1) Providing technical assistance to the US Ambassador in Japan and the Japanese
Government.
2) Continued assessment of plant and radiological conditions and protective action
recommendations.
3) Coordination with other US Departments and Agencies, the Institute of Nuclear Power
Operations (INPO), Bechtel, General Electric Hitachi (GEH), Tokyo Electric Power Company
(TEPCO), and the Japanese military.

Sta tIUs
At 0946 EST, March 11, 2011, the NRC entered Monitoring Mode, and the agency continues to
monitor the unfolding events in Japan. In that the situation is not yet stable, NRC continues its
24 hour support in headquarters and a fully-engaged site team in Japan. During the week of
April 1 11, NRC increased the size and adjusted the skill set of its site team to better support the
work activities in Japan. On April 11, NRC transitioned a great portion of its response support
efforts to its line organizations. A core team of managers and experts will continue to staff the
Headquarters Operations Center on a 24 hour basis.
Press releases related to the situation in Japan can be found online at:
http://www.nrc.gov/readinq-rm/doc-collections/news/20 11/.
3', 41h, and 5th
Japan has scheduled a national stand-down on Tuesday through Thursday, May
2011 inclusive.
NISA and TEPCO have started holding joint press conferences to improve communications with
the public. The first press conference occurred April 26 and lasted 3 hours.
The current protective action recommendation for US citizens residing within 50 miles (80 km) of
the Fukushima Daiichi site is to evacuate. The NRC continues to evaluate this
recommendation. According to media sources, Japan decided Thursday April 21, 2011 to
prohibit residents from staying within a 20-kilometer radius of Fukushima NPP. People will only
be allowed to enter the zone for up to two hours to collect belongings under government
supervision, No member of the public would be allowed within 3 km of the site, The
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government added some towns outside the 20-km radius to the list of areas covered by its "noentry" directive (Kyodo New, 22 April.)(0600 4/22 SITREP)
As reported by Kyodo News early Thursday 21 April, TEPCO announced highly radioactive
water that leaked into the Pacific Ocean from the Daiichi nuclear plant in early April contained
an estimated 5,000 terabecquerels of radioactive substances - 20,000 times the annual
allowable limit for the plant - with TEPCO reporting total leakage amounting to 520 tons.
TEPCO estimates the leakage to have lasted for six days through April 6.
The US DOE and the US Environmental Protection Agency are the Federal communicators for
questions regarding possible domestic impacts from the events in Japan and on domestic
monitoring.
The Commission established a senior-level agency task force to conduct a systematic review of
NRC processes and regulations with specific near-term and long-term objectives.
SuiLt.us of NR( Licensee and Agreement State Facilities
Air sample and standing water sample results from US nuclear plant licensees have been
entered into a password protected database established by the Nuclear Energy Institute (NEI).
NRC and Federal partners have access to the plant data.
lndustr"v Consoritim

/ (:o~it.ract or Activities

The industry consortium is composed of government and industry representatives working to
respond to Government of Japan (GoJ) requests for material and assistance. Consortium calls
are typically held daily on technical issues at 11:00 EDT and are held at 2000 EDT on days
agreed to by the consortium for topics including supply needs by GoJ.

Cii rrent U ideista niing of jal)anese Facilities

(This information is compiled from the NRC in-country team, TEPCO press releases, Japanese
Nuclear and Industrial Safety Agency (NISA) press releases, Japan Atomic Industrial Forum
(JAIF) compiled data and assessments, IAEA information releases, Federation of Electric Power
Companies of Japan, World Association of Nuclear Operators, DOE and others.)
I'vikushima Paiichi
IAEA confirms a no-fly zone out to 30 km around the Fukushima Daiichi plant. The Japanese
government announced that it is revising the emergency plans for Fukushima Daiichi to
establish potential evacuation zones in case of another emergency. The Chief Cabinet
Secretary indicated this is being done because plant conditions are not yet stable,
On April 12, 2011, NISA raised the rating for the events at the Fukushima Dailchi site on the
International Nuclear and Radiological Event Scale (INES) from 5, "Accident with Wider
Consequences," to 7, "Major Accident," citing calculations by both NISA and the Nuclear Safety
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Commission of Japan (NSC) of radioactive materials released from the Fukushima Daiichi
reactors. This new provisional rating considers the accidents that occurred at Units 1, 2, and 3
as a single event on INES. NISA notes that while an INES rating of 7 is the same as that of the
Chernobyl accident, their current estimated amount of radioactive materials released is
approximately 10% of the amount from the Chernobyl accident. (Source: NISA and IAEA 4/12)
Groundwater sampling near Units 1 & 2 showed increased radiation levels 6-38 times greater
than previous measurements, based on isotope analysis. Groundwater flow leads to the ocean
(Source: Site Team 4115). TEPCO completed pumping out low-level liquid radwaste from the
common-area radwaste building and applied sealant. TEPCO is transferring highly radioactive
water from the Unit 2 turbine building basement to the radwaste facility; expecting completion in
mid-May. (Source: Site Team 4119).
TEPCO expects to have a tanker barge available by mid-May that will be able to hold 27,000
Tons of liquid radwaste, giving them a total of 60,400 Tons of liquid radwaste storage capacity.
TEPCO estimates that a total of 50,000 Tons of highly contaminated liquid radwaste will have
been generated onsite by the end of May. (Source: Site Team 4/16).
On April 17, TEPCO released a document titled "Roadmaptowards Restoration from the
Accident at Fukushima DaiichiNuclear Power Station." This document sets out a two-phase
action plan to bring "the reactors and spent fuel pools to a stable cooling condition and [mitigate]
the release of radioactive materials .... This plan envisions actions over the next six to nine
months. (Source: TEPCO 4/17). Staff coordinated Consortium comments and provided them to
the NRC Japan Team on 4/29.
TEPCO is considering adding boric acid to the core cooling water.
TEPCO has concerns regarding flooding up the drywell and prefers the existing approach of
feed and bleed for core cooling, with some leakage into the drywell. TEPCO's concerns involve
the inability to measure the exact water level and disposal of the contaminated water that may
leak out of the reactor building.
TEPCO is considering: 1) entombment of the Unit 2 reactor building to stop leakage that is
believed to be emanating from the suppression pool, 2) trying to ascertain whether the water in
the Unit 2 turbine building basement may be coming from another unit, 3) requesting US
assistance and expertise with processing high level radwaste, and 4) inerting Unit 3 drywell,
however, it may be difficult due to high rad levels and debris in the Unit 3 reactor building.
TEPCO is experiencing challenges in accessing portions of the facility due to highly radioactive
sludge and is exploring methods to address the problem. (Source: TEPCO)
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Core Status: Estimated 55% damage (Source: TEPCO), fuel partially or fully exposed (Source:
JAIF, NISA, TEPCO). RPV level ½ TAF (NISA 4/8). The volume of sea water injected to
cool the core, when fresh water was not available, has left enough salt to fill the lower
plenum to the core plate (Source: GEH, US Industry). Vessel temperatures 98.50 C at
bottom drain, 142 0C at FW nozzle (Source: TEPCO 5/01). RPV pressure (Ch A: 66 psig,
Ch B: 171 psig) (Source: DOE 4/27).
Core Cooling: Fresh water injection via temporary electrical pump to FW line at 26.4 gpm
(Source: JAIF 5101). Recirculation pump seals have likely failed (Source: GEH). Stuck
open SRV (Source: Site Team, confirmed by TEPCO 4/7). Began injecting nitrogen (N2 )
to drywell at 0130 Japan time on April 7 (Source: IAEA, 4/7).
Primary Containment: Damage suspected, slow leakage, DW pressure decreased to 10 psig,
torus pressure at 10 psig and slowly increasing from N2 injection (Source: IAEA 4/18).
Leakage rate estimated at 3m3/hr
Secondary Containment: Severely damaged (hydrogen explosion)
Spent Fuel Pool: Temperature is at 23 0C (Source: JAIF 5/01, uncertain, overhead
thermography). Periodic freshwater spray using concrete pump truck (Source: DOE
4/3). SFP has 292 assemblies with last transfer of 64 assemblies from reactor to SFP in
March 2010 (Source: GEH 4/2).
Rad Levels: DW: 6830 R/hr (Source: NISA 4/8), Reported instrument failure (Source: INPO
4/8), Torus: 1080 R/hr (Source: TEPCO 4/12), Outside site at plant gate(s): 4 mR/hr at
west gate (very slight trend downward) (Source: JAIF).
Power: On external power (Source: NISA); equipment testing in progress (Source: JAIF, NISA,
TEPCO).
Actions: TEPCO increased flow to the RPV from 5.9 m3/hr to 10.0 m3/hr for a period of 6 hours
(complete at app. 0300 4/27/2011) to raise the primary containment water level from an
estimated 2 feet below RPV lower head to above lower RPV lower head. TEPCO
reported that the RPV lower head temperatures decreased to less than 100 0C
(4/28/2011). Robotics was unsuccessful at locating primary containment leakage paths.
TEPCO will continue the robotics leak detection activities with the higher water level in
the primary containment. (Source: Site Team 4127)
VI."ii 2 -.(AW'R('
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Core Status: Estimated 35% damage (Source: TEPCO), fuel partially or fully exposed (Source:
JAIF, NISA, TEPCO). RPV Level A -59.0" Level B -79.0" below TAF (DOE 4/27) Bottom
head temperature no data, feed water nozzle temperature 117.30C (Source: JAIF 5/03).
RPV pressure; Ch A: 2.3 psig, Ch D: 4.0 psig (Source: DOE 4/27). Stabilized at
atmospheric pressure since 3/18/11 (Source: IAEA 4/9).
Core Cooling: Fresh water injecting at 30.8 gpm (Source: NISA 5/01).
Primary Containment: Damage suspected (Source: JAIF, NISA, TEPCO). DW Pressure:
0 psig (Source: IAEA 4/15).
Secondary Containment: Damaged (Source: JAIF, NISA, TEPCO), blowout panels removed
from side of reactor building to reduce hydrogen buildup (Source: visual).
Spent Fuel Pool: Fresh water is being supplied by the fuel pool cooling system piping, but not
through the associated FPC pumps or heat exchangers (Source: Japan Site Team,
4/29), fuel pool temperature 71 0 C (Source: JAIF 5/03). 135 Tons of fresh water added
4/25 (Source: IAEA 4/27).
Actions: Refilled SFP to overflow (Source: Site Team4/27)
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Rad Levels: DW: 2810 R/hr (Source: TEPCO 4/12); Torus 68.1 R/hr (Source: TEPCO 4/12);
Outside site at plant gate(s): 4 mR/hr at west gate (very slight trend downward) (Source:
JAIF).
Power: On offsite power (Source: NISA 4/3)
I
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Core Status: Estimated 30% damage (Source: TEPCO), Bottom head temperature 1 10.7 0C,
FW nozzle temperature: 111.6*C (Source: JAIF 5/03). RPV pressure Ch A: 0 psig, Ch B:
0 psig (Source: IAEA 4/18). RPV level A -73", level B-86" below TAF (Source: IAEA
4/27). Stabilized at atmospheric pressure since 3/22/11 (Source: IAEA 4/9).
Core Cooling: Freshwater injection via fire line at 30.8 gpm via temporary electrical pump
(Source: IAEA 4/25). Recirculation pump seals have likely failed (Source: GEH).
Primary Containment: Damage suspected. Drywell Pressure: 0 psig and Torus Pressure 9
psig (Source: IAEA 4/18). Nitrogen injection delayed due to problems accessing
equipment (Source: NHK).
Secondary Containment: Damaged (Source: JAIF, NISA, TEPCO)
Spent Fuel Pool: Low water level. Temperature 56.00 C estimated (no change in estimate)
(Source: JAIF 5/03). Fresh water is being supplied by the fuel pool cooling system
piping, but not through the associated FPC pumps or heat exchangers (Source: Japan
Site Team, 4/29). -30 Tons added on 4/18 (site team 4/20). -47.5 Tons added on 4/26
(IAEA 4/27)
Rad Levels: DW: 1740 R/hr, Torus: 67.1 R/hr (Source: TEPCO 4/12); Outside site at plant
gate(s): 4.0 mR/hr at west gate (very slight trend downward) (Source: JAIF); 100 R/hr
debris outside Rx building (covered).
Power: On offsite power (Source: NISA 4/3)
LIltit 4
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Core Status: Offloaded 105 days at time of accident (Source: JAIF, NISA, TEPCO).
Core Cooling: Not necessary (Source: JAIF, NISA, TEPCO).
Primary Containment: Not applicable (Source: JAIF, NISA, TEPCO).
Secondary Containment: Severely damaged from hydrogen explosion (Source: JAIF, NISA,
TEPCO).
Spent Fuel Pool: Temperature 90 0C (Source: TEPCO 5/03). Freshwater added via concrete
pump 4/9, additional spraying as needed (Source: TEPCO 4/9). 195 Tons fresh water
added 4/12 (Source: IAEA 4/14). Fresh water spraying restarted by concrete pump truck
on 4/15 (Source: IAEA 4/16). 140 Tons fresh water added on 4/23, 130 Tones added
4/26 (IAEA 4/27) TEPCO acknowledges there is a leak in the SFP (Source: TEPCO,
unconfirmed). Water level -2.5m above top of fuel (Source: TEPCO, uncertain). The
extent of fuel damage, ifany, is uncertain. Analyzed isotope levels from the pool may
not be indicative of the actual state of fuel in the pool and may be more indicative of the
isotopes from the water sprayed into the pool. Second sample conducted by TEPCO
confirms previous sample results.
Actions: Installed SFP T/C level indication stalk (Source: Site Team4/27)
TEPCO has added 140-210 tons of water through April 26, 2011, resultant level 10 to 40
centimeters lower than expected. Surmise water leaking from spent fuel pool (Source
TEPCO, 4/27)
Plans to install concrete pillars to support the fuel pool by around July to increase its
earthquake resistance (Source: TEPCO 4/27)
Power: On offsite AC power (Source: DOE 4/3)
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Unit 5 remains in stable cold shutdown, with offsite power. TEPCO installing additional back-up
power supplies.
Uni! 6 -. 074'l
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Unit 6 remains in stable cold shutdown, with offsite power. TEPCO installing additional back-up
power supplies.
NRC priorities are based on analyses by the Reactor Safety Team. Unit 1 is priority I based on
the belief that primary containment functionality, though degraded, can still be preserved if the
responders take actions to inject to the RPV and primary containment. Unit 2 is priority 2
because of the apparent damage to primary containment and the other barriers to release, This
damage requires continued attention to cool the core and provide water to the primary
containment to minimize potential for release. Unit 3 is priority 3 because primary containment
may be nominally functional but continued attention is required to pursue core cooling and
injection.

Other Plantts
Pirotective Measures Team (PNIT) Upda- e
The PMT continues to assess available dose rate information from DOE AMS data, the US
Navy, TEPCO, and MEXT.
The PMT is the NRC Headquarters Operations Center point of contact for a "composite"
document that takes conditions such as plant stability, radiological conditions, and local
infrastructure into consideration in order to re-evaluate the current 50-mile evacuation
recommendations. The PMT requested comments from Federal partners by May 2. 2011: son-e
commenlis were rCceivEfd and will be discussed on a conference call today, Mlen issued by COB
!oday (May 3,11iternatianal RctIsllsois.
On April 15, 2011 the US Embassy in Japan has lifted the voluntary authorized departure for
dependents of US government staff who voluntarily relocated from the Tokyo area. Atravel
alert has been issued on the subject and can be found online at:
htp:H/iapan. usembassy.,ov/e/acs/tacs-alert20110415.html.
* The IAEA has announced that itwill hold a high-level conference on preliminary lessons
learned from Fukushima on June 20-24, 2011. Information is available at www.iaea.org.
* NRC has weekly teleconferences with the United Kingdom's Health and Safety Executive,
the Canadian Nuclear Safety Commission, and the French Nuclear Safety Authority. IAEA
and Finland also participate intermittently.
* An Institute of Nuclear Power Operations (INPO) staff member in Tokyo is coordinating with
US Government staff at the US Embassy concerning equipment requests.
•
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Units

1 rem (rem) = 1,000 millirem (mrem)
1 Sievert (Sv) = 1,000 milliSieverts (mSv) = 1,000,000 microsieverts (pSv)
1 rem = 0.01 Sv = 10 mSv
1 Sv = 100 rem
TF = (9/5 x Tc + 32)
1Kilometer (km) = 0.62 mile (mi)
lC•ela oji AhhbIlevialio'is

atm - Atmosphere (unit of pressure)
DW - Drywell
FW - Feed Water
gpm - gallons per minute
RHR -Residual Heat Removal

SFP SRV TAF RPV -
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Spent Fuel Pool
Safety Relief Valve
Top of Active Fuel
Reactor Pressure Vessel

1200 EDT
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USNRC Emergency Operations Center Status Update
Earthquake / Tsunami Status Update
Compiled by Liaison Coordinator
This report includes NRC's current understanding of the ongoing situation in Japan.
Historical and background information can be found in past reports.

NRC's Top Priorities
1) Providing technical assistance to the US Ambassador in Japan and the Japanese
Government.
2) Continued assessment of plant and radiological conditions and protective action
recommendations.
3) Coordination with other US Departments and Agencies, the Institute of Nuclear Power
Operations (INPO), Bechtel, General Electric Hitachi (GEH), Tokyo Electric Power Company
(TEPCO), and the Japanese military.

Status
At 0946 EST, March 11, 2011, the NRC entered Monitoring Mode, and the agency continues to
monitor the unfolding events in Japan. In that the situation is not yet stable, NRC continues its
24 hour support in headquarters and a fully-engaged site team in Japan. During the week of
April 1 1 th, NRC increased the size and adjusted the skill set of its site team to better support the
work activities in Japan. On April 11, NRC transitioned a great portion of its response support
efforts to its line organizations. A core team of managers and experts will continue to staff the
Headquarters Operations Center on a 24 hour basis.
Press releases related to the situation in Japan can be found online at:
http://www.nrc.qov/readinq-rm/doc-collections/news/201 1/.
Japan has scheduled a national stand-down on Tuesday through Thursday, May
2011 inclusive.

3

rd,

4

th,

and

5 th

NISA and TEPCO have started holding joint press conferences to improve communications with
the public. The first press conference occurred April 26 and lasted 3 hours.
The current protective action recommendation for US citizens residing within 50 miles (80 km) of
the Fukushima Daiichi site is to evacuate. The NRC continues to evaluate this
recommendation. According to media sources, Japan decided Thursday April 21, 2011 to
prohibit residents from staying within a 20-kilometer radius of Fukushima NPP. People will only
be allowed to enter the zone for up to two hours to collect belongings under government
supervision. No member of the public would be allowed within 3 km of the site. The
government added some towns outside the 20-km radius to the list of areas covered by its "noentry" directive (Kyodo New, 22 April.)(0600 4/22 SITREP)
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As reported by Kyodo News early Thursday 21 April, TEPCO announced highly radioactive
water that leaked into the Pacific Ocean from the Daiichi nuclear plant in early April contained
an estimated 5,000 terabecquerels of radioactive substances - 20,000 times the annual
allowable limit for the plant - with TEPCO reporting total leakage amounting to 520 tons.
TEPCO estimates the leakage to have lasted for six days through April 6.
The US DOE and the US Environmental Protection Agency are the Federal communicators for
questions regarding possible domestic impacts from the events in Japan and on domestic
monitoring.
The Commission established a senior-level agency task force to conduct a systematic review of
NRC processes and regulations with specific near-term and long-term objectives.

Status of NRC Licensee and Agreement State Facilities
Air sample and standing water sample results from US nuclear plant licensees have been
entered into a password protected database established by the Nuclear Energy Institute (NEI).
NRC and Federal partners have access to the plant data.

Industry Consortium / Contractor Activities
The industry consortium is composed of government and industry representatives working to
respond to Government of Japan (GoJ) requests for material and assistance. Consortium calls
are typically held daily on technical issues at 11:00 EDT and are held at 2000 EDT on days
agreed to by the consortium for topics including supply needs by GoJ.

Current Understanding of Japanese Facilities
(This information is compiled from the NRC in-country team, TEPCO press releases, Japanese
Nuclear and Industrial Safety Agency (NISA) press releases, Japan Atomic Industrial Forum
(JAIF) compiled data and assessments, IAEA information releases, Federation of Electric Power
Companies of Japan, World Association of Nuclear Operators, DOE and others.)
Fukushima Daiichi
IAEA confirms a no-fly zone out to 30 km around the Fukushima Daiichi plant. The Japanese
government announced that it is revising the emergency plans for Fukushima Daiichi to
establish potential evacuation zones in case of another emergency. The Chief Cabinet
Secretary indicated this is being done because plant conditions are not yet stable.
On April 12, 2011, NISA raised the rating for the events at the Fukushima Daiichi site on the
International Nuclear and Radiological Event Scale (INES) from 5, "Accident with Wider
Consequences," to 7, "Major Accident," citing calculations by both NISA and the Nuclear Safety
Commission of Japan (NSC) of radioactive materials released from the Fukushima Daiichi
reactors. This new provisional rating considers the accidents that occurred at Units 1, 2, and 3
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as a single event on INES. NISA notes that while an INES rating of 7 is the same as that of the
Chernobyl accident, their current estimated amount of radioactive materials released is
approximately 10% of the amount from the Chernobyl accident. (Source: NISA and IAEA 4/12)
Groundwater sampling near Units 1 & 2 showed increased radiation levels 6-38 times greater
than previous measurements, based on isotope analysis. Groundwater flow leads to the ocean
(Source: Site Team 4/15). TEPCO completed pumping out low-level liquid radwaste from the
common-area radwaste building and applied sealant. TEPCO is transferring highly radioactive
water from the Unit 2 turbine building basement to the radwaste facility; expecting completion in
mid-May. (Source: Site Team 4/19).
TEPCO expects to have a tanker barge available by mid-May that will be able to hold 27,000
Tons of liquid radwaste, giving them a total of 60,400 Tons of liquid radwaste storage capacity.
TEPCO estimates that a total of 50,000 Tons of highly contaminated liquid radwaste will have
been generated onsite by the end of May. (Source: Site Team 4/16).
On April 17, TEPCO released a document titled "Roadmap towards Restoration from the
Accident at Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Station." This document sets out a two-phase
action plan to bring "the reactors and spent fuel pools to a stable cooling condition and [mitigate]
plan envisions actions over the next six to nine
the release of radioactive materials .This
months. (Source: TEPCO 4/17). Staff coordinated Consortium comments and provided them to
the NRC Japan Team on 4/29.
TEPCO is considering adding boric acid to the core cooling water.
TEPCO has concerns regarding flooding up the drywell and prefers the existing approach of
feed and bleed for core cooling, with some leakage into the drywell. TEPCO's concerns involve
the inability to measure the exact water level and disposal of the contaminated water that may
leak out of the reactor building.
TEPCO is considering: 1) entombment of the Unit 2 reactor building to stop leakage that is
believed to be emanating from the suppression pool, 2) trying to ascertain whether the water in
the Unit 2 turbine building basement may be coming from another unit, 3) requesting US
assistance and expertise with processing high level radwaste, and 4) inerting Unit 3 drywell,
however, it may be difficult due to high rad levels and debris in the Unit 3 reactor building.
TEPCO is experiencing challenges in accessing portions of the facility due to highly radioactive
sludge and is exploring methods to address the problem. (Source: TEPCO)
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STATUS as of 1200 EDT, May 04, 2011 (0100 Japan, May 04,2011)
Unit I - (NRC Priority': i)
Core Status: Estimated 55% damage (Source: TEPCO), fuel partially or fully exposed (Source:
JAIF, NISA, TEPCO). RPV level /2 TAF (NISA 4/8). The volume of sea water injected to
cool the core, when fresh water was not available, has left enough salt to fill the lower
plenum to the core plate (Source: GEH, US Industry). Vessel temperatures 103.60 C at
bottom drain, 138.40 C at FW nozzle (Source: TEPCO 5/04). RPV pressure (Ch A: 66.7
psig, Ch B: 184 psig) (Source: TEPCO 5/04).
Core Cooling: Fresh water injection via temporary electrical pump to FW line at 26.4 gpm
(Source: TEPCO 5/04). Recirculation pump seals have likely failed (Source: GEH).
Stuck open SRV (Source: Site Team, confirmed by TEPCO 4/7). Began injecting
nitrogen (N2) to drywell at 0130 Japan time on April 7 (Source: IAEA, 4/7).
Primary Containment: Damage suspected, slow leakage, DW pressure decreased to 5 psig,
torus pressure at 5 psig and steady with N2 injection (Source: TEPCO 5/04).
Leakage rate estimated at 3m3/hr
Secondary Containment: Severely damaged (hydrogen explosion)
Spent Fuel Pool: Temperature is at 231C (Source: JAIF 5/01, uncertain, overhead
thermography). Periodic freshwater spray using concrete pump truck (Source: DOE
4/3). SFP has 292 assemblies with last transfer of 64 assemblies from reactor to SFP in
March 2010 (Source: GEH 4/2).
Rad Levels: DW: Unknown RPhr (Source: NISA 4/8), reported instrument failure (Source: INPO
4/8), Torus: 114 RPhr (Source: TEPCO 5/4), Outside site at plant gate(s): 4 mR/hr at
west gate (very slight trend downward) (Source: JAIF).
Power: On external power (Source: NISA); equipment testing in progress (Source: JAIF, NISA,
TEPCO).
Actions: TEPCO flow to the RPV at 6.0 m3/hr. Robotics was unsuccessful at locating primary
containment leakage paths. TEPCO will continue the robotics leak detection activities
with the higher water level in the primary containment. (Source: Site Team 4/27)
Unit 2 - (NRC Priority: 2)
Core Status: Estimated 35% damage (Source: TEPCO), fuel partially or fully exposed (Source:
JAIF, NISA, TEPCO). RPV Level A -59.1" Level B -82.7" below TAF (DOE 4/27) Bottom
head temperature no data, feed water nozzle temperature 117.20C (Source: TEPCO
5/04). RPV pressure: Ch A: 3.3 psig, Ch D: 2.6 psig (Source: TEPCO 5/04). Stabilized
around atmospheric pressure since 3/18/11 (Source: IAEA 4/09).
Core Cooling: Fresh water injecting at 30.4 gpm (Source: TEPCO 5/04).
Primary Containment: Damage suspected (Source: JAIF, NISA, TEPCO). DW Pressure:
-5.3 psig (Source: TEPCO 5/04).
Secondary Containment: Damaged (Source: JAIF, NISA, TEPCO), blowout panels removed
from side of reactor building to reduce hydrogen buildup (Source: visual).
Spent Fuel Pool: Fresh water is being supplied by the fuel pool cooling system piping, but not
through the associated FPC pumps or heat exchangers (Source: Japan Site Team,
4/29), fuel pool temperature 560C (Source: TEPCO 5/04). 135 Tons of fresh water
added 4/25 (Source: IAEA 4/27).
Actions: Refilled SFP to overflow (Source: Site Team4/27)
Rad Levels: DW: 2810 R/hr (Source: TEPCO 4/12); Torus 68.1 R/hr (Source: TEPCO 4/12);
Outside site at plant gate(s): 4 mR/hr at west gate (very slight trend downward) (Source:
JAIF).
Power: On offsite power (Source: NISA 4/3)
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Unit 3 - (NRC Priority:3)

Core Status: Estimated 30% damage (Source: TEPCO), Bottom head temperature 138.6*C,
FW nozzle temperature: 122.60C (Source: TEPCO 5/04). RPV pressure Ch A: -9.9 psig,
Ch B: -12.9 psig (Source: TEPCO 5/04). RPV level A -73", level B -88.7" below TAF
(Source: TEPCO 5/04).
Core Cooling: Freshwater injection via fire line at 30.8 gpm via temporary electrical pump
(Source: IAEA 4/25). Recirculation pump seals have likely failed (Source: GEH).
Primary Containment: Damage suspected. Drywell Pressure: 55.7 psig and Torus Pressure 9
psig (Source: IAEA 4/18). Nitrogen injection delayed due to problems accessing
equipment (Source: NHK).
Secondary Containment: Damaged (Source: JAIF, NISA, TEPCO)
Spent Fuel Pool: Low water level. Temperature 1 10.1 0 F estimated (Source: TEPCO 5/04).
Fresh water is being supplied by the fuel pool cooling system piping, but not through the
associated FPC pumps or heat exchangers (Source: Japan Site Team, 4/29). -30 Tons
added on 4/18 (site team 4/20). -47.5 Tons added on 4/26 (IAEA 4/27)
Rad Levels: DW: 1270.0 R/hr, Torus: 67.1 R/hr (Source: TEPCO 5/04); Outside site at plant
gate(s): 4.0 mR/hr at west gate (very slight trend downward) (Source: JAIF); 100 R/hr
debris outside Rx building (covered).
Power: On offsite power (Source: NISA 4/3)
Unit 4 - (NRC Prioriot:4)

Core Status: Offloaded 105 days at time of accident (Source: JAIF, NISA, TEPCO).
Core Cooling: Not necessary (Source: JAIF, NISA, TEPCO).
Primary Containment: Not applicable (Source: JAIF, NISA, TEPCO).
Secondary Containment: Severely damaged from hydrogen explosion (Source: JAIF, NISA,
TEPCO).
Spent Fuel Pool: Temperature 28 0 C (Source: TEPCO 5/03). Freshwater added via concrete
pump 4/9, additional spraying as needed (Source: TEPCO 4/9). 195 Tons fresh water
added 4/12 (Source: IAEA 4/14). Fresh water spraying restarted by concrete pump truck
on 4/15 (Source: IAEA 4/16). 140 Tons fresh water added on 4/23, 130 Tones added
4/26 (IAEA 4/27) TEPCO acknowledges there is a leak in the SFP (Source: TEPCO,
unconfirmed). Water level -4.5m above top of fuel (Source: NISA, 5/02). Analyzed
isotope levels from the pool, which were verified by a second sample conducted by
TEPCO, indicate that major fuel damage has not occurred.
Actions: Installed SFP T/C level indication stalk (Source: Site Team4/27)
TEPCO has added 140-210 tons of water through April 26, 2011, resultant level 10 to 40
centimeters lower than expected. Surmise water leaking from spent fuel pool (Source
TEPCO, 4/27)
Plans to install concrete pillars to support the fuel pool by around July to increase its
earthquake resistance (Source: TEPCO 4/27)
Power: On offsite AC power (Source: DOE 4/3)
(,'nit 5 - (.NRC Priorio,:5)

Unit 5 remains in stable cold shutdown, with offsite power. TEPCO installing additional back-up
power supplies.
I nit 6 - (,\RC Prioritl:6)

Unit 6 remains in stable cold shutdown, with offsite power. TEPCO installing additional back-up
power supplies.
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NRC priorities are based on analyses by the Reactor Safety Team. Unit 1 is priority 1 based on
the belief that primary containment functionality, though degraded, can still be preserved ifthe
responders take actions to inject to the RPV and primary containment. Unit 2 is priority 2
because of the apparent damage to primary containment and the other barriers to release. This
damage requires continued attention to cool the core and provide water to the primary
containment to minimize potential for release. Unit 3 is priority 3 because primary containment
may be nominally functional but continued attention is required to pursue core cooling and
injection.

Other Plants

Protective Measures Team (PMT) Update
The PMT continues to assess available dose rate information from DOE AMS data, the US
Navy, TEPCO, and MEXT.
The PMT is the NRC Headquarters Operations Center point of contact for a "composite"
document that takes conditions such as plant stability, radiological conditions, and local
infrastructure into consideration in order to re-evaluate the current 50-mile evacuation
recommendations. The PMT requested comments from Federal partners by May 2, 2011; some
comments were received and will be discussed on a conference call today, then issued by COB
today (May 3).

International Response
"

On April 15, 2011 the US Embassy in Japan has lifted the voluntary authorized departure for
dependents of US government staff who voluntarily relocated from the Tokyo area. A travel
alert has been issued on the subject and can be found online at:
http:Hliapan.usembassy.qov/e/acs/tacs-alert2Ol10415. html.
" The IAEA has announced that it will hold a high-level conference on preliminary lessons
learned from Fukushima on June 20-24, 2011. Information is available at www.iaea.org.
* NRC has weekly teleconferences with the United Kingdom's Health and Safety Executive,
the Canadian Nuclear Safety Commission, and the French Nuclear Safety Authority. IAEA
and Finland also participate intermittently.
" An Institute of Nuclear Power Operations (INPO) staff member in Tokyo is coordinating with
US Government staff at the US Embassy concerning equipment requests.
Reference
Units
1 rem (rem) = 1,000 millirem (mrem)
1 Sievert (Sv) = 1,000 milliSieverts (mSv) = 1,000,000 microsieverts (pSv)
1 rem = 0.01 Sv = 10 mSv
1 Sv = 100 rem
TF = (9/5 x Tc + 32)
1Kilometer (km) = 0.62 mile (mi)
Reactor Abbreviations
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atm - Atmosphere (unit of pressure)
DW - Drywell
FW - Feed Water
gpm - gallons per minute
RHR - Residual Heat Removal

SFP SRV TAF RPV -

Spent Fuel Pool
Safety Relief Valve
Top of Active Fuel
Reactor Pressure Vessel
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USNRC Emergency Operations Center Status Update
Earthquake / Tsunami Status Update
Compiled by Liaison Coordinator
This report includes NRC's current understanding of the ongoing situation in Japan.
Historical and background information can be found in past reports.

NRC's Top Priorities
1) Providing technical assistance to the US Ambassador in Japan and the Japanese
Government.
2) Continued assessment of plant and radiological conditions and protective action
recommendations.
3) Coordination with other US Departments and Agencies, the Institute of Nuclear Power
Operations (INPO), Bechtel, General Electric Hitachi (GEH), Tokyo Electric Power Company
(TEPCO), and the Japanese military.

Status
At 0946 EST, March 11, 2011, the NRC entered Monitoring Mode, and the agency continues to
monitor the unfolding events in Japan. In that the situation is not yet stable, NRC continues its
24 hour support in headquarters and a fully-engaged site team in Japan. During the week of
April 1 1 th, NRC increased the size and adjusted the skill set of its site team to better support the
work activities in Japan. On April 11, NRC transitioned a great portion of its response support
efforts to its line organizations. A core team of managers and experts will continue to staff the
Headquarters Operations Center on a 24 hour basis Monday through Friday, with around the
clock on-call staffing on weekends.
Press releases related to the situation in Japan can be found online at:
http ://www.nrc.qov/readinq-rm/doc-collections/news/201 1/.
Japan has scheduled a national stand-down on Tuesday through Thursday, May
2011 inclusive.

3

rd, 4 th,

and

5 th

NISA and TEPCO have started holding joint press conferences to improve communications with
the public. The first press conference occurred April 26 and lasted 3 hours.
The current protective action recommendation for US citizens residing within 50 miles (80 km) of
the Fukushima Daiichi site is to evacuate. The U.S. Government continues to evaluate this
recommendation. According to media sources, Japan decided Thursday April 21, 2011 to
prohibit residents from staying within a 20-kilometer radius of Fukushima NPP. People will only
be allowed to enter the zone for up to two hours to collect belongings under government
supervision. No member of the public would be allowed within 3 km of the site. The
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government added some towns outside the 20-km radius to the list of areas covered by its "noentry" directive (Kyodo New, 22 April.)(0600 4/22 SITREP)
As reported by Kyodo News early Thursday 21 April, TEPCO announced highly radioactive
water that leaked into the Pacific Ocean from the Daiichi nuclear plant in early April contained
an estimated 5,000 terabecquerels of radioactive substances - 20,000 times the annual
allowable limit for the plant - with TEPCO reporting total leakage amounting to 520 tons.
TEPCO estimates the leakage to have lasted for six days through April 6.
The US DOE and the US Environmental Protection Agency are the Federal communicators for
questions regarding possible domestic impacts from the events in Japan and on domestic
monitoring.
The Commission established a senior-level agency task force to conduct a systematic review of
NRC processes and regulations with specific near-term and long-term objectives.

Status of NRC Licensee and Agreement State Facilities
Air sample and standing water sample results from US nuclear plant licensees have been
entered into a password protected database established by the Nuclear Energy Institute (NEI).
NRC and Federal partners have access to the plant data.

Industry Consortium / Contractor Activities
The industry consortium is composed of government and industry representatives working to
respond to Government of Japan (GoJ) requests for material and assistance. Consortium calls
are typically held daily on technical issues at 11:00 EDT and are held at 2000 EDT on days
agreed to by the consortium for topics including supply needs by GoJ.

Current Understanding of Japanese Facilities
(This information is compiled from the NRC in-country team, TEPCO press releases, Japanese
Nuclear and Industrial Safety Agency (NISA) press releases, Japan Atomic Industrial Forum
(JAIF) compiled data and assessments, IAEA information releases, Federation of Electric Power
Companies of Japan, World Association of Nuclear Operators, DOE and others.)
Fukushima Daiichi
IAEA confirms a no-fly zone out to 30 km around the Fukushima Daiichi plant. The Japanese
government announced that it is revising the emergency plans for Fukushima Daiichi to
establish potential evacuation zones in case of another emergency. The Chief Cabinet
Secretary indicated this is being done because plant conditions are not yet stable.
On April 12, 2011, NISA raised the rating for the events at the Fukushima Daiichi site on the
International Nuclear and Radiological Event Scale (INES) from 5, "Accident with Wider
Consequences," to 7, "Major Accident," citing calculations by both NISA and the Nuclear Safety
2 of 7
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Commission of Japan (NSC) of radioactive materials released from the Fukushima Daiichi
reactors. This new provisional rating considers the accidents that occurred at Units 1, 2, and 3
as a single event on INES. NISA notes that while an INES rating of 7 is the same as that of the
Chernobyl accident, their current estimated amount of radioactive materials released is
approximately 10% of the amount from the Chernobyl accident. (Source: NISA and IAEA 4/12)
Groundwater sampling near Units 1 & 2 showed increased radiation levels 6-38 times greater
than previous measurements, based on isotope analysis. Groundwater flow leads to the ocean
(Source: Site Team 4/15). TEPCO completed pumping out low-level liquid radwaste from the
common-area radwaste building and applied sealant. TEPCO is transferring highly radioactive
water from the Unit 2 turbine building basement to the radwaste facility; expecting completion in
mid-May. (Source: Site Team 4/19).
TEPCO expects to have a tanker barge available by mid-May that will be able to hold 27,000
Tons of liquid radwaste, giving them a total of 60,400 Tons of liquid radwaste storage capacity.
TEPCO estimates that a total of 50,000 Tons of highly contaminated liquid radwaste will have
been generated onsite by the end of May. (Source: Site Team 4/16).
On April 17, TEPCO released a document titled "Roadmap towards Restoration from the
Accident at Fukushima Dalichi Nuclear Power Station." This document sets out a two-phase
action plan to bring "the reactors and spent fuel pools to a stable cooling condition and [mitigate]
the release of radioactive materials .... This plan envisions actions over the. next six to nine
months. (Source: TEPCO 4/17). Staff coordinated Consortium comments and provided them to
the NRC Japan Team on 4/29.
TEPCO is considering adding boric acid to the core cooling water.
TEPCO has concerns regarding flooding up the drywell and prefers the existing approach of
feed and bleed for core cooling, with some leakage into the drywell. TEPCO's concerns involve
the inability to measure the exact water level and disposal of the contaminated water that may
leak out of the reactor building.
TEPCO is considering: 1) entombment of the Unit 2 reactor building to stop leakage that is
believed to be emanating from the suppression pool, 2) trying to ascertain whether the water in
the Unit 2 turbine building basement may be coming from another unit, 3) requesting US
assistance and expertise with processing high level radwaste, and 4) inerting Unit 3 drywell,
however, it may be difficult due to high rad levels and debris in the Unit 3 reactor building.
TEPCO is experiencing challenges in accessing portions of the facility due to highly radioactive
sludge and is exploring methods to address the problem. (Source: TEPCO)
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STATUS as of 1200 EDT, May 05, 2011 (0100 Japan, May 05, 2011)
U1iit 1 - (NRC Prioritjy: 1)

Core Status: Estimated 55% damage (Source: TEPCO), fuel partially or fully exposed (Source:
JAIF, NISA, TEPCO). RPV Level A -65.0" Level B -59.1 (TEPOC 5/05). The volume of
sea water injected to cool the core, when fresh water was not available, has left enough
salt to fill the lower plenum to the core plate (Source: GEH, US Industry). Vessel
temperatures 101.50C at bottom drain, 134.70C at FW nozzle (Source: TEPCO 5/05).
RPV pressure (Ch A: 66.7 psig, Ch B: 186 psig) (Source: TEPCO 5/05).
Core Cooling: Fresh water injection via temporary electrical pump to FW line at 26.4 gpm
(Source: TEPCO 5/04). Recirculation pump seals have likely failed (Source: GEH).
Stuck open SRV (Source: Site Team, confirmed by TEPCO 4/7). Began injecting
nitrogen (N2) to drywell at 0130 Japan time on April 7 (Source: IAEA, 4/7).
Primary Containment: Damage suspected, slow leakage, DW pressure decreased to 5 psig,
torus pressure at 5 psig and steady with N2 injection (Source: TEPCO 5/04).
Leakage rate estimated at 3m3/hr
Secondary Containment: Severely damaged (hydrogen explosion)
Spent Fuel Pool: Temperature is at 230C (Source: JAIF 5/01, uncertain, overhead
thermography). Periodic freshwater spray using concrete pump truck (Source: DOE
4/3). SFP has 292 assemblies with last transfer of 64 assemblies from reactor to SFP in
March 2010 (Source: GEH 4/2).
Rad Levels: DW: Unknown. Reported instrument failure (Source: INPO 4/8), Torus: 114 R/hr
(Source: TEPCO 5/4), Outside site at plant gate(s): 4 mR/hr at west gate (very slight
trend downward) (Source: JAIF).
Power: On external power (Source: NISA); equipment testing in progress (Source: JAIF, NISA,
TEPCO).
Actions: TEPCO flow to the RPV at 6.0 m3/hr. Robotics was unsuccessful at locating primary
containment leakage paths. TEPCO will continue the robotics leak detection activities
with the higher water level in the primary containment. (Source: Site Team 4/27)
Unit 2 - (NRC Priority:2)

Core Status: Estimated 35% damage (Source: TEPCO), fuel partially or fully exposed (Source:
JAIF, NISA, TEPCO). RPV Level A -59.1" Level B -82.7" below TAF (TEPCO 5/05)
Bottom head temperature no data, feed water nozzle temperature 117.20C (Source:
TEPCO 5/04). RPV pressure: Ch A: -3.3 psig, Ch D: -2.6 psig (below atmospheric)
(Source: TEPCO 5/04). Stabilized around atmospheric pressure since 3/18/11 (Source:
IAEA 4/09).
Core Cooling: Fresh water injecting at 30.4 gpm (Source: TEPCO 5/04).
Primary Containment: Damage suspected (Source: JAIF, NISA, TEPCO). DW Pressure:
-5.3 psig (Source: TEPCO 5/04).
Secondary Containment: Damaged (Source: JAIF, NISA, TEPCO), blowout panels removed
from side of reactor building to reduce hydrogen buildup (Source: visual).
Spent Fuel Pool: Fresh water is being supplied by the fuel pool cooling system piping, but not
through the associated FPC pumps or heat exchangers (Source: Japan Site Team,
4/29), fuel pool temperature 490C (Source: TEPCO 5/05). 135 Tons of fresh water
added 4/25 (Source: IAEA 4/27).
Actions: Refilled SFP to overflow (Source: Site Team4/27)
Rad Levels: DW: 2070 R/hr (Source: TEPCO 5/05); Torus 40.5 R/hr (Source: TEPCO 5/05);
Outside site at plant gate(s): 4 mR/hr at west gate (very slight trend downward) (Source:
JAIF).
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Power: On offsite power (Source: NISA 4/3)
Unit 3 - (VRC Priorityj:3)

Core Status: Estimated 30% damage (Source: TEPCO), Bottom head temperature 138.6 0 C,
FW nozzle temperature: 143.5 0 C (Source: TEPCO 5/05). RPV pressure Ch A: -10.7
psig, Ch B: -13.2 psig (Source: TEPCO 5/05). RPV level A -80.8", level B -86.7" below
TAF (Source: TEPCO 5/05).
Core Cooling: Freshwater injection via fire line at 30.8 gpm via temporary electrical pump
(Source: TEPCO 5/05). Recirculation pump seals have likely failed (Source: GEH).
Primary Containment: Damage suspected. Drywell Pressure: 15.1 psia and Torus Pressure
26.5 psia (Source: TEPCO 5/05). Nitrogen injection delayed due to problems accessing
equipment (Source: NHK).
Secondary Containment: Damaged (Source: JAIF, NISA, TEPCO)
Spent Fuel Pool: Low water level. Temperature Unknown - failed instrumentation (Source:
TEPCO 5/04). Fresh water is being supplied by the fuel pool cooling system piping, but
not through the associated FPC pumps or heat exchangers (Source: Japan Site Team,
4/29). -30 Tons added on 4/18 (site team 4/20). -47.5 Tons added on 4/26 (IAEA 4/27)
Rad Levels: DW: 1260.0 R/hr, Torus: 49.7 R/hr (Source: TEPCO 5/05); Outside site at plant
gate(s): 4.0 mR/hr at west gate (very slight trend downward) (Source: JAIF); 100 R/hr
debris outside Rx building (covered).
Power: On offsite power (Source: NISA 4/3)
Unlit 4 - (ARC Priorit':4)
Core Status: Offloaded 105 days at time of accident (Source: JAIF, NISA, TEPCO).
Core Cooling: Not necessary (Source: JAIF, NISA, TEPCO).
Primary Containment: Not applicable (Source: JAIF, NISA, TEPCO).
Secondary Containment: Severely damaged from hydrogen explosion (Source: JAIF, NISA,
TEPCO).
Spent Fuel Pool: Temperature Unknown - failed instrumentation (Source: TEPCO 5/04).
Freshwater added via concrete pump 4/9, additional spraying as needed (Source:
TEPCO 4/9). 195 Tons fresh water added 4/12 (Source: IAEA 4/14). Fresh water
spraying restarted by concrete pump truck on 4/15 (Source: IAEA 4/16). 140 Tons fresh
water added on 4/23, 130 Tones added 4/26 (IAEA 4/27) TEPCO acknowledges there is
a leak in the SFP (Source: TEPCO, unconfirmed). Water level -4.5m above top of fuel
(Source: NISA, 5/02). Analyzed isotope levels from the pool, which were verified by a
second sample conducted by TEPCO, indicate that major fuel damage has not occurred.
Actions: Installed SFP TIC level indication stalk (Source: Site Team4/27)
TEPCO has added 140-210 tons of water through April 26, 2011, resultant level 10 to 40
centimeters lower than expected. Surmise water leaking from spent fuel pool (Source
TEPCO, 4/27)
Plans to install concrete pillars to support the fuel pool by around July to increase its
earthquake resistance (Source: TEPCO 4/27)
Power: On offsite AC power (Source: DOE 4/3)
I'it 5 - (NRC Priority:5)

Unit 5 remains in stable cold shutdown, with offsite power. TEPCO installing additional back-up
power supplies.

I nit 6 - (N'RC Priority:6)
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Unit 6 remains in stable cold shutdown, with offsite power. TEPCO installing additional back-up
power supplies.
NRC priorities are based on analyses by the Reactor Safety Team. Unit 1 is priority 1 based on
the belief that primary containment functionality, though degraded, can still be preserved if the
responders take actions to inject to the RPV and primary containment. Unit 2 is priority 2
because of the apparent damage to primary containment and the other barriers to release. This
damage requires continued attention to cool the core and provide water to the primary
containment to minimize potential for release. Unit 3 is priority 3 because primary containment
may be nominally functional but continued attention is required to pursue core cooling and
injection.

Other Plants

Protective Measures Team (PMT) Update
The PMT continues to assess available dose rate information from DOE AMS data, the US
Navy, TEPCO, and MEXT.
The PMT is the NRC Headquarters Operations Center point of contact for a "composite"
document that takes conditions such as plant stability, radiological conditions, and local
infrastructure into consideration in order to re-evaluate the current 50-mile evacuation
recommendations. The composite/travel advisory criteria document was finalized and provided
to NRC Japanese Site Team for transfer to the US Embassy.

International Response
*

"
•

"

On April 15, 2011 the US Embassy in Japan has lifted the voluntary authorized departure for
dependents of US government staff who voluntarily relocated from the Tokyo area. A travel
alert has been issued on the subject and can be found online at:
http://iapan .usembassy..qov/e/acs/tacs-alert20110415.html.
The IAEA has announced that it will hold a high-level conference on preliminary lessons
learned from Fukushima on June 20-24, 2011. Information is available at www.iaea.org.
NRC has weekly teleconferences with the United Kingdom's Health and Safety Executive,
the Canadian Nuclear Safety Commission, and the French Nuclear Safety Authority. IAEA
and Finland also participate intermittently.
An Institute of Nuclear Power Operations (INPO) staff member in Tokyo is coordinating with
US Government staff at the US Embassy concerning equipment requests.

Reference
Units
1 rem (rem) = 1,000 millirem (mrem)
1 Sievert (Sv) = 1,000 milliSieverts (mSv) = 1,000,000 microsieverts (pSv)
1 rem = 0.01 Sv = 10 mSv
1 Sv = 100 rem
TF = (9/5 x Tc + 32)
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Reactor Abbreviations
atm - Atmosphere (unit of pressure)
DW- Drywell
FW - Feed Water
gpm - gallons per minute
RHR - Residual Heat Removal

SFP SRV TAF RPV -
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Spent Fuel Pool
Safety Relief Valve
Top of Active Fuel
Reactor Pressure Vessel
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USNRC Emergency Operations Center Status Update
Earthquake I Tsunami Status Update
Compiled by Liaison Coordinator
This report includes NRC's current understanding of the ongoing situation in Japan.
Historical and background information can be found in past reports.
NRC's Top Priorities
1) Providing technical assistance to the US Ambassador in Japan and the Japanese
Government.
2) Continued assessment of plant and radiological conditions and protective action
recommendations.
3) Coordination with other US Departments and Agencies, the Institute of Nuclear Power
Operations (INPO), Bechtel, General Electric Hitachi (GEH), Tokyo Electric Power Company
(TEPCO), and the Japanese military.

Status
At 0946 EST, March 11, 2011, the NRC entered Monitoring Mode, and the agency continues to
monitor the unfolding events in Japan. In that the situation is not yet stable, NRC continues its
24 hour support in headquarters and a fully-engaged site team in Japan. During the week of
April 1 1 th, NRC increased the size and adjusted the skill set of its site team to better support the
work activities in Japan. On April 11, NRC transitioned a great portion of its response support
efforts to its line organizations. A core team of managers and experts will continue to staff the
Headquarters Operations Center on a 24 hour basis Monday through Friday, with around the
clock on-call staffing on weekends.
Press releases related to the situation in Japan can be found online at:
http://www.nrc.qov/reading-rm/doc-collections/news/20 11/.
Japan has scheduled a national stand-down on Tuesday through Thursday, May 3r,
2011 inclusive.

4 t,

and 5 th

NISA and TEPCO have started holding joint press conferences to improve communications with
the public. The first press conference occurred April 26 and lasted 3 hours.
The current protective action recommendation for US citizens residing within 50 miles (80 km) of
the Fukushima Daiichi site is to evacuate. The U.S. Government continues to evaluate this
recommendation. According to media sources, Japan decided Thursday April 21, 2011 to
prohibit residents from staying within a 20-kilometer radius of Fukushima NPP. People will only
be allowed to enter the zone for up to two hours to collect belongings under government
supervision. No member of the public would be allowed within 3 km of the site. The
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government added some towns outside the 20-km radius to the list of areas covered by its "noentry" directive (Kyodo New, 22 April.)(0600 4/22 SITREP)
As reported by Kyodo News early Thursday 21 April, TEPCO announced highly radioactive
water that leaked into the Pacific Ocean from the Daiichi nuclear plant in early April contained
an estimated 5,000 terabecquerels of radioactive substances - 20,000 times the annual
allowable limit for the plant - with TEPCO reporting total leakage amounting to 520 tons.
TEPCO estimates the leakage to have lasted for six days through April 6.
The US DOE and the US Environmental Protection Agency are the Federal communicators for
questions regarding possible domestic impacts from the events in Japan and on domestic
monitoring.
The Commission established a senior-level agency task force to conduct a systematic review of
NRC processes and regulations with specific near-term and long-term objectives.

Status of NRC Licensee and Agreement State Facilities
Air sample and standing water sample results from US nuclear plant licensees have been
entered into a password protected database established by the Nuclear Energy Institute (NEI).
NRC and Federal partners have access to the plant data.

Industry Consortium / Contractor Activities
The industry consortium is composed of government and industry representatives working to
respond to Government of Japan (GoJ) requests for material and assistance. Consortium calls
are typically held daily on technical issues at 11:00 EDT and are held at 2000 EDT on days
agreed to by the consortium for topics including supply needs by GoJ.

Current Understanding of Japanese Facilities
(This information is compiled from the NRC in-country team, TEPCO press releases, Japanese
Nuclear and Industrial Safety Agency (NISA) press releases, Japan Atomic Industrial Forum
(JAIF) compiled data and assessments, IAEA information releases, Federation of Electric Power
Companies of Japan, World Association of Nuclear Operators, DOE and others.)
Fukushirna Daiichi
IAEA confirms a no-fly zone out to 30 km around the Fukushima Daiichi plant. The Japanese
government announced that it is revising the emergency plans for Fukushima Daiichi to
establish potential evacuation zones in case of another emergency. The Chief Cabinet
Secretary indicated this is being done because plant conditions are not yet stable.
On April 12, 2011, NISA raised the rating for the events at the Fukushima Daiichi site on the
International Nuclear and Radiological Event Scale (INES) from 5, "Accident with Wider
Consequences," to 7, "Major Accident," citing calculations by both NISA and the Nuclear Safety
2 of 7
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Commission of Japan (NSC) of radioactive materials released from the Fukushima Daiichi
reactors. This new provisional rating considers the accidents that occurred at Units 1, 2, and 3
as a single event on INES. NISA notes that while an INES rating of 7 is the same as that of the
Chernobyl accident, their current estimated amount of radioactive materials released is
approximately 10% of the amount from the Chernobyl accident. (Source: NISA and IAEA 4/12)
Groundwater sampling near Units 1 & 2 showed increased radiation levels 6-38 times greater
than previous measurements, based on isotope analysis. Groundwater flow leads to the ocean
(Source: Site Team 4/15). TEPCO completed pumping out low-level liquid radwaste from the
common-area radwaste building and applied sealant. TEPCO is transferring highly radioactive
water from the Unit 2 turbine building basement to the radwaste facility; expecting completion in
mid-May. (Source: Site Team 4/19).
TEPCO expects to have a tanker barge available by mid-May that will be able to hold 27,000
Tons of liquid radwaste, giving them a total of 60,400 Tons of liquid radwaste storage capacity.
TEPCO estimates that a total of 50,000 Tons of highly contaminated liquid radwaste will have
been generated onsite by the end of May. (Source: Site Team 4/16).
On April 17, TEPCO released a document titled "Roadmap towardsRestoration from the
Accident at Fukushima DaiichiNuclearPower Station." This document sets out a two-phase
action plan to bring "the reactors and spent fuel pools to a stable cooling condition and [mitigate]
the release of radioactive materials .... This plan envisions actions over the next six to nine
months. (Source: TEPCO 4/17). Staff coordinated Consortium comments and provided them to
the NRC Japan Team on 4/29.
TEPCO is continually monitoring indications of re-criticality events and will add boron as

necessary to maintain cold shutdown.
TEPCO has concerns regarding flooding up the drywell and prefers the existing approach of
feed and bleed for core cooling, with some leakage into the drywell. TEPCO's concerns involve
the inability to measure the exact water level and disposal of the contaminated water that may
leak out of the reactor building.
TEPCO is considering: 1) entombment of the Unit 2 reactor building to stop leakage that is
believed to be emanating from the suppression pool, 2) trying to ascertain whether the water in
the Unit 2 turbine building basement may be coming from another unit, 3) requesting US
assistance and expertise with processing high level radwaste, and 4) inerting Unit 3 drywell,
however, it may be difficult due to high rad levels and debris in the Unit 3 reactor building.
TEPCO is experiencing challenges in accessing portions of the facility due to highly radioactive
sludge and is exploring methods to address the problem. (Source: TEPCO)
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STATUS as of 1200 EDT, May 06, 2011 (0100 Japan, May 05, 2011)

Unit I - (NRC Prioritv:1)
Core Status: Estimated 55% damage (Source: TEPCO), fuel partially or fully exposed (Source:
JAIF, NISA, TEPCO). RPV Level A -66.3" Level B -66.3" (Source: DOE 5/06). The
volume of sea water injected to cool the core, when fresh water was not available, has
left enough salt to fill the lower plenum to the core plate (Source: GEH, US Industry).
Vessel temperatures 101.5 0 C at bottom drain, 137.50C at FW nozzle (Source: DOE
5/06). RPV pressure (Ch A: 65.3 psig, Ch B: 183.5 psig) (Source: DOE 5/06).
Core Cooling: Fresh water injection via temporary electrical pump to FW line at 26.4 gpm
(Source: TEPCO 5/04). Recirculation pump seals have likely failed (Source: GEH).
Stuck open SRV (Source: Site Team, confirmed by TEPCO 4/7). Began injecting
nitrogen (N2) to drywell at 0130 Japan time on April 7 (Source: IAEA, 4/7).
Primary Containment: Damage suspected, slow leakage, DW pressure decreased to 5 psig,
torus pressure at 5 psig and steady with N2 injection (Source: TEPCO 5/04).
Leakage rate estimated at 3m3/hr
Secondary Containment: Severely damaged (hydrogen explosion)
Spent Fuel Pool: Temperature is at 23 0C (Source: JAIF 5/01, uncertain, overhead
thermography). Periodic freshwater spray using concrete pump truck (Source: DOE
4/3). SFP has 292 assemblies with last transfer of 64 assemblies from reactor to SFP in
March 2010 (Source: GEH 4/2).
Rad Levels: DW: Unknown. Reported instrument failure (Source: INPO 4/8), Torus: 114 R/hr
(Source: TEPCO 5/4), Outside site at plant gate(s): 4 mR/hr at west gate (very slight
trend downward) (Source: JAIF).
Power: On external power (Source: NISA); equipment testing in progress (Source: JAIF, NISA,
TEPCO).
Actions: TEPCO flow to the RPV at 6.0 m3/hr. Robotics was unsuccessful at locating primary
containment leakage paths. TEPCO will continue the robotics leak detection activities
with the higher water level in the primary containment. (Source: Site Team 4/27).

TEPCO has installed temporary ventilation to the reactor building to allow workers to
enter the building (Source: Site Team 5/6). TEPCO plans to install a closed loop cooling
system to enable circulation of reactor coolant (Source: Site Team 5/6).
ULnil 2 - ('NRC Priority:2)
Core Status: Estimated 35% damage (Source: TEPCO), fuel partially or fully exposed (Source:
JAIF, NISA, TEPCO). RPV Level A -58.5" Level B -81.9" below TAF (DOE 5/06) Bottom
head temperature no data, feed water nozzle temperature 117.20C (Source: DOE 5/06).
RPV pressure: Ch A: 2.9 psig, Ch D: 2.3 psig (below atmospheric) (Source: DOE 5/06).
Stabilized around atmospheric pressure since 3/18/11 (Source: IAEA 4/09).
Core Cooling: Fresh water injecting at 30.4 gpm (Source: TEPCO 5/04).
Primary Containment: Damage suspected (Source: JAIF, NISA, TEPCO). DW Pressure:
-5.3 psig (Source: TEPCO 5/04).
Secondary Containment: Damaged (Source: JAIF, NISA, TEPCO), blowout panels removed
from side of reactor building to reduce hydrogen buildup (Source: visual).
Spent Fuel Pool: Fresh water is being supplied by the fuel pool cooling system piping, but not
through the associated FPC pumps or heat exchangers (Source: Japan Site Team,
4/29), fuel pool temperature 490C (Source: TEPCO 5/05). 135 Tons of fresh water
added 4/25 (Source: IAEA 4/27).
Actions: Refilled SFP to overflow (Source: Site Team4/27)
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Rad Levels: DW: 2070 R/hr (Source: TEPCO 5/05); Torus 40.5 R/hr (Source: TEPCO 5/05);
Outside site at plant gate(s): 4 mR/hr at west gate (very slight trend downward) (Source:
JAIF).
Power: On offsite power (Source: NISA 4/3)

Unit 3 - (AIRC Priority:3)
Core Status: Estimated 30% damage (Source: TEPCO), Bottom head temperature 1400C, FW
nozzle temperature: 128.5*C (Source: DOE 5/06). RPV pressure Ch A: 11.2 psig, Ch B:
13.2 psig (Source: DOE 5/06). RPV level A -70.2", level B -85.8" below TAF (Source:
DOE 5/06).
Core Cooling: Freshwater injection via fire line at 39.6 gpm via temporary electrical pump
(Source: DOE 5/06). Recirculation pump seals have likely failed (Source: GEH).
Primary Containment: Damage suspected. Drywell Pressure: 15.1 psia and Torus Pressure
26.5 psia (Source: JAIF 5/06). Nitrogen injection delayed due to problems accessing
equipment (Source: NHK).
Secondary Containment: Damaged (Source: JAIF, NISA, TEPCO)
Spent Fuel Pool: Low water level. Temperature Unknown - failed instrumentation (Source:
TEPCO 5/04). Fresh water is being supplied by the fuel pool cooling system piping, but
not through the associated FPC pumps or heat exchangers (Source: Japan Site Team,
4/29). -30 Tons added on 4/18 (site team 4/20). -47.5 Tons added on 4/26 (IAEA 4/27)
Rad Levels: DW: 1260.0 R/hr, Torus: 49.7 R/hr (Source: TEPCO 5/05); Outside site at plant
gate(s): 4.0 mR/hr at west gate (very slight trend downward) (Source: JAIF); 100 R/hr
debris outside Rx building (covered).
Power: On offsite power (Source: NISA 4/3)
Action: TEPCO increasing injection flow and has plans to swap injection flow path to the
feedwater line in 7-10 days due to increasing temperatures in the Dry Well and reactor
vessel (Source: Site Team 5/6).
Unit 4 - (NRC Priority:4)
Core Status: Offloaded 105 days at time of accident (Source: JAIF, NISA, TEPCO).
Core Cooling: Not necessary (Source: JAIF, NISA, TEPCO).
Primary Containment: Not applicable (Source: JAIF, NISA, TEPCO).
Secondary Containment: Severely damaged from hydrogen explosion (Source: JAIF, NISA,
TEPCO).
Spent Fuel Pool: Temperature Unknown - failed instrumentation (Source: TEPCO 5/04).
Freshwater added via concrete pump 4/9, additional spraying as needed (Source:
TEPCO 4/9). 195 Tons fresh water added 4/12 (Source: IAEA 4/14). Fresh water
spraying restarted by concrete pump truck on 4/15 (Source: IAEA 4/16). 140 Tons fresh
water added on 4/23, 130 Tones added 4/26 (IAEA 4/27) TEPCO acknowledges there is
a leak in the SFP (Source: TEPCO, unconfirmed). Water level -4.5m above top of fuel
(Source: NISA, 5/02). Analyzed isotope levels from the pool, which were verified by a
second sample conducted by TEPCO, indicate that major fuel damage has not occurred.
Actions: Installed SFP T/C level indication stalk (Source: Site Team4/27)
TEPCO has added 140-210 tons of water through April 26, 2011, resultant level 10 to 40
centimeters lower than expected. Surmise water leaking from spent fuel pool (Source
TEPCO, 4/27)
Plans to install concrete pillars to support the fuel pool by around July to increase its
earthquake resistance (Source: TEPCO 4/27)
Power: On offsite AC power (Source: DOE 4/3)
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Unit 5 - (NRC Priorify: 5)

Unit 5 remains in stable cold shutdown, with offsite power. TEPCO installing additional back-up
power supplies.
Uunit 6 - (NRC Priority:6)

Unit 6 remains in stable cold shutdown, with offsite power. TEPCO installing additional back-up
power supplies.
NRC priorities are based on analyses by the Reactor Safety Team. Unit 1 is priority 1 based on
the belief that primary containment functionality, though degraded, can still be preserved if the
responders take actions to inject to the RPV and primary containment. Unit 2 is priority 2
because of the apparent damage to primary containment and the other barriers to release. This
damage requires continued attention to cool the core and provide water to the primary
containment to minimize potential for release. Unit 3 is priority 3 because primary containment
may be nominally functional but continued attention is required to pursue core cooling and
injection.

Other Plants

Protective Measures Team (PMT) Update
The PMT continues to assess available dose rate information from DOE AMS data, the US
Navy, TEPCO, and MEXT.
The PMT is the NRC Headquarters Operations Center point of contact for a "composite"
document that takes conditions such as plant stability, radiological conditions, and local
infrastructure into consideration in order to re-evaluate the current 50-mile evacuation
recommendations. The composite/travel advisory criteria document was finalized and provided
to NRC Japanese Site Team for transfer to the US Embassy.

International Response
"

*
"

"

On April 15, 2011 the US Embassy in Japan has lifted the voluntary authorized departure for
dependents of US government staff who voluntarily relocated from the Tokyo area. A travel
alert has been issued on the subject and can be found online at:
http://iapan.usembassy.,qov/e/acs/tacs-alert20110415.html.
The IAEA has announced that it will hold a high-level conference on preliminary lessons
learned from Fukushima on June 20-24, 2011. Information is available at www.iaea.org.
NRC has weekly teleconferences with the United Kingdom's Health and Safety Executive,
the Canadian Nuclear Safety Commission, and the French Nuclear Safety Authority. IAEA
and Finland also participate intermittently.
An Institute of Nuclear Power Operations (INPO) staff member in Tokyo is coordinating with
US Government staff at the US Embassy concerning equipment requests.
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Reference
Units
1 rem (rem) = 1,000 millirem (mrem)
1 Sievert (Sv) = 1,000 milliSieverts (mSv) = 1,000,000 microsieverts (pSv)
1 rem = 0.01 Sv = 10 mSv
1 Sv = 100 rem
TF = (9/5 x Tc + 32)
1 Kilometer (km) = 0.62 mile (mi)
Reactor Abbreviations
atm - Atmosphere (unit of pressure)
DW - Drywell
FW - Feed Water
gpm - gallons per minute
RHR - Residual Heat Removal

0F

SFP SRV TAF RPV -

Spent Fuel Pool
Safety Relief Valve
Top of Active Fuel
Reactor Pressure Vessel
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USNRC Emergency Operations Center Status Update
Earthquake I Tsunami Status Update
Compiled by Liaison Coordinator

This report includes NRC's current understanding of the ongoing situation in Japan.
Historical and background information can be found in past reports.
NRC's Top Priorities
1) Providing technical assistance to the US Ambassador in Japan and the Japanese
Government.
2) Continued assessment of plant and radiological conditions and protective action
recommendations.
3) Coordination with other US Departments and Agencies, the Institute of Nuclear Power
Operations (INPO), Bechtel, General Electric Hitachi (GEH), Tokyo Electric Power Company
(TEPCO), and the Japanese military.

Status
At 0946 EST, March 11, 2011, the NRC entered Monitoring Mode, and the agency continues to
monitor the unfolding events in Japan. In that the situation is not yet stable, NRC continues its
24 hour support in headquarters and a fully-engaged site team in Japan. During the week of
April 1 1 th, NRC increased the size and adjusted the skill set of its site team to better support the
work activities in Japan. On April 11, NRC transitioned a great portion of its response support
efforts to its line organizations. A core team of managers and experts will continue to staff the
Headquarters Operations Center on a 24 hour basis Monday through Friday, with around the
clock on-call staffing on weekends.
Press releases related to the situation in Japan can be found online at:
http://www.nrc.qov/reading-rm/doc-collections/news/20 11/.
NISA and TEPCO have started holding joint press conferences to improve communications with
the public. The first press conference occurred April 26 and lasted 3 hours.
The current protective action recommendation for US citizens residing within 50 miles (80 km) of
the Fukushima Daiichi site is to evacuate. The U.S. Government continues to evaluate this
recommendation. According to media sources, Japan decided Thursday April 21, 2011 to
prohibit residents from staying within a 20-kilometer radius of Fukushima NPP. People will only
be allowed to enter the zone for up to two hours to collect belongings under government
supervision. No member of the public would be allowed within 3 km of the site. The
government added some towns outside the 20-km radius to the list of areas covered by its "noentry" directive (Kyodo New, 22 April.)(0600 4/22 SITREP)
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As reported by Kyodo News early Thursday 21 April, TEPCO announced highly radioactive
water that leaked into the Pacific Ocean from the Daiichi nuclear plant in early April contained
an estimated 5,000 terabecquerels of radioactive substances - 20,000 times the annual
allowable limit for the plant - with TEPCO reporting total leakage amounting to 520 tons.
TEPCO estimates the leakage to have lasted for six days through April 6.
The US DOE and the US Environmental Protection Agency are the Federal communicators for
questions regarding possible domestic impacts from the events in Japan and on domestic
monitoring.
The Commission established a senior-level agency task force to conduct a systematic review of
NRC processes and regulations with specific near-term and long-term objectives.

Status of NRC Licensee and Agreement State Facilities
Air sample and standing water sample results from US nuclear plant licensees have been
entered into a password protected database established by the Nuclear Energy Institute (NEI).
NRC and Federal partners have access to the plant data.

Industry Consortium / Contractor Activities
The industry consortium is composed of government and industry representatives working to
respond to Government of Japan (GoJ) requests for material and assistance. Consortium calls
are typically held daily on technical issues at 11:00 EDT and are held at 2000 EDT on days
agreed to by the consortium for topics including supply needs by GoJ.

Current Understanding of Japanese Facilities
(This information is compiled from the NRC in-country team, TEPCO press releases, Japanese
Nuclear and Industrial Safety Agency (NISA) press releases, Japan Atomic Industrial Forum
(JAIF) compiled data and assessments, IAEA information releases, Federation of Electric Power
Companies of Japan, World Association of Nuclear Operators, DOE and others.)
Fukushima Daiichi
IAEA confirms a no-fly zone out to 30 km around the Fukushima Daiichi plant. The Japanese
government announced that it is revising the emergency plans for Fukushima Daiichi to
establish potential evacuation zones in case of another emergency. The Chief Cabinet
Secretary indicated this is being done because plant conditions are not yet stable.
On April 12, 2011, NISA raised the rating for the events at the Fukushima Daiichi site on the
International Nuclear and Radiological Event Scale (INES) from 5, "Accident with Wider
Consequences," to 7, "Major Accident," citing calculations by both NISA and the Nuclear Safety
Commission of Japan (NSC) of radioactive materials released from the Fukushima Daiichi
reactors. This new provisional rating considers the accidents that occurred at Units 1, 2, and 3
as a single event on INES. NISA notes that while an INES rating of 7 is the same as that of the
2 of 7
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Chernobyl accident, their current estimated amount of radioactive materials released is
approximately 10% of the amount from the Chernobyl accident. (Source: NISA and IAEA 4/12)
Groundwater sampling near Units 1 & 2 showed increased radiation levels 6-38 times greater
than previous measurements, based on isotope analysis. Groundwater flow leads to the ocean
(Source: Site Team 4/15). TEPCO completed pumping out low-level liquid radwaste from the
common-area radwaste building and applied sealant. TEPCO is transferring highly radioactive
water from the Unit 2 turbine building basement to the radwaste facility; expecting completion in
mid-May. (Source: Site Team 4/19).
TEPCO expects to have a tanker barge available by mid-May that will be able to hold 27,000
Tons of liquid, radwaste, giving them a total of 60,400 Tons of liquid radwaste storage capacity.
TEPCO estimates that a total of 50,000 Tons of highly contaminated liquid radwaste will have
been generated onsite by the end of May. (Source: Site Team 4/16).
On April 17, TEPCO released a document titled "Roadmap towards Restorationfrom the
Accident at Fukushima DaiichiNuclear PowerStation." This document sets out a two-phase
action plan to bring "the reactors and spent fuel pools to a stable cooling condition and [mitigate]
plan envisions actions over the next six to nine
the release of radioactive materials .This
months. (Source: TEPCO 4/17). Staff coordinated Consortium comments and provided them to
the NRC Japan Team on 4/29.
TEPCO is continually monitoring indications of re-criticality events and will add boron as
necessary to maintain cold shutdown.
TEPCO has concerns regarding flooding up the drywell and prefers the existing approach of
feed and bleed for core cooling, with some leakage into the drywell. TEPCO's concerns involve
the inability to measure the exact water level and disposal of the contaminated water that may
leak out of the reactor building.
TEPCO is considering: 1) entombment of the Unit 2 reactor building to stop leakage that is
believed to be emanating from the suppression pool, 2) trying to ascertain whether the water in
the Unit 2 turbine building basement may be coming from another unit, 3) requesting US
assistance and expertise with processing high level radwaste, and 4) inerting Unit 3 drywell,
however, it may be difficult due to high rad levels and debris in the Unit 3 reactor building.
TEPCO is experiencing challenges in accessing portions of the facility due to highly radioactive
sludge and is exploring methods to address the problem. (Source: TEPCO)
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STATUS as of 1200 EDT, May 09, 2011 (0100 Japan, May 10, 2011)
1Unit I - ('NRC Prioritv:1)
Core Status: Estimated 55% damage (Source: TEPCO), fuel partially or fully exposed (Source:
JAIF, NISA,TEPCO). RPV Level A -65" Level B -65" (Source: TEPCO 5/09). The
volume of sea water injected to cool the core, when fresh water was not available, has
left enough salt to fill the lower plenum to the core plate (Source: GEH, US Industry).
Vessel temperatures 95.30 C at bottom drain, 116.6 0C at FW nozzle (Source: TEPCO
5/09). RPV pressure (Ch A: 67.4 psig, Ch B: 186.8 psig) (Source: TEPCO 5/09).
Core Cooling: Fresh water injection via temporary electrical pump to FW line at 35.2 gpm
(Source: TEPCO 5/09). Recirculation pump seals have likely failed (Source: GEH).
Stuck open SRV (Source: Site Team, confirmed by TEPCO 4/7). Began injecting
nitrogen (N2) to drywell at 0130 Japan time on April 7 (Source: IAEA, 4/7).
Primary Containment: Damage suspected, slow leakage, DW pressure decreased to 2.7 psig,
torus pressure at 0.5 psig and steady with N2 injection (Source: TEPCO 5/09).
Leakage rate estimated at 3m3/hr
Secondary Containment: Severely damaged (hydrogen explosion)
Spent Fuel Pool: Temperature is at 23 0 C (Source: JAIF 5/01, uncertain, overhead
thermography). Periodic freshwater spray using concrete pump truck (Source: DOE
4/3). SFP has 292 assemblies with last transfer of 64 assemblies from reactor to SFP in
March 2010 (Source: GEH 4/2).
Rad Levels: DW: Unknown. Reported instrument failure (Source: INPO 4/8), Torus: 111 R/hr
(Source: TEPCO 5/9), Outside site at plant gate(s): 4 mR/hr at west gate (very slight
trend downward) (Source: JAIF).
Power: On external power (Source: NISA); equipment testing in progress (Source: JAIF, NISA,
TEPCO).
Actions: TEPCO flow to the RPV at 8.0 m3/hr (Source: TEPCO 05/09). Robotics was
unsuccessful at locating primary containment leakage paths. TEPCO will continue the
robotics leak detection activities with the higher water level in the primary containment.
(Source: Site Team 4/27). TEPCO has installed temporary ventilation to the reactor
building to allow workers to enter the building (Source: Site Team 5/6). TEPCO plans to
install a closed loop cooling system to enable circulation of reactor coolant (Source: Site
Team 5/6).

Unit 2 - (NRC Prioriy.3)
Core Status: Estimated 35% damage (Source: TEPCO), fuel partially or fully exposed (Source:
JAIF, NISA, TEPCO). RPV Level A -59.1" Level B -82.7" below TAF (TEPCO 5/09)
Bottom head temperature no data, feed water nozzle temperature 115.61C (Source:
TEPCO 5/09). RPV pressure: Ch A: -2.9 psig, Ch D: -2.6 psig (below atmospheric)
(Source: TEPCO 5/09). Stabilized around atmospheric pressure since 3/18/11 (Source:
IAEA 4/09).
Core Cooling: Fresh water injecting at 30 gpm (Source: TEPCO 5/09).
Primary Containment: Damage suspected (Source: JAIF, NISA, TEPCO). DW Pressure:
-6.0 psig (Source: TEPCO 5/09). Torus pressure 12.9 psig (Source: TEPCO 05109)
Secondary Containment: Damaged (Source: JAIF, NISA, TEPCO), blowout panels removed
from side of reactor building to reduce hydrogen buildup (Source: visual).
Spent Fuel Pool: Fresh water is being supplied by the fuel pool cooling system piping, but not
through the associated FPC pumps or heat exchangers (Source: Japan Site Team,
4/29), fuel pool temperature 480 C (Source: TEPCO 5/09).
Actions: Refilled SFP to overflow (Source: Site Team4/27)
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Rad Levels: DW: 2120 R/hr (Source: TEPCO 5/09); Torus 38 R/hr (Source: TEPCO 5/05);
Outside site at plant gate(s): 4 mR/hr at west gate (very slight trend downward) (Source:
JAIF).
Power: On offsite power (Source: NISA 4/3)
Unit 3 - (NRC Priority:2)
Core Status: Estimated 30% damage (Source: TEPCO), Bottom head temperature 1540 C, FW
nozzle temperature: 216.40 C (Source: TEPCO 5/09). RPV pressure Ch A: -11.7 psig, Ch
B: -13.2 psig (Source: TEPCO 5/09). RPV level A -74.8", level B -82.7" below TAF
(Source: TEPCO 5/09).
Core Cooling: Freshwater injection via fire line at 39.6 gpm via temporary electrical pump
(Source: DOE 5/06). Recirculation pump seals have likely failed (Source: GEH).
Primary Containment: Damage suspected. Drywell Pressure: 15.1 psia and Torus Pressure
26.5 psia (Source: JAIF 5/06). Nitrogen injection delayed due to problems accessing
equipment (Source: NHK).
Secondary Containment: Damaged (Source: JAIF, NISA, TEPCO)
Spent Fuel Pool: Low water level. Temperature Unknown - failed instrumentation (Source:
TEPCO 5/04). Fresh water is being supplied by the fuel pool cooling system piping, but
not through the associated FPC pumps or heat exchangers (Source: Japan Site Team,
4/29). TEPCO adding water periodically.
Rad Levels: DW: 1210.0 RPhr, Torus: 47.6 R/hr (Source: TEPCO 5/09); Outside site at plant
gate(s): 4.0 mR/hr at west gate (very slight trend downward) (Source: JAIF); 100 R/hr
debris outside Rx building (covered).
Power: On offsite power (Source: NISA 4/3)
Action: TEPCO increasing injection flow and has plans to swap injection flow path to the
feedwater line in 7-10 days due to increasing temperatures in the Dry Well and reactor
vessel (Source: Site Team 5/6).
Unit 4 - (NRC Priority:4)

Core Status: Offloaded 105 days at time of accident (Source: JAIF, NISA, TEPCO).
Core Cooling: Not necessary (Source: JAIF, NISA, TEPCO).
Primary Containment: Not applicable (Source: JAIF, NISA, TEPCO).
Secondary Containment: Severely damaged from hydrogen explosion (Source: JAIF, NISA,
TEPCO).
Spent Fuel Pool: Temperature Unknown -failed instrumentation (Source: TEPCO 5/04).
Freshwater added via concrete pump periodically. TEPCO acknowledges there is a leak
in the SFP (Source: TEPCO, NRC has not been able to confirm). Water level -4.5m
above top of fuel (Source: NISA, 5/02). Analyzed isotope levels from the pool, which
were verified by a second sample conducted by TEPCO, indicate that major fuel
damage has not occurred.
Actions: Installed SFP T/C level indication stalk (Source: Site Team4/27)
TEPCO has added 140-210 tons of water through April 26, 2011, resultant level 10 to 40
centimeters lower than expected. Surmise water leaking from spent fuel pool (Source
TEPCO, 4/27)
Plans to install concrete pillars to support the fuel pool by around July to increase its
earthquake resistance (Source: TEPCO 4/27)
Power: On offsite AC power (Source: DOE 4/3)
Unit 5 - ('NRC Priorit!,:5)
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Unit 5 remains in stable cold shutdown, with offsite power. TEPCO installing additional back-up
power supplies.
UInit 6 - (,NRC Priority:6)

Unit 6 remains in stable cold shutdown, with offsite power. TEPCO installing additional back-up
power supplies.
NRC priorities are based on analyses by the Reactor Safety Team. Unit 1 is priority 1 based on
the belief that primary containment functionality, though degraded, can still be preserved ifthe
responders take actions to inject to the RPV and primary containment. Unit 2 is priority 3
because of the apparent damage to primary containment and the other barriers to release. This
damage requires continued attention to cool the core and provide water to the primary
containment to minimize potential for release. Unit 3 is priority 2 because primary containment
may be nominally functional but continued attention is required to pursue core cooling and
injection, and because of increasing vessel temperatures.
Other Plants

Protective Measures Team (PMT) Update
The PMT continues to assess available dose rate information from DOE AMS data, the US
Navy, TEPCO, and MEXT.
The PMT is the NRC Headquarters Operations Center point of contact for a "composite"
document that takes conditions such as plant stability, radiological conditions, and local
infrastructure into consideration in order to re-evaluate the current 50-mile evacuation
recommendations. The composite/travel advisory criteria document was finalized and provided
to NRC Japanese Site Team for transfer to the US Embassy.
International Response
" On April 15, 2011 the US Embassy in Japan has lifted the voluntary authorized departure for
dependents of US government staff who voluntarily relocated from the Tokyo area. A travel
alert has been issued on the subject and can be found online at:
http://iaPan. usembassy..qov/e/acs/tacs-aIert20110415. html.
* The IAEA has announced that it will hold a high-level conference on preliminary lessons
learned from Fukushima on June 20-24, 2011. Information is available at www.iaea.org.
* NRC has weekly teleconferences with the United Kingdom's Health and Safety Executive,
the Canadian Nuclear Safety Commission, and the French Nuclear Safety Authority. IAEA
and Finland also participate intermittently.
* An Institute of Nuclear Power Operations (INPO) staff member in Tokyo is coordinating with
US Government staff at the US Embassy concerning equipment requests.
Reference
Units
1 rem (rem) = 1,000 millirem (mrem)
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1 Sievert (Sv) = 1,000 milliSieverts (mSv) = 1,000,000 microsieverts (pSv)
1 rem = 0.01 Sv = 10 mSv
1 Sv = 100 rem
TF = (9/5 x Tc + 32)
1Kilometer (km) = 0.62 mile (mi)
Reactor Abbreviations
atm - Atmosphere (unit of pressure)
DW- Drywell
FW - Feed Water
gpm - gallons per minute
RHR - Residual Heat Removal

SFP - Spent Fuel Pool
SRV - Safety Relief Valve
TAF - Top of Active Fuel
RPV - Reactor Pressure Vessel
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USNRC Emergency Operations Center Status Update
Earthquake / Tsunami Status Update
Compiled by Liaison Coordinator
This report includes NRC's current understanding of the ongoing situation in Japan.
Historical and background information can be found in past reports.

NRC's Top Priorities
1) Providing technical assistance to the US Ambassador in Japan and the Japanese
Government.
2) Continued assessment of plant and radiological conditions and protective action
recommendations.
3) Coordination with other US Departments and Agencies, the Institute of Nuclear Power
Operations (INPO), Bechtel, General Electric Hitachi (GEH), Tokyo Electric Power Company
(TEPCO), and the Japanese military.

Status
At 0946 EST, March 11, 2011, the NRC entered Monitoring Mode, and the agency continues to
monitor the unfolding events in Japan. In that the situation is not yet stable, NRC continues its
24 hour support in headquarters and a fully-engaged site team in Japan. During the week of
April 11 th, NRC increased the size and adjusted the skill set of its site team to better support the
work activities in Japan. On April 11, NRC transitioned a great portion of its response support
efforts to its line organizations. A core team of managers and experts will continue to staff the
Headquarters Operations Center on a 24 hour basis Monday through Friday, with around the
clock on-call staffing on weekends.
Press releases related to the situation in Japan can be found online at:
http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/news/201 1/.
NISA and TEPCO have started holding joint press conferences to improve communications with
the public. The first press conference occurred April 26 and lasted 3 hours.
The current protective action recommendation for US citizens residing within 50 miles (80 km) of
the Fukushima Daiichi site is to evacuate. The U.S. Government continues to evaluate this
recommendation. According to media sources, Japan decided Thursday April 21, 2011 to
prohibit residents from staying within a 20-kilometer radius of Fukushima NPP. People will only
be allowed to enter the zone for up to two hours to collect belongings under government
supervision. No member of the public would be allowed within 3 km of the site. The
government added some towns outside the 20-km radius to the list of areas covered by its "noentry" directive (Kyodo New, 22 April.)(0600 4/22 SITREP)
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As reported by Kyodo News early Thursday 21 April, TEPCO announced highly radioactive
water that leaked into the Pacific Ocean from the Daiichi nuclear plant in early April contained
an estimated 5,000 terabecquerels of radioactive substances - 20,000 times the annual
allowable limit for the plant - with TEPCO reporting total leakage amounting to 520 tons.
TEPCO estimates the leakage to have lasted for six days through April 6.
The US DOE and the US Environmental Protection Agency are the Federal communicators for
questions regarding possible domestic impacts from the events in Japan and on domestic
monitoring.
The Commission established a senior-level agency task force to conduct a systematic review of
NRC processes and regulations with specific near-term and long-term objectives.

Status of NRC Licensee and Agreement State Facilities
Air sample and standing water sample results from US nuclear plant licensees have been
entered into a password protected database established by the Nuclear Energy Institute (NEI).
NRC and Federal partners have access to the plant data.

Industry Consortium / Contractor Activities
The industry consortium is composed of government and industry representatives working to
respond to Government of Japan (GoJ) requests for material and assistance. Consortium calls
are typically held on Tuesdays and Thursdays on technical issues at 11:00 EDT and are held at
2000 EDT on Mondays and Thursdays, as agreed to by the consortium for topics including
supply needs by GoJ.

Current Understanding of Japanese Facilities
(This information is compiled from the NRC in-country team, TEPCO press releases, Japanese
Nuclear and Industrial Safety Agency (NISA) press releases, Japan Atomic Industrial Forum
(JAIF) compiled data and assessments, IAEA information releases, Federation of Electric Power
Companies of Japan, World Association of Nuclear Operators, DOE and others.)
Fukushima Daiichi
IAEA confirms a no-fly zone out to 30 km around the Fukushima Daiichi plant. The Japanese
government announced that it is revising the emergency plans for Fukushima Daiichi to
establish potential evacuation zones in case of another emergency. The Chief Cabinet
Secretary indicated this is being done because plant conditions are not yet stable.
On April 12, 2011, NISA raised the rating for the events at the Fukushima Daiichi site on the
International Nuclear and Radiological Event Scale (INES) from 5, "Accident with Wider
Consequences," to 7, "Major Accident," citing calculations by both NISA and the Nuclear Safety
Commission of Japan (NSC) of radioactive materials released from the Fukushima Daiichi
reactors. This new provisional rating considers the accidents that occurred at Units 1, 2, and 3
as a single event on INES. NISA notes that while an INES rating of 7 is the same as that of the
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Chernobyl accident, their current estimated amount of radioactive materials released is
approximately 10% of the amount from the Chernobyl accident. (Source: NISA and IAEA 4/12)
Groundwater sampling near Units 1 & 2 showed increased radiation levels 6-38 times greater
than previous measurements, based on isotope analysis. Groundwater flow leads to the ocean
(Source: Site Team 4/15). TEPCO completed pumping out low-level liquid radwaste from the
common-area radwaste building and applied sealant. TEPCO is transferring highly radioactive
water from the Unit 2 turbine building basement to the radwaste facility; expecting completion in
mid-May. (Source: Site Team 4/19).
TEPCO expects to have a tanker barge available by mid-May that will be able to hold 27,000
Tons of liquid radwaste, giving them a total of 60,400 Tons of liquid radwaste storage capacity.
TEPCO estimates that a total of 50,000 Tons of highly contaminated liquid radwaste will have
been generated onsite by the end of May. (Source: Site Team 4/16).
On April 17, TEPCO released a document titled "Roadmap towardsRestoration from the
Accident at Fukushima DaiichiNuclearPower Station." This document sets out a two-phase
action plan to bring "the reactors and spent fuel pools to a stable cooling condition and [mitigate]
the release of radioactive materials .... This plan envisions actions over the next six to nine
months. (Source: TEPCO 4/17). Staff coordinated Consortium comments and provided them to
the NRC Japan Team on 4/29. An update to the roadmap document is anticipated by May 17,

2011. (Site Team 5/10)
TEPCO is continually monitoring indications of re-criticality events and will add boron as
necessary to maintain cold shutdown.
TEPCO has concerns regarding flooding up the drywell and prefers the existing approach of
feed and bleed for core cooling, with some leakage into the drywell. TEPCO's concerns involve
the inability to measure the exact water level and disposal of the contaminated water that may
leak out of the reactor building.
TEPCO is considering: 1) entombment of the Unit 2 reactor building to stop leakage that is
believed to be emanating from the suppression pool, 2) trying to ascertain whether the water in
the Unit 2 turbine building basement may be coming from another unit, 3) requesting US
assistance and expertise with processing high level radwaste, and 4) inerting Unit 3 drywell,
however, it may be difficult due to high rad levels and debris in the Unit 3 reactor building.
TEPCO is experiencing challenges in accessing portions of the facility due to highly radioactive
sludge and is exploring methods to address the problem. (Source: TEPCO)
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STATUS as of 1200 EDT, May 09, 2011 (0100 Japan, May 10, 2011)
Unit I - (IVRC Priority:1)
Core Status: Estimated 55% damage (Source: TEPCO), fuel partially or fully exposed (Source:
JAIF, NISA, TEPCO). RPV Level A -65" Level B -65" (Source: TEPCO 5/10). The
volume of sea water injected to cool the core, when fresh water was not available, has
left enough salt to fill the lower plenum to the core plate (Source: GEH, US Industry).
Vessel temperatures 94.7C• at bottom drain, 115.70 C at FW nozzle (Source: TEPCO
5/10). RPV pressure (Ch A: 67.3 psig, Ch B: 187.4 psig) (Source: TEPCO 5/10).
Core Cooling: Fresh water injection via temporary electrical pump to FW line at 35.2 gpm
(Source: TEPCO 5/110). Recirculation pump seals have likely failed (Source: GEH).
Stuck open SRV (Source: Site Team, confirmed by TEPCO 4/7). Began injecting
nitrogen (N2 ) to drywell at 0130 Japan time on April 7 (Source: IAEA, 4/7).
Primary Containment: Damage suspected, slow leakage, DW pressure decreased to 2.7 psig,
torus pressure at 0.5 psig and steady with N2 injection (Source: TEPCO 5/09).
Leakage rate estimated at 3m3/hr
Secondary Containment: Severely damaged (hydrogen explosion)
Spent Fuel Pool: Temperature is at 230 C (Source: JAIF 5/01, uncertain, overhead
thermography). Periodic freshwater spray using concrete pump truck (Source: DOE
4/3). SFP has 292 assemblies with last transfer of 64 assemblies from reactor to SFP in
March 2010 (Source: GEH 4/2).
Rad Levels: DW: Unknown. Reported instrument failure (Source: INPO 4/8), Torus: 111 R/hr
(Source: TEPCO 5/9), Outside site at plant gate(s): 4 mR/hr at west gate (very slight
trend downward) (Source: JAIF).
Power: On external power (Source: NISA); equipment testing in progress (Source: JAIF, NISA,
TEPCO).
Actions: TEPCO flow to the RPV at 8.0 m3/hr (Source: TEPCO 05/10). Robotics was
unsuccessful at locating primary containment leakage paths. TEPCO will continue the
robotics leak detection activities with the higher water level in the primary containment.
(Source: Site Team 4/27). TEPCO has installed temporary ventilation to the reactor
building to allow workers to enter the building (Source: Site Team 5/6). TEPCO plans to
install a closed loop cooling system to enable circulation of reactor coolant (Source: Site
Team 5/6).
Unit 2 - (NRC Priority:3)

Core Status: Estimated 35% damage (Source: TEPCO), fuel partially or fully exposed (Source:
JAIF, NISA, TEPCO). RPV Level A -59.1" Level B -82.7" below TAF (TEPCO 5/10)
Bottom head temperature no data, feed water nozzle temperature 115.3 0 C (Source:
TEPCO 5110). RPV pressure: Ch A: -2.9 psig, Ch D: -2.4 psig (below atmospheric)
(Source: TEPCO 5/10). Stabilized around atmospheric pressure since 3/18/11 (Source:
IAEA 4/09).
Core Cooling: Fresh water injecting at 30 gpm (Source: TEPCO 5/10).
Primary Containment: Damage suspected (Source: JAIF, NISA, TEPCO). DW Pressure:
-6.0 psig (Source: TEPCO 5/09). Torus pressure 12.9 psig (Source: TEPCO 05/09)
Secondary Containment: Damaged (Source: JAIF, NISA, TEPCO), blowout panels removed
from side of reactor building to reduce hydrogen buildup (Source: visual).
Spent Fuel Pool: Fresh water is being supplied by the fuel pool cooling system piping, but not
through the associated FPC pumps or heat exchangers (Source: Japan Site Team,
4/29), fuel pool temperature 480 C (Source: TEPCO 5/09).
Actions: Refilled SFP to overflow (Source: Site Team4/27)
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Rad Levels: DW: 2120 R/hr (Source: TEPCO 5/09); Torus 38 R/hr (Source: TEPCO 5/05);
Outside site at plant gate(s): 4 mR/hr at west gate (very slight trend downward) (Source:
JAIF).
Power: On offsite power (Source: NISA 4/3)
Unit 3 - (NRC Priority:2)
Core Status: Estimated 30% damage (Source: TEPCO), Bottom head temperature 150.6.C,
FW nozzle temperature: 192.7 0 C (Source: TEPCO 5/10). RPV pressure Ch A: -11.6
psig, Ch B: -12.5 psig (Source: TEPCO 5/10). RPV level A -70.9", level B -82.7" below
TAF (Source: TEPCO 5/10).
Core Cooling: Freshwater injection via fire line at 39.6 gpm via temporary electrical pump
(Source: DOE 5/06). Recirculation pump seals have likely failed (Source: GEH).
Primary Containment: Damage suspected. Drywell Pressure: 15.1 psia and Torus Pressure
26.5 psia (Source: JAIF 5/06). Nitrogen injection delayed due to problems accessing
equipment (Source: NHK).
Secondary Containment: Damaged (Source: JAIF, NISA, TEPCO)
Spent Fuel Pool: Low water level. Temperature Unknown - failed instrumentation (Source:
TEPCO 5/04). Fresh water is being supplied by the fuel pool cooling system piping, but
not through the associated FPC pumps or heat exchangers (Source: Japan Site Team,
4/29). TEPCO adding water periodically.
Rad Levels: DW: 1210.0 R/hr, Torus: 47.6 R/hr (Source: TEPCO 5/09); Outside site at plant
gate(s): 4.0 mR/hr at west gate (very slight trend downward) (Source: JAIF); 100 R/hr
debris outside Rx building (covered).
Power: On offsite power (Source: NISA 4/3)
Action: TEPCO increased injection flow to 9.0 M /h and has plans to swap injection flow path
to the feedwater line due to increasing temperatures in the reactor vessel (Source: Site
Team 5/10).
Unit 4 - (NRC Prioritv:4)

Core Status: Offloaded 105 days at time of accident (Source: JAIF, NISA, TEPCO).
Core Cooling: Not necessary (Source: JAIF, NISA, TEPCO).
Primary Containment: Not applicable (Source: JAIF, NISA, TEPCO).
Secondary Containment: Severely damaged from hydrogen explosion (Source: JAIF, NISA,
TEPCO).
Spent Fuel Pool: Temperature Unknown - failed instrumentation (Source: TEPCO 5/04).
Freshwater added via concrete pump periodically. TEPCO acknowledges there is a leak
in the SFP (Source: TEPCO, NRC has not been able to confirm). Water level -4.5m
above top of fuel (Source: NISA, 5/02). Analyzed isotope levels from the pool, which
were verified by a second sample conducted by TEPCO, indicate that major fuel
damage has not occurred.
Actions: Installed SFP T/C level indication stalk (Source: Site Team4/27)
TEPCO has added 140-210 tons of water through April 26, 2011, resultant level 10 to 40
centimeters lower than expected. Surmise water leaking from spent fuel pool (Source
TEPCO, 4/27)
Plans to install concrete pillars to support the fuel pool by around July to increase its
earthquake resistance (Source: TEPCO 4/27)
Power: On offsite AC power (Source: DOE 4/3)

Unit 5 - (NRC Priority:5-)
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Unit 5 remains in stable cold shutdown, with offsite power. TEPCO installing additional back-up
power supplies.
Unil 6 - (NRC Priority:6.)

Unit 6 remains in stable cold shutdown, with offsite power. TEPCO installing additional back-up
power supplies.
NRC priorities are based on analyses by the Reactor Safety Team. Unit 1 is priority 1 based on
the belief that primary containment functionality, though degraded, can still be preserved ifthe
responders take actions to inject to the RPV and primary containment. Unit 2 is priority 3
because of the apparent damage to primary containment and the other barriers to release. This
damage requires continued attention to cool the core and provide water to the primary
containment to minimize potential for release. Unit 3 is priority 2 because primary containment
may be nominally functional but continued attention is required to pursue core cooling and
injection, and because of increasing vessel temperatures.
Other Plants

Protective Measures Team (PMT) Update
The PMT continues to assess available dose rate information from DOE AMS data, the US
Navy, TEPCO, and MEXT.
The PMT is the NRC Headquarters Operations Center point of contact for a "composite"
document that takes conditions such as plant stability, radiological conditions, and local
infrastructure into consideration in order to re-evaluate the current 50-mile evacuation
recommendations. The composite/travel advisory criteria document was finalized and provided
to NRC Japanese Site Team for transfer to the US Embassy.

International Response
" On April 15, 2011 the US Embassy in Japan has lifted the voluntary authorized departure for
dependents of US government staff who voluntarily relocated from the Tokyo area. A travel
alert has been issued on the subject and can be found online at:
http://iapan.usembassy..ov/e/acs/tacs-alert2Ol10415.html.
* The IAEA has announced that it will hold a high-level conference on preliminary lessons
learned from Fukushima on June 20-24, 2011. Information is available at www.iaea.org.
* NRC has weekly teleconferences with the United Kingdom's Health and Safety Executive,
the Canadian Nuclear Safety Commission, and the French Nuclear Safety Authority. IAEA
and Finland also participate intermittently.
* An Institute of Nuclear Power Operations (INPO) staff member in Tokyo is coordinating with
US Government staff at the US Embassy concerning equipment requests.

Reference
Units
1 rem (rem) = 1,000 millirem (mrem)
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1 Sievert (Sv) = 1,000 milliSieverts (mSv) = 1,000,000 microsieverts (pSv)
1 rem = 0.01 Sv = 10 mSv
1 Sv = 100 rem
TF = (9/5 x Tc + 32)
1Kilometer (km) = 0.62 mile (mi)
Reactor Abbreviations
atm - Atmosphere (unit of pressure)

DW - Drywell
FW - Feed Water
gpm - gallons per minute
RHR - Residual Heat Removal

SFP SRV TAF RPV -

Spent Fuel Pool
Safety Relief Valve
Top of Active Fuel
Reactor Pressure Vessel
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USNRC Emergency Operations Center Status Update
Earthquake / Tsunami Status Update
Compiled by Liaison Coordinator
This report includes NRC's current understanding of the ongoing situation in Japan.
Historical and background information can be found in past reports.

NRC's Top Priorities
1) Providing technical assistance to the US Ambassador in Japan and the Japanese
Government.
2) Continued assessment of plant and radiological conditions and protective action
recommendations.
3) Coordination with other US Departments and Agencies, the Institute of Nuclear Power
Operations (INPO), Bechtel, General Electric Hitachi (GEH), Tokyo Electric Power Company
(TEPCO), and the Japanese military.

Status
At 0946 EST, March 11, 2011, the NRC entered Monitoring Mode, and the agency continues to
monitor the unfolding events in Japan. In that the situation is not yet stable, NRC continues its
24 hour support in headquarters and a fully-engaged site team in Japan.
Press releases related to the situation in Japan can be found online at:
http://www.nrc.qov/reading-rm/doc-collections/news/201 1/.
The current protective action recommendation for US citizens residing within 50 miles (80 km) of
the Fukushima Daiichi site is to evacuate. The U.S. Government continues to evaluate this
recommendation. According to media sources, Japan decided Thursday April 21, 2011 to
prohibit residents from staying within a 20-kilometer radius of Fukushima NPP. People will only
be allowed to enter the zone for up to two hours to collect belongings under government
supervision. No member of the public would be allowed within 3 km of the site. The
government added some towns outside the 20-km radius to the list of areas covered by its "noentry" directive (Kyodo New, 22 April.)(0600 4/22 SITREP)
As reported by Kyodo News early Thursday 21 April, TEPCO announced highly radioactive
water that leaked into the Pacific Ocean from the Daiichi nuclear plant in early April contained
an estimated 5,000 terabecquerels of radioactive substances - 20,000 times the annual
allowable limit for the plant - with TEPCO reporting total leakage amounting to 520 tons.
TEPCO estimates the leakage to have lasted for six days through April 6.
The US DOE and the US Environmental Protection Agency are the Federal communicators for
questions regarding possible domestic impacts from the events in Japan and on domestic
monitoring.
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The Commission established a senior-level agency task force to conduct a systematic review of
NRC processes and regulations with specific near-term and long-term objectives.

Status of NRC Licensee and Agreement State Facilities
Air sample and standing water sample results from US nuclear plant licensees have been
entered into a password protected database established by the Nuclear Energy Institute (NEI).
NRC and Federal partners have access to the plant data.

Industry Consortium / Contractor Activities
The industry consortium is composed of government and industry representatives working to
respond to Government of Japan (GoJ) requests for material and assistance. Consortium calls
are typically held on Tuesdays and Thursdays on technical issues at 8:00 EDT and are held at
2000 EDT on Mondays and Thursdays, as agreed to by the consortium for topics including
supply needs by GoJ.

Current Understanding of Japanese Facilities
(This information is compiled from the NRC in-country team, TEPCO press releases, Japanese
Nuclear and Industrial Safety Agency (NISA) press releases, Japan Atomic Industrial Forum
(JAIF) compiled data and assessments, IAEA information releases, Federation of Electric Power
Companies of Japan, World Association of Nuclear Operators, DOE and others.)
Fukushima Daiichi
IAEA confirms a no-fly zone out to 30 km around the Fukushima Daiichi plant. The Japanese
government announced that it is revising the emergency plans for Fukushima Daiichi to
establish potential evacuation zones in case of another emergency. The Chief Cabinet
Secretary indicated this is being done because plant conditions are not yet stable.
On April 12, 2011, NISA raised the rating for the events at the Fukushima Daiichi site on the
International Nuclear and Radiological Event Scale (INES) from 5, "Accident with Wider
Consequences," to 7, "Major Accident," citing calculations by both NISA and the Nuclear Safety
Commission of Japan (NSC) of radioactive materials released from the Fukushima Daiichi
reactors. This new provisional rating considers the accidents that occurred at Units 1, 2, and 3
as a single event on INES. NISA notes that while an INES rating of 7 is the same as that of the
Chernobyl accident, their current estimated amount of radioactive materials released is
approximately 10% of the amount from the Chernobyl accident. (Source: NISA and IAEA 4/12)
Groundwater sampling near Units 1 & 2 showed increased radiation levels 6-38 times greater
than previous measurements, based on isotope analysis. Groundwater flow leads to 'the ocean
(Source: Site Team 4/15). TEPCO completed pumping out low-level liquid radwaste from the
common-area radwaste building and applied sealant. TEPCO is transferring highly radioactive
water from the Unit 2 turbine building basement to the radwaste facility; expecting completion in
mid-May. (Source: Site Team 4/19).
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TEPCO expects to have a tanker barge available by mid-May that will be able to hold 27,000
Tons of liquid radwaste, giving them a total of 60,400 Tons of liquid radwaste storage capacity.
TEPCO estimates that a total of 50,000 Tons of highly contaminated liquid radwaste will have
been generated onsite by the end of May. (Source: Site Team 4/16).
On April 17, TEPCO released a document titled "Roadmaptowards Restoration from the
Accident at Fukushima DaiichiNuclear Power Station." This document sets out a two-phase
action plan to bring "the reactors and spent fuel pools to a stable cooling condition and [mitigate]
the release of radioactive materials .... This plan envisions actions over the next six to nine
months. (Source: TEPCO 4/17). Staff coordinated Consortium comments and provided them to
the NRC Japan Team on 4/29. An update to the roadmap document is anticipated by May 20,
2011. (Site Team 5/11')
TEPCO is continually monitoring indications of re-criticality events and will add boron as
necessary to maintain cold shutdown.
TEPCO has concerns regarding flooding up the drywell and prefers the existing approach of
feed and bleed for core cooling, with some leakage into the drywell. TEPCO's concerns involve
the inability to measure the exact water level and disposal of the contaminated water that may
leak out of the reactor building.
TEPCO is considering: 1) entombment of the Unit 2 reactor building to stop leakage that is
believed to be emanating from the suppression pool, 2) trying to ascertain whether the water in
the Unit 2 turbine building basement may be coming from another unit, 3) requesting US
assistance and expertise with processing high level radwaste, and 4) inerting Unit 3 drywell,
however, it may be difficult due to high rad levels and debris in the Unit 3 reactor building.
TEPCO is experiencing challenges in accessing portions of the facility due to highly radioactive
sludge and is exploring methods to address the problem. (Source: TEPCO)
STATUS as of 1200 EDT, May 09, 2011 (0100 Japan, May 10, 2011)
Unit I - (NRC Priority:1)

Core Status: Estimated 55% damage (Source: TEPCO), fuel partially or fully exposed (Source:
JAIF, NISA, TEPCO). RPV Level A -65" Level B -65" (Source: TEPCO 5/10). The
volume of sea water injected to cool the core, when fresh water was not available, has
left enough salt to fill the lower plenum to the core plate (Source: GEH, US Industry).
Vessel temperatures 94.70 C at bottom drain, 11 5.7 0 C at FW nozzle (Source: TEPCO
5/10). RPV pressure (Ch A: 67.3 psig, Ch B: 187.4 psig) (Source: TEPCO 5/10).
Core Cooling: Fresh water injection via temporary electrical pump to FW line at 35.2 gpm
(Source: TEPCO 5/10). Recirculation pump seals have likely failed (Source: GEH).
Stuck open SRV (Source: Site Team, confirmed by TEPCO 4/7). Began injecting
nitrogen (N2) to drywell at 0130 Japan time on April 7 (Source: IAEA, 4/7).
Primary Containment: Damage suspected, slow leakage, DW pressure decreased to 2.7 psig,
torus pressure at 0.5 psig and steady with N2 injection (Source: TEPCO 5/09).
Leakage rate estimated at 3m3/hr
Secondary Containment: Severely damaged (hydrogen explosion)
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Spent Fuel Pool: Temperature is at 230C (Source: JAIF 5/01, uncertain, overhead
thermography). Periodic freshwater spray using concrete pump truck (Source: DOE
4/3). SFP has 292 assemblies with last transfer of 64 assemblies from reactor to SFP in
March 2010 (Source: GEH 4/2).
Rad Levels: DW: Unknown. Reported instrument failure (Source: INPO 4/8), Torus: 111 R/hr
(Source: TEPCO 5/9), Outside site at plant gate(s): 4 mR/hr at west gate (very slight
trend downward) (Source: JAIF).
Power: On external power (Source: NISA); equipment testing in progress (Source: JAIF, NISA,
TEPCO).
Actions: TEPCO flow to the RPV at 8.0 m3/hr (Source: TEPCO 05/10). Robotics was
unsuccessful at locating primary containment leakage paths. TEPCO will continue the
robotics leak detection activities with the higher water level in the primary containment.
(Source: Site Team 4/27). TEPCO has installed temporary ventilation to the reactor
building to allow workers to enter the building (Source: Site Team 5/6). TEPCO plans to
install a closed loop cooling system to enable circulation of reactor coolant (Source: Site
Team 5/6).
Unit 2 - ('NRC Priorit':3)

Core Status: Estimated 35% damage (Source: TEPCO), fuel partially or fully exposed (Source:
JAIF, NISA, TEPCO). RPV Level A -59.1" Level B -82.7" below TAF (TEPCO 5/10)
Bottom head temperature no data, feed water nozzle temperature 115.30C (Source:
TEPCO 5/10). RPV pressure: Ch A: -2.9 psig, Ch D: -2.4 psig (below atmospheric)
(Source: TEPCO 5/10). Stabilized around atmospheric pressure since 3/18/11 (Source:
IAEA 4/09).
Core Cooling: Fresh water injecting at 30 gpm (Source: TEPCO 5/10).
Primary Containment: Damage suspected (Source: JAIF, NISA, TEPCO). DW Pressure:
-6.0 psig (Source: TEPCO 5/09). Torus pressure 12.9 psig (Source: TEPCO 05/09)
Secondary Containment: Damaged (Source: JAIF, NISA, TEPCO), blowout panels removed
from side of reactor building to reduce hydrogen buildup (Source: visual).
Spent Fuel Pool: Fresh water is being supplied by the fuel pool cooling system piping, but not
through the associated FPC pumps or heat exchangers (Source: Japan Site Team,
4/29), fuel pool temperature 480C (Source: TEPCO 5/09).
Actions: Refilled SFP to overflow (Source: Site Team4/27)
Rad Levels: DW: 2120 R/hr (Source: TEPCO 5/09); Torus 38 R/hr (Source: TEPCO 5/05);
Outside site at plant gate(s): 4 mR/hr at west gate (very slight trend downward) (Source:
JAIF).
Power: On offsite power (Source: NISA 4/3)
U/nit 3 - (NRC Priority:2)
Core Status: Estimated 30% damage (Source: TEPCO), Bottom head temperature 152.40C,
FW nozzle temperature: 215*C (Source: TEPCO 5/10). RPV pressure Ch A: -11.6 psig,
Ch B: -12.5 psig (Source: TEPCO 5/11). RPV level A -70.9", level B -82.7" below TAF
(Source: TEPCO 5/10).
Core Cooling: Freshwater injection via fire line at 39.6 gpm via temporary electrical pump
(Source: DOE 5/06). Recirculation pump seals have likely failed (Source: GEH).
Primary Containment: Damage suspected. Drywell Pressure: 15.1 psia and Torus Pressure
26.5 psia (Source: JAIF 5/06). Nitrogen injection delayed due to problems accessing
equipment (Source: NHK).
Secondary Containment: Damaged (Source: JAIF, NISA, TEPCO)
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Spent Fuel Pool: Low water level. Temperature Unknown - failed instrumentation (Source:
TEPCO 5/04). Fresh water is being supplied by the fuel pool cooling system piping, but
not through the associated FPC pumps or heat exchangers (Source: Japan Site Team,
4/29). TEPCO adding water periodically.
Rad Levels: DW: 1210.0 R/hr, Torus: 47.6 R/hr (Source: TEPCO 5/09); Outside site at plant
gate(s): 4.0 mR/hr at west gate (very slight trend downward) (Source: JAIF); 100 R/hr
debris outside Rx building (covered).
Power: On offsite power (Source: NISA 4/3)
Action: TEPCO increased injection flow to 9.0 m3/h and has plans to swap injection flow path
to the feedwater line due to increasing temperatures in the reactor vessel (Source: Site
Team 5/10).
Unit 4 - (NR(' Priority:4)

Core Status: Offloaded 105 days at time of accident (Source: JAIF, NISA, TEPCO).
Core Cooling: Not necessary (Source: JAIF, NISA, TEPCO).
Primary Containment: Not applicable (Source: JAIF, NISA, TEPCO).
Secondary Containment: Severely damaged from hydrogen explosion (Source: JAIF, NISA,
TEPCO).
Spent Fuel Pool: Temperature Unknown - failed instrumentation (Source: TEPCO 5/04).
Freshwater added via concrete pump periodically. TEPCO acknowledges there is a leak
in the SFP (Source: TEPCO, NRC has not been able to confirm). Water level -4.5m
above top of fuel (Source: NISA, 5/02). Analyzed isotope levels from the pool, which
were verified by a second sample conducted by TEPCO, indicate that major fuel
damage has not occurred.
Actions: Installed SFP T/C level indication stalk (Source: Site Team4/27)
TEPCO has added 140-210 tons of water through April 26, 2011, resultant level 10 to 40
centimeters lower than expected. Surmise water leaking from spent fuel pool (Source
TEPCO, 4/27)
Plans to install concrete pillars to support the fuel pool by around July to increase its
earthquake resistance (Source: TEPCO 4/27)
Power: On offsite AC power (Source: DOE 4/3)
Un1it 5 - (ANRC Prioritr1:5)

Unit 5 remains in stable cold shutdown, with offsite power. TEPCO installing additional back-up
power supplies.
Unit 6 - (NRC Priority: 6')

Unit 6 remains in stable cold shutdown, with offsite power. TEPCO installing additional back-up
power supplies.
NRC priorities are based on analyses by the Reactor Safety Team. Unit 1 is priority 1 based on
the belief that primary containment functionality, though degraded, can still be preserved if the
responders take actions to inject to the RPV and primary containment. Unit 2 is priority 3
because of the apparent damage to primary containment and the other barriers to release. This
damage requires continued attention to cool the core and provide water to the primary
containment to minimize potential for release. Unit 3 is priority 2 because primary containment
may be nominally functional but continued attention is required to pursue core cooling and
injection, and because of increasing vessel temperatures.
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Protective Measures Team (PMT) Update
The PMT continues to assess available dose rate information from DOE AMS data, the US
Navy, TEPCO, and MEXT.
The PMT is the NRC Headquarters Operations Center point of contact for a "composite"
document that takes conditions such as plant stability, radiological conditions, and local
infrastructure into consideration in order to re-evaluate the current 50-mile evacuation
recommendations. The composite/travel advisory criteria document was finalized and provided
to NRC Japanese Site Team for transfer to the US Embassy.
International Response
*

*
*
*

On April 15, 2011 the US Embassy in Japan has lifted the voluntary authorized departure for
dependents of US government staff who voluntarily relocated from the Tokyo area. A travel
alert has been issued on the subject and can be found online at:
http://iapan.usembassy..qov/e/acs/tacs-alert20110415.html.
The IAEA has announced that it will hold a high-level conference on preliminary lessons
learned from Fukushima on June 20-24, 2011. Information is available at www.iaea.org.
NRC has weekly teleconferences with the United Kingdom's Health and Safety Executive,
the Canadian Nuclear Safety Commission, and the French Nuclear Safety Authority. IAEA
and Finland also participate intermittently.
An Institute of Nuclear Power Operations (INPO) staff member in Tokyo is coordinating with
US Government staff at the US Embassy concerning equipment requests.

Reference
Units
1 rem (rem) = 1,000 millirem (mrem)
1 Sievert (Sv) = 1,000 milliSieverts (mSv) = 1,000,000 microsieverts (pSv)
1 rem = 0.01 Sv = 10 mSv
1 Sv = 100 rem
TF = (9/5 X Tc + 32)
1Kilometer (km) = 0.62 mile (mi)
Reactor Abbreviations
atm - Atmosphere (unit ot pressure)
DW - Drywell
FW - Feed Water
gpm - gallons per minute
RHR - Residual Heat Removal

SFP SRV TAF RPV -

Spent Fuel Pool
Safety Relief Valve
Top of Active Fuel
Reactor Pressure Vessel
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USNRC Emergency Operations Center Status Update
Earthquake / Tsunami Status Update
Compiled by Liaison Coordinator
This report includes NRC's current understanding of the ongoing situation in Japan.
Historical and background information can be found in past reports.

NRC's Top Priorities
1) Providing technical assistance to the US Ambassador in Japan and the Japanese
Government.
2) Continued assessment of plant and radiological conditions and protective action
recommendations.
3) Coordination with other US Departments and Agencies, the Institute of Nuclear Power
Operations (INPO), Bechtel, General Electric Hitachi (GEH), Tokyo Electric Power Company
(TEPCO), and the Japanese military.

Status
At 0946 EST, March 11, 2011, the NRC entered Monitoring Mode, and the agency continues to
monitor the unfolding events in Japan. In that the situation is not yet stable, NRC continues its
24 hour support in headquarters and a fully-engaged site team in Japan.
Press releases related to the situation in Japan can be found online at:
http:/lwww.nrc.qov/reading-rm/doc-collections/news/201 1/.
The current protective action recommendation for US citizens residing within 50 miles (80 km) of
the Fukushima Daiichi site is to evacuate. The U.S. Government continues to evaluate this
recommendation. According to media sources, Japan decided Thursday April 21, 2011 to
prohibit residents from staying within a 20-kilometer radius of Fukushima NPP. People will only
be allowed to enter the zone for up to two hours to collect belongings under government
supervision. No member of the public would be allowed within 3 km of the site. The
government added some towns outside the 20-km radius to the list of areas covered by its "noentry" directive (Kyodo New, 22 April.)(0600 4/22 SITREP)
As reported by Kyodo News early Thursday 21 April, TEPCO announced highly radioactive
water that leaked into the Pacific Ocean from the Daiichi nuclear plant in early April contained
an estimated 5,000 terabecquerels of radioactive substances - 20,000 times the annual
allowable limit for the plant - with TEPCO reporting total leakage amounting to 520 tons.
TEPCO estimates the leakage to have lasted for six days through April 6.
The US DOE and the US Environmental Protection Agency are the Federal communicators for
questions regarding possible domestic impacts from the events in Japan and on domestic
monitoring.
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The Commission established a senior-level agency task force to conduct a systematic review of
NRC processes and regulations with specific near-term and long-term objectives.
Status of NRC Licensee and Agreement State Facilities
Air sample and standing water sample results from US nuclear plant licensees have been
entered into a password protected database established by the Nuclear Energy Institute (NEI).
NRC and Federal partners have access to the plant data.

Industry Consortium / Contractor Activities
The industry consortium is composed of government and industry representatives working to
respond to Government of Japan (GoJ) requests for material and assistance. Consortium calls
are typically held on Tuesdays and Thursdays on technical issues at 8:00 EDT and are held at
2000 EDT on Mondays and Thursdays, as agreed to by the consortium for topics including
supply needs by GoJ.

Current Understanding of Japanese Facilities
(This information is compiled from the NRC in-country team, TEPCO press releases, Japanese
Nuclear and Industrial Safety Agency (NISA) press releases, Japan Atomic Industrial Forum
(JAIF) compiled data and assessments, IAEA information releases, Federation of Electric Power
Companies of Japan, World Association of Nuclear Operators, DOE and others.)
Fukushima Daiichi
IAEA confirms a no-fly zone out to 30 km around the Fukushima Daiichi plant. The Japanese
government announced that it is revising the emergency plans for Fukushima Daiichi to
establish potential evacuation zones in case of another emergency. The Chief Cabinet
Secretary indicated this is being done because plant conditions are not yet stable.
On April 12, 2011, NISA raised the rating for the events at the Fukushima Daiichi site on the
International Nuclear and Radiological Event Scale (INES) from 5, "Accident with Wider
Consequences," to 7, "Major Accident," citing calculations by both NISA and the Nuclear Safety
Commission of Japan (NSC) of radioactive materials released from the Fukushima Daiichi
reactors. This new provisional rating considers the accidents that occurred at Units 1, 2, and 3
as a single event on INES. NISA notes that while an INES rating of 7 is the same as that of the
Chernobyl accident, their current estimated amount of radioactive materials released is
approximately 10% of the amount from the Chernobyl accident. (Source: NISA and IAEA 4/12)
Groundwater sampling near Units 1 & 2 showed increased radiation levels 6-38 times greater
than previous measurements, based on isotope analysis. Groundwater flow leads to the ocean.
(Source: Site Team 4/15). TEPCO completed pumping out low-level liquid radwaste from the
common-area radwaste building and applied sealant. TEPCO is transferring highly radioactive
water from the Unit 2 turbine building basement to the radwaste facility; expecting completion in
mid-May. (Source: Site Team 4/19).
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TEPCO expects to have a tanker barge available by mid-May that will be able to hold 27,000
Tons of liquid radwaste, giving them a total of 60,400 Tons of liquid radwaste storage capacity.
TEPCO estimates that a total of 50,000 Tons of highly contaminated liquid radwaste will have
been generated onsite by the end of May. (Source: Site Team 4/16).
On April 17, TEPCO released a document titled "Roadmap towards Restoration from the
Accident at Fukushima DaiichiNuclearPowerStation." This document sets out a two-phase
action plan to bring "the reactors and spent fuel pools to a stable cooling condition and [mitigate]
the release of radioactive materials .... This plan envisions actions over the next six to nine
months. (Source: TEPCO 4/17). Staff coordinated Consortium comments and provided them to
the NRC Japan Team on 4/29. An update to the roadmap document is anticipated by May 20,
2011. (Site Team 5/11)
TEPCO is continually monitoring indications of re-criticality events and will add boron as
necessary to maintain cold shutdown.
TEPCO has concerns regarding flooding up the drywell and prefers the existing approach of
feed and bleed for core cooling, with some leakage into the drywell. TEPCO's concerns involve
the inability to measure the exact water level and disposal of the contaminated water that may
leak out of the reactor building.
TEPCO is considering: 1) entombment of the Unit 2 reactor building to stop leakage that is
believed to be emanating from the suppression pool, 2) trying to ascertain whether the water in
the Unit 2 turbine building basement may be coming from another unit, 3) requesting US
assistance and expertise with processing high level radwaste, and 4) inerting Unit 3 drywell,
however, it may be difficult due to high rad levels and debris in the Unit 3 reactor building.
TEPCO is experiencing challenges in accessing portions of the facility due to highly radioactive
sludge and is exploring methods to address the problem. (Source: TEPCO)
STATUS as of 1200 EDT, May 12, 2011 (0100 Japan, May 13, 2011)
Unit I - (NRC Priority:1)

Core Status: Estimated 55% damage (Source: TEPCO), fuel partially or fully exposed (Source:
JAIF, NISA, TEPCO). RPV Level A not reported, Level B -66.9" (Source: TEPCO 5/12).
The volume of sea water injected to cool the core, when fresh water was not available,
has left enough salt to fill the lower plenum to the core plate (Source: GEH, US Industry).
Vessel temperatures 92.5 0 C at bottom drain, 114.90 C at FW nozzle (Source: TEPCO
5112). RPV pressure Ch A: 67.3 psig (0.465 MPa g), Ch B: 188.5 psig (1.300 PMa g)
(Source: TEPCO 5112).
Core Cooling: Fresh water injection via temporary electrical pump to FW line at 34.8 gpm
(Source: TEPCO 5/12). Recirculation pump seals have likely failed (Source: GEH).
Stuck open SRV (Source: Site Team, confirmed by TEPCO 4/7). Began injecting
nitrogen (N2) to drywell at 0130 Japan time on April 7 (Source: IAEA, 4/7).
Primary Containment: Damage suspected, slow leakage, DW pressure 2.9 psig (0.1212 MPa
abs), torus pressure at -0.2 psig (0.100 MPa abs) and steady with N2 injection (Source:
TEPCO 5/12).
Leakage rate estimated at 3m3/hr
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Secondary Containment: Severely damaged (hydrogen explosion)
Spent Fuel Pool: Temperature is at 230C (Source: JAIF 5/01, uncertain, overhead
thermography). Periodic freshwater spray using concrete pump truck (Source: DOE
4/3). SFP has 292 assemblies with last transfer of 64 assemblies from reactor to SFP in
March 2010 (Source: GEH 4/2).
Rad Levels: DW: Unknown. Reported instrument failure (Source: INPO 4/8), Torus: 109 R/hr
(1.09 Sv/hr) (Source: TEPCO 5/12), Outside site at plant gate(s): 4 mR/hr at west gate
(very slight trend downward) (Source: JAIF).
Power: On external power (Source: NISA); equipment testing in progress (Source: JAIF, NISA,
TEPCO).
Actions: TEPCO flow to the RPV at 7.9 m 3/hr (Source: TEPCO 05/12). Robotics was
unsuccessful at locating primary containment leakage paths. TEPCO will continue the
robotics leak detection activities with the higher water level in the primary containment.
(Source: Site Team 4/27). TEPCO has installed temporary ventilation to the reactor
building to allow workers to enter the building (Source: Site Team 5/6). TEPCO plans to
install a closed loop cooling system to enable circulation of reactor coolant (Source: Site
Team 5/6).
U/nit 2 - (NRC Priority:3)
Core Status: Estimated 35% damage (Source: TEPCO), fuel partially or fully exposed (Source:
JAIF, NISA, TEPCO). RPV Level A -59.1" (-1500 mm) Level B -82.7" (-21oomm) below
TAF (TEPCO 5/12) Bottom head temperature no data, feed water nozzle temperature
114.80C (Source: TEPCO 5/12). RPV pressure: Ch A: -3.3 psig (-0.023 MPa g), Ch D: 2.6 psig (-0.026 MPa g) (below atmospheric) (Source: TEPCO 5/12). Stabilized around
atmospheric pressure since 3/18/11 (Source: IAEA 4/09).
Core Cooling: Fresh water injecting at 30.8 gpm (7m 3/hr) (Source: TEPCO 5/12).
Primary Containment: Damage suspected (Source: JAIF, NISA, TEPCO). DW Pressure:
-6.7 psig (0.055 MPa abs) (Source: TEPCO 5/12). Torus pressure off scale (Source:

IAEA 05/11)
Secondary Containment: Damaged (Source: JAIF, NISA, TEPCO), blowout panels removed
from side of reactor building to reduce hydrogen buildup (Source: visual).
Spent Fuel Pool: Fresh water is being supplied by the fuel pool cooling system piping, but not
through the associated FPC pumps or heat exchangers (Source: Japan Site Team,
4/29), fuel pool temperature 500C (Source: TEPCO 5/12).
Actions: Refilled SFP to overflow (Source: Site Team4/27)
Rad Levels: DW: Oh A 1930 R/hr (19.3 Sv/hr), Ch B 2170 R/hr (21.7 Sv/hr) (Source: TEPCO
5112); Torus Oh. A 36.6 R/hr(0.366 Svlhr), Ch. B 9020 R/hr (9.2 Sv/hr) (Source: TEPCO
5112); Outside site at plant gate(s): 4 mR/hr at west gate (very slight trend downward)
(Source: JAIF).
Power: On offsite power (Source: NISA 4/3)
Unit 3 - (NRC Priority,:2)

Core Status: Estimated 30% damage (Source: TEPCO), Bottom head temperature 149.00C,
FW nozzle temperature: 189.20C (Source: TEPCO 5/12). RPV pressure Ch A: -12.6 psig
(-0.0087 MPa g), Ch B: -13.9 psig (0.096MPa g) (Source: TEPCO 5/12). RPV level A 66.9" (-1700mm), level B -76.8" (1950 mm) below TAF (Source: TEPCO, 5/12).
Core Cooling: Freshwater injection via fire line at 39.2 gpm (8.9 m3/hr) via temporary electrical
pump (Source: TEPCO 5/12). Recirculation pump seals have likely failed (Source:
GEH).
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Primary Containment: Damage suspected. Drywell Pressure: 0.2 psia (0.1027 MPa abs) and
Torus Pressure 12.1 psia (0.1846 MPa abs) (Source: TEPCO 5/12). Nitrogen injection
delayed due to problems accessing equipment (Source: NHK).
Secondary Containment: Damaged (Source: JAIF, NISA, TEPCO)
Spent Fuel Pool: Low water level. Temperature Unknown - failed instrumentation (Source:
TEPCO 5/04). Fresh water is being supplied by the fuel pool cooling system piping, but
not through the associated FPC pumps or heat exchangers (Source: Japan Site Team,
4/29). TEPCO adding water periodically.
Rad Levels: DW: Ch. A 1120.0 R/hr (11.25 Sv/hr), Ch. B 895 R/hr (8.95 Sv/hr), Torus: 42.8
R/hr (0.428 Svlhr) (Source: TEPCO 5/12); Outside site at plant gate(s): 4.0 mR/hr at
west gate (very slight trend downward) (Source: JAIF); 100 R/hr debris outside Rx
building (covered).
Power: On offsite power (Source: NISA 4/3)
Action: TEPCO maintaining injection flow at 8.9 m 3/h and has plans to swap injection flow path
to the feedwater line due to increasing temperatures in the reactor vessel (Source: Site
Team 5/12).
Unit 4 - (NRC Prioritv:4)

Core Status: Offloaded 105 days at time of accident (Source: JAIF, NISA, TEPCO).
Core Cooling: Not necessary (Source: JAIF, NISA, TEPCO).
Primary Containment: Not applicable (Source: JAIF, NISA, TEPCO).
Secondary Containment: Severely damaged from hydrogen explosion (Source: JAIF, NISA,
TEPCO).
Spent Fuel Pool: Temperature Unknown - failed instrumentation (Source: TEPCO 5/04).
Freshwater added via concrete pump periodically. TEPCO acknowledges there is a leak
in the SFP (Source: TEPCO, NRC has not been able to confirm). Water level 21.6 ft
(6600mm) above top of fuel (Source: TEPCO 5/12). Analyzed isotope levels from the
pool, which were verified by a second sample conducted by TEPCO, indicate that major
fuel damage has not occurred.
Actions: Installed SFP T/C level indication stalk (Source: Site Team4/27)
TEPCO has added 140-210 tons of water through April 26, 2011, resultant level 10 to 40
centimeters lower than expected. Surmise water leaking from spent fuel pool (Source
TEPCO, 4/27)
Plans to install concrete pillars to support the fuel pool by around July to increase its
earthquake resistance (Source: TEPCO 4/27)
Power: On offsite AC power (Source: DOE 4/3)
U1nil 5 - (VRC Priority: 5)

Unit 5 remains in stable cold shutdown, with offsite power. TEPCO installing additional back-up
power supplies.
Unit 6 - (NRC Prioritty 6)

Unit 6 remains in stable cold shutdown, with offsite power. TEPCO installing additional back-up
power supplies.
NRC priorities are based on analyses by the Reactor Safety Team. Unit 1 is priority 1 based on
the belief that primary containment functionality, though degraded, can still be preserved ifthe
responders take actions to inject to the RPV and primary containment. Unit 2 is priority 3
because of the apparent damage to primary containment and the other barriers to release. This
damage requires continued attention to cool the core and provide water to the primary
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containment to minimize potential for release. Unit 3 is priority 2 because primary containment
may be nominally functional but continued attention is required to pursue core cooling and
injection, and because of higher vessel temperatures.
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Protective Measures Team (PMT) Update
The PMT continues to assess available dose rate information from DOE AMS data, the US
Navy, TEPCO, and MEXT.

The NRC PMT is leading an inter-agency review team to provide
recommendations to the DOS travel advisory for unlimited US citizen travel along
freeway and train routes within the 50 mile evacuation area.
The PMT is the NRC Headquarters Operations Center point of contact for a "composite"
document that takes conditions such as plant stability, radiological conditions, and local
infrastructure into consideration in order to re-evaluate the current 50-mile evacuation
recommendations. The composite/travel advisory criteria document was finalized and provided
to NRC Japanese Site Team for transfer to the US Embassy.
International Response
*

On April 15, 2011 the US Embassy in Japan has lifted the voluntary authorized departure for
dependents of US government staff who voluntarily relocated from the Tokyo area. A travel
alert has been issued on the subject and can be found online at:
http://lapan.usembassy.qov/e/acs/tacs-alert2110415.html.
* The IAEA has announced that it will hold a high-level conference on preliminary lessons
learned from Fukushima on June 20-24, 2011. Information is available at www.iaea.org.
* NRC has weekly teleconferences with the United Kingdom's Health and Safety Executive,
the Canadian Nuclear Safety Commission, and the French Nuclear Safety Authority. IAEA
and Finland also participate intermittently.
" An Institute of Nuclear Power Operations (INPO) staff member in Tokyo is coordinating with
US Government staff at the US Embassy concerning equipment requests.
Reference
Units
1 rem (rem) = 1,000 millirem (mrem)
1 Sievert (Sv) = 1,000 milliSieverts (mSv) = 1,000,000 microsieverts (pSv)
1 rem = 0.01 Sv = 10 mSv
1 Sv = 100 rem
TF = (9/5 X Tc + 32)
1 Kilometer (km) = 0.62 mile (mi)
Reactor Abbreviations
atm - Atmosphere (unit ot pressure)
DW- Drywell
FW - Feed Water
gpm - gallons per minute
RHR - Residual Heat Removal

SI-P SRV TAF RPV -
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Spent Fuel Pool
Safety Relief Valve
Top of Active Fuel
Reactor Pressure Vessel
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USNRC Emergency Operations Center Status Update
Earthquake I Tsunami Status Update
Compiled by Liaison Coordinator
This report includes NRC's current understanding of the ongoing situation in Japan.
Historical and background information can be found in past reports.
NRC's Top Priorities
1) Providing technical assistance to the US Ambassador in Japan and the Japanese
Government.
2) Continued assessment of plant and radiological conditions and protective action
recommendations.
3) Coordination with other US Departments and Agencies, the Institute of Nuclear Power
Operations (INPO), Bechtel, General Electric Hitachi (GEH), Tokyo Electric Power Company
(TEPCO), and the Japanese military.

Status
At 0946 EST, March 11, 2011, the NRC entered Monitoring Mode, and the agency continues to
monitor the unfolding events in Japan. In that the situation is not yet stable, NRC continues its
24 hour support in headquarters and a fully-engaged site team in Japan.
Press releases related to the situation in Japan can be found online at:
http://www.nrc.qov/readincq-rm/doc-collections/news/2011/.
The current protective action recommendation for US citizens residing within 50 miles (80 km) of
the Fukushima Daiichi site is to evacuate. The U.S. Government continues to evaluate this
recommendation. According to media sources, Japan decided Thursday April 21, 2011 to
prohibit residents from staying within a 20-kilometer radius of Fukushima NPP. People will only
be allowed to enter the zone for up to two hours to collect belongings under government
supervision. No member of the public would be allowed within 3 km of the site. The
government added some towns outside the 20-km radius to the list of areas covered by its "noentry" directive (Kyodo New, 22 April.)(0600 4/22 SITREP) On May 13, 2011, Interagency

agreement was reached to allow transit on the Shinkansen railway and Tohoku expressway
through the 50 mile zone. DOS is expected to update the travel advisory in the near future.
As reported by Kyodo News early Thursday 21 April, TEPCO announced highly radioactive
water that leaked into the Pacific Ocean from the Daiichi nuclear plant in early April contained
an estimated 5,000 terabecquerels of radioactive substances - 20,000 times the annual
allowable limit for the plant - with TEPCO reporting total leakage amounting to 520 tons.
TEPCO estimates the leakage to have lasted for six days through April 6.
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The US DOE and the US Environmental Protection Agency are the Federal communicators for
questions regarding possible domestic impacts from the events in Japan and on domestic
monitoring.
The Commission established a senior-level agency task force to conduct a systematic review of
NRC processes and regulations with specific near-term and long-term objectives.

Status of NRC Licensee and Agreement State Facilities
Air sample and standing water sample results from US nuclear plant licensees have been
entered into a password protected database established by the Nuclear Energy Institute (NEI).
NRC and Federal partners have access to the plant data.

Industry Consortium / Contractor Activities
The industry consortium is composed of government and industry representatives working to
respond to Government of Japan (GoJ) requests for material and assistance. Consortium calls
are typically held on Tuesdays and Thursdays on technical issues at 8:00 EDT and are held at
2000 EDT on Wednesdays, as agreed to by the consortium for topics including supply needs by
GoJ.

Current Understanding of Japanese Facilities
(This information is compiled from the NRC in-country team, TEPCO press releases, Japanese
Nuclear and Industrial Safety Agency (NISA) press releases, Japan Atomic Industrial Forum
(JAIF) compiled data and assessments, IAEA information releases, Federation of Electric Power
Companies of Japan, World Association of Nuclear Operators, DOE and others.)
Fukushimna Daiichi
IAEA confirms a no-fly zone out to 30 km around the Fukushima Daiichi plant. The Japanese
government announced that it is revising the emergency plans for Fukushima Daiichi to
establish potential evacuation zones in case of another emergency. The Chief Cabinet
Secretary indicated this is being done because plant conditions are not yet stable.
On April 12, 2011, NISA raised the rating for the events at the Fukushima Daiichi site on the
International Nuclear and Radiological Event Scale (INES) from 5, "Accident with Wider
Consequences," to 7, "Major Accident," citing calculations by both NISA and the Nuclear Safety
Commission of Japan (NSC) of radioactive materials released from the Fukushima Daiichi
reactors. This new provisional rating considers the accidents that occurred at Units 1, 2, and 3
as a single event on INES. NISA notes that while an INES rating of 7 is the same as that of the
Chernobyl accident, their current estimated amount of radioactive materials released is
approximately 10% of the amount from the Chernobyl accident. (Source: NISA and IAEA 4/12)
Groundwater sampling near Units 1 & 2 showed increased radiation levels 6-38 times greater
than previous measurements, based on isotope analysis. Groundwater flow leads to the ocean
(Source: Site Team 4/15). TEPCO completed pumping out low-level liquid radwaste from the
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common-area radwaste building and applied sealant. TEPCO is transferring highly radioactive
water from the Unit 2 turbine building basement to the radwaste facility; expecting completion in
mid-May. (Source: Site Team 4/19).
TEPCO expects to have a tanker barge available by mid-May that will be able to hold 27,000
Tons of liquid radwaste, giving them a total of 60,400 Tons of liquid radwaste storage capacity.
TEPCO estimates that a total of 50,000 Tons of highly contaminated liquid radwaste will have
been generated onsite by the end of May. (Source: Site Team 4/16).
On April 17, TEPCO released a document titled "Roadmap towards Restoration from the
Accident at Fukushima DaiichiNuclearPower Station." This document sets out a two-phase
action plan to bring "the reactors and spent fuel pools to a stable cooling condition and [mitigate]
plan envisions actions over the next six to nine
the release of radioactive materials .This
months. (Source: TEPCO 4/17). Staff coordinated Consortium comments and provided them to
the NRC Japan Team on 4/29. An update to the roadmap document is anticipated by May 20,
2011. (Site Team 5/11)
TEPCO is continually monitoring indications of re-criticality events and will add boron as
necessary to maintain cold shutdown.
TEPCO has concerns regarding flooding up the drywell and prefers the existing approach of
feed and bleed for core cooling, with some leakage into the drywell. TEPCO's concerns involve
the inability to measure the exact water level and disposal of the contaminated water that may
leak out of the reactor building.
TEPCO is considering: 1) entombment of the Unit 2 reactor building to stop leakage that is
believed to be emanating from the suppression pool, 2) trying to ascertain whether the water in
the Unit 2 turbine building basement may be coming from another unit, 3) requesting US
assistance and expertise with processing high level radwaste, and 4) inerting Unit 3 drywell,
however, it may be difficult due to high rad levels and debris in the Unit 3 reactor building.
TEPCO is experiencing challenges in accessing portions of the facility due to highly radioactive
sludge and is exploring methods to address the problem. (Source: TEPCO)
STATUS as of 1200 EDT, May 13, 2011 (0100 Japan, May 14, 2011)
Unit I - (NRC Priority:1)

Core Status: Estimated 55% damage (Source: TEPCO), fuel partially or fully exposed (Source:
JAIF, NISA, TEPCO). RPV Level A not reported, Level B -195" (Source: TEPCO email

from 5/13 - level has changed from -66" to -195" since yesterday. NOTE this was due to
recalibration of the meter. Actual level did not change - it was our understanding of
what the level is that changed). The volume of sea water injected to cool the core, when
fresh water was not available, has left enough salt to fill the lower plenum to the core
plate (Source: GEH, US Industry). Vessel temperatures 92.5 0 C at bottom drain, 114.91C
at FW nozzle (Source: JAIF 5/13). RPV pressure Ch A: 67.3 psig (0.465 MPa g), Ch B:
188.5 psig (1.300 PMa g) (Source: JAIF 5/13).
Core Cooling: Fresh water injection via temporary electrical pump to FW line at 34.8 gpm
(Source: JAIF 5/13). Recirculation pump seals have likely failed (Source: GEH). Stuck
open SRV (Source: Site Team, confirmed by TEPCO 4/7). Began injecting nitrogen (N2)
ORF4
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to drywell at 0130 Japan time on April 7 (Source: IAEA, 4/7). Water level is 5 m below

top of active fuel.
Primary Containment: Damage suspected, slow leakage, DW pressure 2.9 psig (0.1212 MPa
abs), torus pressure at -0.2 psig (0.100 MPa abs) and steady with N2 injection (Source:

JAIF 5/13).
Leakage rate estimated at 3m3/hr (13.2 gpm)
Secondary Containment: Severely damaged (hydrogen explosion)
Spent Fuel Pool: Temperature is at 230C (Source: JAIF 5/01, uncertain, overhead
thermography). Periodic freshwater spray using concrete pump truck (Source: DOE
4/3). SFP has 292 assemblies with last transfer of 64 assemblies from reactor to SFP in
March 2010 (Source: GEH 4/2).
Rad Levels: DW: Unknown. Reported instrument failure (Source: INPO 4/8), Torus: 109 R/hr
(1.09 Sv/hr) (Source: TEPCO 5/12), Outside site at plant gate(s): 4 mR/hr at west gate
(very slight trend downward) (Source: JAIF).
Power: On external power (Source: NISA); equipment testing in progress (Source: JAIF, NISA,
TEPCO).
Actions: TEPCO flow to the RPV at 7.9 m3/hr (Source: JAIF 05/13). Robotics was
unsuccessful at locating primary containment leakage paths. TEPCO will continue the
robotics leak detection activities with the higher water level in the primary containment.
(Source: Site Team 4/27). TEPCO has installed temporary ventilation to the reactor
building to allow workers to enter the building (Source: Site Team 5/6). TEPCO plans to
install a closed loop cooling system to enable circulation of reactor coolant (Source: Site
Team 5/6).
Unit 2 - ('XRC Priority:3)

Core Status: Estimated 35% damage (Source: TEPCO), fuel partially or fully exposed (Source:
JAIF, NISA, TEPCO). RPV Level A -59.1" (-1500 mm) Level B -82.7" (-21oomm) below
TAF (TEPCO 5/12) Bottom head temperature no data, feed water nozzle temperature
114.80C (Source: TEPCO 5/12). RPV pressure: Ch A: -3.3 psig (-0.023 MPa g), Ch D: 2.6 psig (-0.026 MPa g) (below atmospheric) (Source: JAIF 5/13). Stabilized around
atmospheric pressure since 3/18/11 (Source: IAEA 4/09).
Core Cooling: Fresh water injecting at 30.8 gpm (7m 3/hr) (Source: JAIF 5/13).
Primary Containment: Damage suspected (Source: JAIF, NISA, TEPCO). DW Pressure:
-6.7 psig (0.055 MPa abs) (Source: JAIF 5/13). Torus pressure off scale (Source: IAEA
05/11)
Secondary Containment: Damaged (Source: JAIF, NISA, TEPCO), blowout panels removed
from side of reactor building to reduce hydrogen buildup (Source: visual).
Spent Fuel Pool: Fresh water is being supplied by the fuel pool cooling system piping, but not
through the associated FPC pumps or heat exchangers (Source: Japan Site Team,
4/29), fuel pool temperature 500C (Source: TEPCO 5/12).
Actions: Refilled SFP to overflow (Source: Site Team4/27)
Rad Levels: DW: Ch A 1930 R/hr (19.3 Sv/hr), Ch B 2170 R/hr (21.7 Sv/hr) (Source: TEPCO
5/12); Torus Ch. A 36.6 R/hr (0.366 Sv/hr), Ch. B 9020 R/hr (9.2 Sv/hr) (Source: TEPCO
5/12); Outside site at plant gate(s): 4 mR/hr at west gate (very slight trend downward)
(Source: JAIF).
Power: On offsite power (Source: NISA 4/3)
Unit 3 - (.NRC Priority:2)
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Core Status: Estimated 30% damage (Source: TEPCO), Bottom head temperature 149.00C,
FW nozzle temperature: 189.20C (Source: TEPCO 5/12). RPV pressure Ch A: -12.6 psig
(-0.087 MPa g), Ch B: -13.9 psig (0.096MPa g) (Source: JAIF 5/13). RPV level A -66.9"
(-1 700mm), level B -76.8" (1950 mm) below TAF (Source: JAIF 5/13).
Core Cooling: Freshwater injection via fire line at 39.2 gpm (8.9 m3 /hr) via temporary electrical
pump (Source: JAIF 5/13). Recirculation pump seals have likely failed (Source: GEH).
Primary Containment: Damage suspected. Drywell Pressure: 0.2 psia (0.1027 MPa abs) and
Torus Pressure 12.1 psia (0.1846 MPa abs) (Source: JAIF 5113). Nitrogen injection
delayed due to problems accessing equipment (Source: NHK).
Secondary Containment: Damaged (Source: JAIF, NISA, TEPCO)
Spent Fuel Pool: Low water level. Temperature Unknown - failed instrumentation (Source:
TEPCO 5/04). Fresh water is being supplied by the fuel pool cooling system piping, but
not through the associated FPC pumps or heat exchangers (Source: Japan Site Team,
4/29). TEPCO adding water periodically.
Rad Levels: DW: Ch. A 1120.0 R/hr (11.25 Sv/hr), Ch. B 895 R/hr (8.95 Sv/hr), Torus: 42.8
R/hr (0.428 Sv/hr) (Source: TEPCO 5/12); Outside site at plant gate(s): 4.0 mRlhr at
west gate (very slight trend downward) (Source: JAIF); 100 R/hr debris outside Rx
building (covered).
Power: On offsite power (Source: NISA 4/3)
Action: TEPCO maintaining injection flow at 8.9 m3/h and has plans to swap injection flow path
to the feedwater line due to increasing temperatures in the reactor vessel (Source: Site
Team 5/12).
Ufnit 4 - (YRC Prioriq,:4)
Core Status: Offloaded 105 days at time of accident (Source: JAIF, NISA, TEPCO).
Core Cooling: Not necessary (Source: JAIF, NISA, TEPCO).
Primary Containment: Not applicable (Source: JAIF, NISA, TEPCO).
Secondary Containment: Severely damaged from hydrogen explosion (Source: JAIF, NISA,
TEPCO).
Spent Fuel Pool: Temperature Unknown - failed instrumentation (Source: TEPCO 5/04).
Freshwater added via concrete pump periodically. TEPCO acknowledges there is a leak
in the SFP (Source: TEPCO, NRC has not been able to confirm). Water level 21.6 ft
(6600mm) above top of fuel (Source: TEPCO 5/12). Analyzed isotope levels from the
pool, which were verified by a second sample conducted by TEPCO, indicate that major
fuel damage has not occurred.
Actions: Installed SFP T/C level indication stalk (Source: Site Team4/27)
TEPCO has added 140-210 tons of water through April 26, 2011, resultant level 10 to 40
centimeters lower than expected. Surmise water leaking from spent fuel pool (Source
TEPCO, 4/27)
Plans to install concrete pillars to support the fuel pool by around July to increase its
earthquake resistance (Source: TEPCO 4/27)
Power: On offsite AC power (Source: DOE 4/3)

Lnit 5 - (NRC Priority:5)
Unit 5 remains in stable cold shutdown, with offsite power. TEPCO installing additional back-up
power supplies.
Unit 6 - (NRC Priority:6)

Unit 6 remains in stable cold shutdown, with offsite power. TEPCO installing additional back-up
power supplies.
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NRC priorities are based on analyses by the Reactor Safety Team. Unit 1 is priority 1 based on
the belief that primary containment functionality, though degraded, can still be preserved if the
responders take actions to inject to the RPV and primary containment. Unit 2 is priority 3
because of the apparent damage to primary containment and the other barriers to release. This
damage requires continued attention to cool the core and provide water to the primary
containment to minimize potential for release. Unit 3 is priority 2 because primary containment
may be nominally functional but continued attention is required to pursue core cooling and
injection, and because of higher vessel temperatures.
Protective Measures Team (PMT) Update
The PMT continues to assess available dose rate information from DOE AMS data, the US
Navy, TEPCO, and MEXT.
The NRC PMT is leading an inter-agency review team to provide
recommendations to the DOS travel advisory for unlimited US citizen travel along
freeway and train routes within the 50 mile evacuation area.
The PMT is the NRC Headquarters Operations Center point of contact for a "composite"
document that takes conditions such as plant stability, radiological conditions, and local
infrastructure into consideration in order to re-evaluate the current 50-mile evacuation
recommendations. The composite/travel advisory criteria document was finalized and provided
to NRC Japanese Site Team for transfer to the US Embassy.
International Response
" On April 15, 2011 the US Embassy in Japan has lifted the voluntary authorized departure for
dependents of US government staff who voluntarily relocated from the Tokyo area. A travel
alert has been issued on the subject and can be found online at:
http://iapan.usembassy.gov/e/acs/tacs-alert20110415.html.
* The IAEA has announced that it will hold a high-level conference on preliminary lessons
learned from Fukushima on June 20-24, 2011. Information is available at www.iaea.org.
* NRC has weekly teleconferences with the United Kingdom's Health and Safety Executive,
the Canadian Nuclear Safety Commission, and the French Nuclear Safety Authority. IAEA
and Finland also participate intermittently.
" An Institute of Nuclear Power Operations (INPO) staff member in Tokyo is coordinating with
US Government staff at the US Embassy concerning equipment requests.

Reference
Units
1 rem (rem) = 1,000 millirem (mrem)
1 Sievert (Sv) = 1,000 milliSieverts (mSv) = 1,000,000 microsieverts (pSv)
1 rem = 0.01 Sv = 10 mSv
1 Sv = 100 rem
TF = (9/5 X Tc + 32)
1Kilometer (km) = 0.62 mile (mi)
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Reactor Abbreviations
SFP SRV TAF RPV -

atm - Atmosphere (unit of pressure)

DW- Drywell
FW - Feed Water
gpm - gallons per minute
RHR - Residual Heat Removal

Spent Fuel Pool
Safety Relief Valve
Top of Active Fuel
Reactor Pressure Vessel
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USNRC Headquarters Support Team Status Update
Earthquake / Tsunami Status Update
This report includes NRC's current understanding of the ongoing situation in Japan.
Historical and background information can be found in past reports.
NRC's Top Priorities
*

Providing technical assistance to the US Ambassador in Japan and the Japanese
Government.

*

Continued assessment of plant and radiological conditions and protective action
recommendations.

"

Coordination with other US Departments and Agencies, the Institute of Nuclear Power
Operations (INPO), Bechtel, General Electric Hitachi (GEH), Tokyo Electric Power
Company (TEPCO), and the Japanese military.

"

Continues to assess available dose rate information from DOE AMVIdata the IIS Navy
TEPCO, and MEXT. PMT is working an issu (b)(5)
(b)(5)

"

Work has begun to summarize re-entry guidance in terms of the EPA 1st year (2 rem)
and 2nd year (0.5 rem) impact areas.

*

PMT reviewed the final DOS Travel advisory. The DOS is expected to update the travel
advisory allowing transit on the Shinkansen railway and Tohoku expressway through the
50-mile evacuation zone today (5/13/11) - everything else in the Travel Alert will remain
the same as the previous advisory dated April 14, 2011.

NRC priorities are based on analyses by the Reactor Safety Team. Unit 1 is priority 1 based on
the staffs assessment that primary containment functionality, though degraded, can still be
preserved if the responders take actions to inject to the RPV and primary containment. Unit 2 is
priority 3 because of the apparent damage to primary containment and the other barriers to
release. This damage requires continued attention to cool the core and provide water to the
primary containment to minimize potential for release. Unit 3 is priority 2 because primary
containment may be nominally functional but continued attention is required to pursue core
cooling and injection, and because of higher vessel temperatures.

NRC Status
Beginning May 16, 2011, the NRC Headquarters response to these events has moved from the
Operations Center to a core team of managers and experts committed to the Japan Response.
This group will mainly work regular business hours on Monday through Friday, and will remain
on call after hours and on weekends. The NRC Japan Site Team will remain unchanged.
Press releases related to the situation in Japan can be found online at:
http:/lwww.nrc.qov/reading-rm/doc-collections/news/2011/.

The current protective action recommendation for US citizens residing within 50 miles (80 km) of
the Fukushima Daiichi site is to evacuate. The U.S. Government continues to evaluate this
recommendation. According to media sources, Japan decided Thursday April 21, 2011 to
prohibit residents from staying within a 20-kilometer radius of Fukushima NPP. People will only
be allowed to enter the zone for up to two hours to collect belongings under government
supervision. No member of the public would be allowed within 3 km of the site. The
government added some towns outside the 20-km radius to the list of areas covered by its "noentry" directive (Kyodo New, 22 April.)(0600 4/22 SITREP)

Attachments
" Attachment 1: NRC's Daily Assessment of Conditions at Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power
Plant
" Attachment 2: Methodology for Developing the Fukushima Daiichi Daily Assessment Report
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NRC's Daily Assessment of Conditions at Fukushima DaIichi Nuclear Power Plant
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Unit 1: external cooling challenged by high radiation; NRC questions on temporary
covering structure, Based on info by TEPCO of low level invessel and containment,
containment integrity isupdated to breached
Unit 3temps are slightly higher and fluctuating. The site continues to inject via both
LPCI and feedwater line; overall injection approx. 16 m3/hr. Accuracy of temp
indications are still suspect. We will continue to monitor.
Focus Issues:
Site Hydrogeology plan feedback;
water treatment and processing systems feedback;
debris removal feedback;
* PMT
travel advisory;
Path forward on Unit 3;
Unit 2High Humidity analysis;
food safety meeting.
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Methodology for Developing the Fukushima Daiichi Daily Assessment Report
PURPOSE: The report is prepared to provide a qualitative high level assessment of daily conditions at
Fukushima Daiichi that the U.S. Ambassador can use to assess the safety of American citizens in Japan.
DISCLAIMER: The development of the daily assessment report includes a number of inputs. Some of
these are objective, such as plant data provided by TEPCO, while others are subjective, such as
engineering insights from the NRC's reactor and protective measures specialists in Japan. It should be
recognized that there are many unknowns and uncertainties associated with having a complete
understanding of conditions in each of the Daiichi reactors and spent fuel pools. As such, this tool
represents the collective judgment of the NRC staff in Japan based on all available data.
For each of the major plant parameters listed below, the NRC staff assesses its status daily and bins it
into one of the three categories listed. The staff uses the listed plant information and conditions in
making its assessment. The arrows on the report indicate the relative trend in plant conditions from the
previous day.
1.

3.

Reactor Pressure Vessel
a.

Cooling

-Adequate,

Spent Fuel Pools
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Challenged,

Cooling/Level

Inadequate or Active Failure

failure.
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iii.
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ii. Pressure readings

on the NRC team's engineering

Primary Containment
a.

judgment.

Flooding Status- Complete/Not
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needed, Challenged, .or
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government's recommended 50-mile
evacuation zone.
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USNRC Headquarters Support Team Status Update
Japan Earthquake I Tsunami Status Update
This report includes NRC's current understanding of the ongoing situation in Japan.
Historical and background information can be found in past reports.
NRC's Top Priorities
"

Providing technical assistance to the US Ambassador in Japan and the Japanese
Government.

•

Continued assessment of plant and radiological conditions and protective action
recommendations.

"

Coordination with other US Departments and Agencies, the Institute of Nuclear Power
Operations (INPO), Bechtel, General Electric Hitachi (GEH), Tokyo Electric Power
Company (TEPCO), and the Japanese military.

•

Continues to assess available dose rate inforotion frm DOE AMS data the US Na

Work has begun to summarize re-entry guidance in terms of the EPA 1st year (2 rem)
and 2nd year (0.5 rem) impact areas.

NRC priorities are based on analyses by the Reactor Safety Team. Unit 1 is priority 1 based on
the staffs assessment that primary containment functionality, though degraded, can still be
preserved if the responders take actions to inject to the RPV and primary containment. Unit 2 is
priority 3 because of the apparent damage to primary containment and the other barriers to
release. This damage requires continued attention to cool the core and provide water to the
primary containment to minimize potential for release. Unit 3 is priority 2 because primary
containment may be nominally functional but continued attention is required to pursue core
cooling and injection, and because of higher vessel temperatures.

NRC Status
Beginning May 16, 2011, the NRC Headquarters response to these events has moved from the
Operations Center to a core team of managers and experts committed to the Japan Response.
This group will mainly work regular business hours on Monday through Friday, and will remain
on call after hours and on weekends. The NRC Japan Site Team will remain unchanged.
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Press releases related to the situation in Japan can be found online at:
http:flwwww.nrc. qov/readinq-rm/doc-collections/news/201 1/.
The current protective action recommendation for US citizens residing within 50 miles (80 km) of
the Fukushima Daiichi site is to evacuate. The U.S. Government continues to evaluate this
recommendation. According to media sources, Japan decided Thursday April 21, 2011 to
prohibit residents from staying within a 20-kilometer radius of Fukushima NPP. People will only
be allowed to enter the zone for up to two hours to collect belongings under government
supervision. No member of the public would be allowed within 3 km of the site. The
government added some towns outside the 20-km radius to the list of areas covered by its "noentry" directive (Kyodo New, 22 April.)(0600 4/22 SITREP)

Attachments
" Attachment 1: NRC's Daily Assessment of Conditions at Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power
Plant
" Attachment 2: Methodology for Developing the Fukushima Daiichi Daily Assessment Report
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NRC's Daily Assessment of Conditions at Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant
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Unit 1: external cooling challenged by high radiation; NRC questions on temporary
covering structure. Based on info by TEPCO of low level invessel and containment,
containment integrity isupdated to breached. TEPCO raised injection to 10 m3/hr.
Unit 3temps are slightly higher and fluctuating. The site continues to inject via both
LPCI
and feedwater line; overall injection approx. 16 m3/hr. Accuracy of temp
indications are still suspect. We will continue to monitor.
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Focus Issues:
Site Hydrogeology plan feedback;
water treatment and processing systems feedback;
debris removal feedback;
Path forward on Unit 3;
Unit 2 High Humidity analysis;
Food safety meeting
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Methodology for Developing the Fukushima Daiichi Daily Assessment Report
PURPOSE: The report is prepared to provide a qualitative high level assessment of daily conditions at
Fukushima Daiichi that the U.S. Ambassador can use to assess the safety of American citizens in Japan.
DISCLAIMER: The development of the daily assessment report includes a number of inputs. Some of
these are objective, such as plant data provided by TEPCO, while others are subjective, such as
engineering insights from the NRC's reactor and protective measures specialists in Japan. It should be
recognized that there are many unknowns and uncertainties associated with having a complete
understanding of conditions in each of the Daiichi reactors and spent fuel pools. As such, this tool
represents the collective judgment of the NRC staff in Japan based on all available data.
For each of the major plant parameters listed below, the NRC staff assesses its status daily and bins it
into one of the three categories listed. The staff uses the listed plant information and conditions in
making its assessment. The arrows on the report indicate the relative trend in plant conditions from the
previous day.
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